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Introduction
The fundamental truth is that all life on Earth is related. The carbon-based oxygen-breathing life on 
land owes its existence to the tiny organisms that somewhere in ancient past turned to photosynthesis as a 
way of feeding. To this day various photosynthetic organisms deliver the oxygen we breathe in and utilize 
the CO2 we breathe out and provide us with food, clothes and fuel. In face of global climate changes 
combined with rapid population growth and its associated challenges of sustainable food and energy 
supply, understanding of this remarkable mechanism is more vital than ever. In the most simple 
description, photosynthesis is a process by which plants, algae and cyanobacteria use light energy to turn 
water and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates and oxygen; but the story is of course more complicated than 
that. Photosynthesis begins with the absorption of a photon by one of the pigment molecules embedded in 
the photosynthetic membrane of a phototropic organism. The resulting electronic excitation moves from 
pigment to pigment until it reaches a reaction centre. There it is photochemically trapped inducing
primary charge separation across the membrane which in turn initiates a series of electron transfer 
reactions along the electron carriers’ chain that produce NADPH and create a proton gradient used in 
synthesis of ATP that leads to creation sugars afterwards.
Photosynthetic complexes
Pigments responsible for the initial steps of photosynthesis (light energy capture and electron transfer) 
comprise of chlorophylls, bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids organized into light harvesting antenna
and reaction centres and fixed in or at the photosynthetic membranes. The light harvesting complexes,
responsible for capturing light and directing it to the reaction centres, consist of closely packed and
strongly interacting membrane embedded pigments, enabling creation and fast transfer of collective 
excitation over long distances. Reaction centres are membrane integral complexes constructed from 
pigment-proteins and other redox cofactors organized in two branches along a twofold axis to enable easy 
charge separation across the membrane.
Photosynthetic organisms belong to either oxygenic (such as higher plants, algae and cyanobacteria) or 
anoxygenic (such as purple bacteria) classes of organisms. Oxygenic photosynthesis involves reduction of 
CO2 to carbohydrate and oxidation of water to produce molecular oxygen while in anoxygenic 
photosynthesis other molecules than water get oxidized. The structure of photosynthetic complexes 
reflects the functional and physiological challenges faced by those organisms; i.e. there is a wide variety 
of light harvesting complexes among the different organisms, although the reaction centres are 
homologous for all photosynthetic species (Allen and Vermaas 2001). Across the majority of
photosynthetic (type II) reaction centres the process of charge separation and quinone reduction is 
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basically the same: the post-charge-separation electron transport is usually conducted along the so-called 
A-branch while the (plasto)quinone is (doubly) reduced at the QB site.
RC, LH1 and LH2
In anoxygenic purple phototropic bacteria carotenoids and excitonically coupled bacteriochlorophylls
(BChls) that comprise light harvesting complexes are arranged in closely packed rings (Hu et al. 1997).
The amount of BChl in a ring and the type of carotenoid, and therefore the absorption spectrum, depends 
on species, type of antenna and, in some occasions, on growth conditions. In most species there are two 
kinds of light harvesting complexes: a core antenna LH1 (light harvesting complex 1) and a peripheral 
antenna LH2 (light harvesting complex 2). All LHs are built of ??-apoprotein subunits, each having a
single trans-??????????-helix????????????-????????????????????????????????????-polypeptide on the outside
of the ring (Hu et al. 1997). The number of ??-subunits varies between species and types of antenna. In 
LH2, which can be deca- nano- or octa??????????????-pair binds three BChl and one or two carotenoid 
molecules. In nanomeric LH2s, the BChl molecules are arranged in two rings: one, located at the 
periplasmic side of the complex, is built of closely coupled 18 pigments oriented almost perpendicular to 
the membrane plane; second, at the cytoplasmic side, consists of loosely coupled 9 BChls oriented in the 
plane of the membrane (Figure 1A). The 18-Bchl ring gives rise to the strong absorption band at 850 nm 
and is thus known as B850, while the 9 Bchls absorb at 800 nm and are called B800 (Hu et al. 1997; Hu 
et al. 2002).
Figure 1. Structure of photosynthetic complexes of purple bacteria: LH2 (Rps. acidophila) and core complex 
RC-LH1 (Rps. palustris) (from (Papiz et al. 2003) and (Roszak et al. 2003))
The concentration of LH2 in the membrane depends on external conditions, such as light intensity and 
oxygen tension (Cogdell et al. 2006). Generally, the expression of genes encoding the photosynthetic unit 
is activated by suppression of oxygen, and the amount of the LH2 then produced is adjusted for the light
level to optimize the energy capture. However, some species, such as Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) 
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palustris, under low light conditions synthesize additional peripheral antenna that exhibit special spectral 
properties (Tadros MH and K. 1989; Brunisholz and Zuber 1992).
Every ??-subunit of the core antenna binds two strongly coupled and perpendicular to the membrane 
plane BChls of maximum absorption in range of 870-890 nm (B875) and one carotenoid (Hu et al. 2002).
Those pigment-proteins surround the reaction centre (RC) forming a hollow cylinder (Figure 1B),
structure that is highly flexible and can adopt a variety of architectures (Bahatyrova et al. 2004b) though 
typically, reflecting the slightly oval shape of the RC it is encircling, the LH1 is slightly elliptical (Roszak 
et al. 2003; Scheuring et al. 2005). In all purple bacteria species LH1 is synthetized in 1:1 stoichiometry
with the RC with which it associates forming the RC-LH1 core complex. There are three main 
configurations a core complex can exhibit: a closed one as in Thermochromatium tepidum, when LH1 
antenna forms a continuous palisade around the RC (Niwa et al. 2014), or an open one as in Rps. 
palustris, where the ring of 15 ??-polypeptides is incomplete and a small gap enabled by protein W is 
present in the subunits fence of LH1 (Roszak et al. 2003); Finally, in some species such as Rba. 
sphaeroides, two open monomeric RC-LH1s hook-up into dimeric core complex (Jungas et al. 1999;
Francia et al. 1999).
Figure 2. Structure of bacterial RC (from (Crouch and Jones 2012) and (Deisenhofer et al. 1985))
The purple bacterial Reaction Centre is a heterodimeric complex arranged around twofold rotational 
pseudo-symmetry axis that runs perpendicular to the membrane plane (Deisenhofer et al. 1985). Its
cofactors include one pair of excitonically coupled BChls comprising the primary electron donor (the 
special pair known as P), one pair of accessory BChls (B) and a pair of bacteriopheophytines (BPheo, H), 
a pair of ubiquinones (QA, QB) and an iron atom, all mounted on two protein subunits called M and L into 
two cofactor branches, A and B. The L- and M-????????????? ????? ????????????? ????????? ?-helices
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each, while the third protein subunit H contains single transmembranal ?-helix and a cytoplasmic domain 
that protects the ubiquinone binding sites on the cytoplasmic side of L and M proteins (Figure 2).
The Rhodobacter species instead of W contain additionally a small single ?-helix protein in their core 
complexes. This polypeptide, known as PufX, is prerequisite for photosynthetic growth of those
organisms and, in case of Rba. Sphaeroides, for core complex dimerization (Barz et al. 1995a; Barz et al. 
1995b; Francia et al. 1999). PufX is expressed in equal stoichiometric ratio with the RC and its removal 
from the genome of Rba. sphaeroides results in chromatophores containing strictly monomeric core 
complexes with an uninterrupted ring of LH1 encircling the RC and an impaired photosynthetic 
competence (Barz et al. 1995b). It is thought that this particular protein facilitates the quinone/quinol 
exchange, each PufX being positioned close to a RC QB site. However, there are both monomeric and 
dimeric RC-LH1s present in native membranes of Rba. sphaeroides while other PufX containing species 
do not produce dimers at all (Bahatyrova et al. 2004a; Crouch and Jones 2012). The PufX sequence is 
poorly conserved across species, yet the strains of Rba. sphaeroides expressing PufX native to Rba. 
capsulatus were successfully grown under photosynthetic regime, producing monomeric core complexes 
in spherical membranes (Fulcher et al. 1998; Crouch and Jones 2012). Among the only eight conserved 
residues in PufX of purple bacteria are Gly29 (GX29) and Gly51 (GX51) (Tsukatani et al. 2004); Gly 29 
(GX29) resides in the bend of the P???? ?-helix located towards the middle (Tunnicliffe et al. 2006;
Ratcliffe et al. 2011) of the protein helix. Mutation of this Gly lead to decrease or loss (depending on the 
mutation) of RC-LH1 dimers and to decrease of amount of PufX in the membranes and negatively 
influenced photosynthetic competence (Ratcliffe et al. 2011). Gly 51 is located at the periplasmic side of 
the membrane close to the C-terminus of the PufX ?-helix  (Tunnicliffe et al. 2006; Holden-Dye et al. 
2008) which is thought to be involved in PufX assembly and insertion (Francia et al. 2002). Both N- and 
C-terminal extrinsic regions of PufX in Rba. sphaeroides are involved in dimerization via interaction with 
?????????????????????????????? subunit from the opposing RC-LH1 monomer while binding of PufX N-
terminal domain to the cytoplasmic extrinsic domain of RC H subunit places PufX adjacent to a QB site of 
RC (Qian et al. 2013).
PSII and PSI
Green plants and algae have two different types of reaction centres, known as photosystem I (PSI) and 
photosystem II (PSII), that together with their associated antennas form large multi subunit 
supercomplexes in the membrane. The photosystems work in series; the primary charge separation in the 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????I via the cytochrome b6f to PSI. PSII
uses sunlight to split water into elements releasing the “waste” oxygen into the atmosphere and providing 
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the proton which, with an additional input of light energy absorbed by photosystem I, is used for
conversion of carbon dioxide into organic matter.
Figure 3. Structure of photosynthetic complexes (A) photosystem II and its antennae;  (B) photosystem I and LHCI 
(from (Scholes et al. 2011; Loll et al. 2005; Iwata and Barber 2004) and(Amunts et al. 2010; Ben-Shem et al. 2003))
Photosystem II comprises several types of transmembrane proteins and peripheral membrane proteins. 
Reminiscent of the L and M subunits in the RC of purple bacteria, the electron transfer cofactors of the 
reaction centre of PSII, namely two Chls of primary electron donor, two accessory Chls, two 
pheophytines (Pheos) and two plastoquinone (PQ) molecules, are arranged in two parallel branches
mounted onto two membrane spanning proteins (Dl and D2) along a twofold symmetry axis. The water 
splitting process that delivers the reducing electrons (via the redox active tyrosine Tyrz) to the primary 
electron donor P680, is catalysed by the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) formed by a Ca-Mn4 cluster
bound to D1 and CP43 at the lumenal side of the granum and protected by four extrinsic proteins of 
PsbO, PsbP, PsbQ and PsbR (Ferreira et al. 2004; De Las Rivas et al. 2007). Extrinsic components of the 
RC
Reaction centrePeripheral antenna 
complexes,
including LHCII, 
CP29 and CP26
Core antenna 
complexes 
CP43, CP47
LHCII 5 nm
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PSII core extend up to 5 nm into the lumen and only ~1 nm into the stroma, the total height of the 
complex reaching up to 10.5 nm. Flanking the RC are two core antenna proteins known as CP47 and 
CP43. Further out, placed between the PSII core and its major trimeric peripheral light harvesting 
complex (LHCII), are three minor antenna complexes of CP29, CP26 and CP24 (Caffarri et al. 2009). In
addition to the regular light capture and transfer, the light harvesting antenna is responsible for
photoprotection by dissipating excess excitation energy in the process known as non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ). Such protection is immensely important due to the Dl protein being highly susceptible 
to photo-damage and thus, under high light conditions, requiring PSII to be frequently re-assembled with
newly synthesized Dl (Barber and Andersson 1992; Aro et al. 1993). The most common configuration of 
PSII in vivo involves two PSII monomers and their antenna arranged into a supercomplex. One of the
smallest possible PSII supercomplex, C2S2, consists of a dimer of a core complex with two copies of 
CP26 and CP29 each and two strongly bound LHCII trimers but the most abundant supercomplex in 
grana of Arabidopsis thaliana, C2S2M2, additionally contains two CP24 and two (or one for the typical 
C2S2M configuration in spinach) moderately bound LHCII molecules (Figure 3).
Similarly to PSII and purple bacteria, the RC of photosystem I is a pseudo-symmetrical heterodimer
harboured on two core proteins, named in this case PsaA and PsaB. Though, in a striking contrast to 
bacteria and PSII, the electron is transferred from primary electron donor P700 along A- or B-branch 
through electron carriers that include Chls, quinones and three FeS clusters.  As all other photosynthetic 
reaction centres, PSI has its own designated antenna (LHCI), comprising in plants of four light harvesting 
proteins Lhca 1-4, attached along one side of the monomeric PSI complex. Such monomeric complex is a
functional unit in higher plants but in cyanobacteria photosystem I exists in trimeric or tetrameric forms
(Ben-Shem et al. 2003; Jordan et al. 2001; Li et al. 2014; Watanabe et al. 2014).
Cytochrome bc1 and b6f
The cytochrome bc1 complex enables cyclic electron transfer in purple bacteria by catalysing oxidation 
of doubly reduced quinone QB by cytochrome (cyt) 2 and releasing two protons on the periplasmic side. 
The functional core of bc1 is a transmembrane homodimer organized along twofold symmetry axis, with 
each monomer composed of three subunits: the centrally located cytochrome b containing two non-
covalently bound b-hemes (of high-bH and low- bL potential), cytochrome c1 and the high potential mobile 
Rieske protein (2Fe-2S iron-sulfur protein). Proteins of bc1 extend about 35 Å into the periplasm while 
the strong cytoplasmic protrusions present in mitochondrial complex are absent in purple bacteria (Figure
4).
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Figure 4. Structure of cytochrome bc1 complex  (from (Kleinschroth et al. 2011))
The cytochrome b6f is membrane bound multi subunit dimeric complex coupling the cyclic and non-
cyclic electron transport chain between PSII to PSI in process of oxygenic photosynthesis. 
ATP synthase
Production of ATP is catalysed by a large membrane protein complex known as F1-Fo ATP synthase.
This enzyme consists of two major tightly coupled sub-complexes: the membrane-embedded rotor Fo and
the extra-membranous water-soluble F1. The Fo ???????????????????????-helical hairpin-shaped c-subunits, 
is involved in transporting ions across the membrane converting the proton motive force into kinetic 
energy utilized further by F1 for synthesis of ATP. The c-ring is an oligomeric cylinder composed of c-
subunits of varying, depending on organisms, number. Comparing to the other participants of 
photosynthetic process, the ATPase has an impressive size, extending about 16 nm into the stroma, or in 
case of bacterial chromatophores, cytoplasm (Figure 5). Beside the enzymatic function, the ATP synthase 
has a role in shaping the mitochondrial inner membrane (Dudkina et al. 2005) and it has been suggested 
that it is ATPase oligomerization that is determinant in cristae morphology (Allen et al. 1989). In 
chloroplasts however, the ATP synthase is monomeric and absent from curved membrane regions 
(Dekker and Boekema 2005; Daum et al. 2010).
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Figure 5. Structure of ATP synthase (adapted from (Uchihashi et al. 2011))
Photosynthetic membranes
The reaction centre protein and the pigment-protein complexes of the antennas are embedded in the 
lipid bilayer of photosynthetic membrane. These membranes stand in a first line of the dynamic response 
of the photosynthetic apparatus to the ever changing external environment, and might be treated as the de 
facto photosynthetic apparatus themselves. Their most important function is separation of compartments 
and maintaining a potential, such as different pH, to allow work of ATP synthesis to proceed. The shape, 
size, packing, interactions and function of photosynthetic complexes influence morphology, curvature and 
organization of the medium they are surrounded by. The photosynthetic membrane comes thus in many 
forms; in photosynthetic bacteria it forms an often strongly invaginated envelope inside a cell, whereas in 
plants it is a closed folded inner membrane inside a specified photosynthetic organelle, the chloroplast.
The membranes are tightly filled with complexes (the packing density in grana for example reaches 
70% (Kirchhoff et al. 2002)), which has direct consequences for protein mobility, connectivity between 
reaction centres and size of antenna, as well as for supramolecular organization, expressed as 
sequestration of PSI and PSII complexes in plants and separate RC-LH1and LH2 domains in Rba. 
sphaeroides. The configuration of pigments into supercomplexes (such as PSII-LHCII, PSI-LHCI or RC-
LH1) and then the further tight packing of complexes into functional domains enhance light harvesting by 
increasing pigment density. Clustering of classes of complexes, which was hypothesized to be 
independent of specific protein-protein interactions and driven by molecular crowding, extends at times 
on a topological level, as in plants as in bacteria, to creation of local or long range crystalline 
arrangements.
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Figure 6. Arrangement of photosynthetic membranes and their pigment- protein population differentiation in plants
(Adapted from Pearson Education, Inc. Publishing as Benjamin Cummings Copyright © 2006; Chloroplast 
structure by Kelvinsong (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0]and (Dekker and Boekema 2005))
Structure and composition of thylakoid membranes of higher plants
Plants evolved specially designated organelles (chloroplasts) for conducting the photosynthetic 
process. Chloroplasts differentiate into a system of interconnected membranes, thylakoids (“sacs”), that
themselves are divided into two distinct domains: grana, consisting of regular stacks of appressed
membranes, and non-appressed stroma lamellae (Figure 6). This structural differentiation is reflected by 
lateral separation of photosynthetic complexes: PSII and LHCII are mainly located in appressed granal
domains, while ATPase and PSI reside in stroma thylakoids, which house also most of the regulatory 
enzymes, proteases, thylakoid kinases and phosphatases associated with stress regulation, signal 
transduction mechanisms and gene expression (Dekker and Boekema 2005). Such highly specific
distribution of complexes comes directly from the role they play in the energy transduction as well as 
their dimensional restrictions. ATP synthase, at ~16 nm high, and PSI, with its extrinsic subunits 
extending ~3.5 nm into the stromal space, are logically confined to non-appressed lamellae. On the other 
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hand, the PSII protrudes only slightly into the stroma and thus is predominantly localized in appressed
grana together with its almost flat 1 nm protruding light harvesting antenna, while the cytochrome b6f
which has maximal height of 10 nm is thought to populate both stacked and unstacked regions. Although 
grana are not essential for photosynthesis, for example they do not occur in thylakoids from
cyanobacteria, they are ubiquitous in higher plants.
The thylakoids maintain dynamic structural flexibility to accommodate fluctuating light conditions. 
Grana stacks are going through structural and organizational changes driven by various physiochemical 
mechanisms inducing state transitions which serve as fast adaptation mechanism balancing distribution of 
excitation energy between Photosystem II and I (Allen and Forsberg 2001; Chuartzman et al. 2008;
Kargul and Barber 2008). Light-induced remodeling of the thylakoid involves lateral ordering of PSII 
supercomplexes into semicrystalline arrays, a rearrangement probably driven by molecular crowding 
mechanism, which also induces formation of domains enriched in LHCII separated from arrays of PSII 
(Dekker and Boekema 2005). The geometrical parameters of those aggregations, such as crystal repeat 
unit or, in case of aligned complexes, distances between particles in one line and spacing between rows
depend on type of the complexes involved, which were revealed by EM to be mainly C2S2, C2S2M or 
C2S2M2 supercomplexes (Boekema et al. 2000; Dekker and Boekema 2005; Daum et al. 2010; ??????????
al. 2013). The full functional significance of these assemblies is unknown but in plants under unfavorable 
conditions (Dekker and Boekema 2005) or in deep-lying appressed grana stacks of non-stressed plants 
where light penetration is diluted (Daum et al. 2010), the highly ordered 2D crystals of PSII enable 
optimization of light harvesting and (photo-protective) energy dissipation. It is thus unsurprising that 
frequency of regular PSII arrangement is higher in plants exposed to low light, although even then its 
amount is rather low populating about 8-9% of all grana (??????????????????).
Morphological variety of chromatophores of purple bacteria
In photosynthetic bacteria the complexes necessary for photosynthetic activity (RC-LH1, LH2 and 
cytochrome bc1 and ATP synthase) are accommodated in an intricate system of intracytoplasmic 
membrane invaginations (ICM) which, depending on the organism, assumes various morphological types.
In the genus Rhodobacter the RC-LH1 and LH2 self-assemble into ICM spherical vesicles (Golecki et al. 
1989) or tubes (Siebert et al. 2004) while in Rhodopseudomonas the chromatophores form flat folded 
sheets resembling thylakoids of higher plants and govern by similar stacking mechanisms (Varga and 
Staehelin 1983; Varga and Staehelin 1985). When bacteria are broken up, mechanically or by sonication, 
the invaginations can close upon themselves and form vesicles or tubes, called chromatophores (“colour 
bearers”) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Chromatophores of purple bacteria and organization of photosynthetic complexes within (from (Qian et 
al. 2008; ?????????????????; Siebert et al. 2004))
Not only the shape of chromatophores, but also the organization of photosynthetic complexes within 
them differs from species to species. In majority of purple bacteria there is no special placement of core
complexes with respect to each other, meaning that the RC-LH1 complexes, monomeric or dimeric, are 
oriented randomly, either neighbouring or separated by pool of LH2 that sometimes is packed in large 
hexagonal para-crystalline arrays, so as to combine optimization of light harvesting with the LH-RC 
connectivity. Occasionally though, a higher order of organization is encountered with the most highly 
organized membranes found in Rba. sphaeroides in which the peripheral LH2 antenna is either clustered 
in separate domains or located in fixed rows interspersing ordered arrays of core complexes. In this 
particular species the 3-dimentional properties of core complex induce special orientation and architecture 
of chromatophores (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004; ?????????????????; Qian et al. 2008; Frese et al. 
2008).
Probing the organization of photosynthetic membrane
A deep understanding of the function of photosynthetic membrane requires a detailed knowledge of its
structural organization because the efficiency and regulation of light energy conversion depends on the 
macromolecular organization of photosynthetic pigment-proteins. Plants protect themselves from the 
constantly changing light conditions by regulating energy distribution during photosynthesis. These 
adaptation processes are directly reflected by structural changes in photosynthetic complexes and the 
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morphological and supramolecular organization of photosynthetic membrane. Information about these 
changes is thus important for an improved understanding of the energy transfer and the regulatory 
mechanisms.
Atomic Force Microscopy
One of the most obvious ways to examine a structure is to ‘see’ it. Methods of probing structure and 
organization of proteins and membranes include several visual techniques. Light microscopy, electron 
microscopy (EM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are widely used in various studies. Out of these
three microscopic techniques only AFM allows for upholding the physiological conditions for the sample
(i.e. in buffer solution, ambient temperature and pressure) and thus maintaining its active state. The 
exceptionally high signal-to-noise ratio of the AFM allows imaging of single molecules without the need 
for further processing. It is therefore the only technique to date that can provide structural information on 
supramolecular protein assemblies in native membranes at nanometer resolution, into which high-
resolution membrane protein structures, obtained from X-ray or EM crystallographic studies, can be 
superpositioned. For this reason the atomic force microscope (AFM) has developed into a powerful tool 
in membrane protein research and is now a technique complementary to X-ray crystallography and 
electron microscopy (Binnig et al. 1986; Karrasch et al. 1994; Fotiadis et al. 1998; Müller et al. 1998;
Engel et al. 1999).
Figure 8. Basic outlook of an AFM set-up
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AFM is different from other microscopic techniques because there is no direct light source involved. 
Instead, a sharp stylus fixed on a flexible leaf spring above surface is used to scan its features. As the scan 
progress the van der Waals forces between the atomically sharp probe and the sample cause the cantilever 
to bend. This is recorded as deflection of a laser beam that is focused at the very end of the cantilever and 
reflected into a photodiode detector (Figure 8). In this manner the cantilever deflection is used as a 
controlling parameter in a feedback system to monitor the tip-sample interaction yielding the precise 
morphology at consecutive local points (Binnig et al. 1986).
Since the resolution of an AFM image depends on the size of the tip it is thus important that the probe 
is sharp. AFM tips are generally pyramidal and made of silicon or silicon nitride.  The tips apex radius 
curvatures range from 1 to 100 nm with the typical applicable value of about 20 nm. The cantilevers can 
be triangular or rectangular and vary in a spring constant (10-3N/m to 10 N/m). The spring constant of the 
cantilever depends on its shape, dimensions and the material from which it is fabricated. Thicker and 
shorter cantilevers tend to be stiffer and have higher resonant frequencies. 
An AFM machine can operate in contact and non-contact mode. In the contact regime, known also as 
repulsive, the tip is continuously in contact with the sample. As the interaction force causes the cantilever 
to bend to accommodate changes in topography, the feedback controls the scan by imposing constant tip-
sample force (constant force mode) or constant tip-sample distance (constant height mode). In non-
contact (attractive) imaging vibrating cantilever is brought close to the sample surface and the change in 
amplitude, phase, or frequency of the oscillation in response to force gradients from the sample is 
measured. An intermediate pulse-force or jumping mode, where the tip is only intermittently in contact 
with the sample has been also developed. 
Linear dichroism
Another method of probing membrane order and protein structure within a complex is linear dichroism 
(LD), a spectroscopic technique based on differential absorption of plane-polarized light by an oriented 
sample. The possibility of LD arises due to the intrinsic property of molecules known as the transition 
dipole moment, which can be regarded as an antenna by which molecules absorb light. The transition 
dipole moment is a property of every transition, determining its strength and polarization (defined as the 
direction of net linear displacement of the charge caused by coupling of the electric field of the absorbed 
light to the electron density of the absorbing molecule). The molecular absorption of light depends on the 
angle between the transition dipole moment and the electric field of the light and reaches the maximum 
value when the two of them are parallel.
In case of chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls, which are the pigments responsible for absorption 
and photochemistry in phototropic organisms, the electronic transitions to the lowest excited states are 
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polarized along either the Qx or Qy molecular axis. The Qx axis is defined by nitrogen rings II and IV of 
the tetrapyrolle ring of (bacterio)chlorophyll; the Qy determines the most-red absorption and has dipole 
moment nearly parallel to the axis running through the nitrogen atoms of ring I and III (Figure. 9). 
Figure 9. (a) Generic molecular model of chlorophyll showing the structure of the porphyrinic ring and the 
numbering of carbon atoms within it. (b) Chlorophyll a molecular model showing the main molecular axes and the 
transition dipole vector of the Qy band (from (Oviedo and Sánchez 2011))
Figure 10. The principles of  LD experiment 
Because the transition dipoles are fixed in the pigments, and the molecules have fixed orientation in the 
complexes that, in turn, are fixed in the membrane, the linear dichroism data can reveal information on 
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the relative orientation of the transition moments and thus on further structural organization of 
chromophores; the only requirement being that the system under study is aligned, as the isotropic
unordered sample averages to zero LD signal. The LD measurement therefore needs to be performed on a 
system that either possess intrinsic order or is oriented externally prior to experiment. Samples can be 
aligned by several methods, but the most convenient way of orienting photosynthetic membranes and 
complexes is to immobilize them in gelatinous or polyacrylamide gel and then mechanically orient along 
one long axis by squeezing in two other directions (Figure 10).
The angle between the transition dipole moment and the orientation axis can be revealed by measuring 
the difference in absorption of light polarised linearly parallel and perpendicular with respect to an 
orientation axis, according to the following formula:
?? ? ?? ? ??,
LD > 0 if the probed transition is polarized parallel to the orientation axis
LD < 0 if the transition is polarized perpendicularly to the orientation axis
??? ?
?????
????
? ?
?
??????? ? ??
where LDr is the reduced LD, defined as the ratio of LD over the isotropic absorbance Aiso, S the 
orientation parameter (S = 1 for a perfectly oriented sample and 0 for an ??????????????????? ???? ??????
between transition dipole moment and the orientation axis. Thus, if the orientation of the molecule is 
known, then it is possible to determine the molecular polarisation axis of a given transition from its LD 
spectrum. If, on the other hand, the polarisation of transition moment is already known, linear dichroism 
measurements on samples of unknown structure can produce information on molecular orientation. 
Structure of this thesis
This study focuses on the supramolecular organization of photosynthetic membrane. Chapters 2 and 3 
present polarised spectroscopy data on native bacterial chromatophores while chapters 4, 5 and 6 present 
atomic force microscopy images of grana and flat bacterial membranes. The aim was to pinpoint 
conditions of specific ordering of photosynthetic complexes and circumstances of its exhibition. In 
particular, chapter 3 focuses on dependence of long-range crystalline-like arrangement of RC-LH1 on 
presence of and alterations in PufX, the protein in the bacterial core complex of Rba. sphaeroides.
Chapter 2 is dealing with the conditions in the polarized spectroscopy experiment, to investigate
possibility that orientation technique might change morphological properties of photosynthetic membrane 
and thus influence its spectral properties. The subject of chapter 4 is the organization of grana from higher 
plants that are known to exhibit crystalline like arrangements of PSII complexes in certain conditions that 
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might be related to photo protective mechanism and in chapter 5 we discuss the methodology of atomic 
force microscopy that has been employed in chapter 4. Finally, in chapter 6 by means of polarized 
spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy we investigate supramolecular organization of another purple 
bacterium Rps. palustris which has chromatophores similar to thylakoids but lacks crystalline 
arrangements of photosynthetic complexes. 
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Abstract
The photosynthesizing purple bacteria Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides contain RC-LH1-PufX
complexes that are prone to organize on a macro scale in the membrane which can be detected by means 
of linear dichroism spectroscopy (LD). Linear dichroism spectroscopy is a convenient method of 
establishing relative orientations of pigments and complexes in native membranes, especially if these are 
highly ordered. Due to the need, however, of an externally applied force to achieve alignment of 
membranes the question arises if the measured order depends on the sample preparation. Performing low 
temperature LD and light minus dark ?LD spectroscopy on native membranes from Rhodobacter (Rba.) 
sphaeroides, prepared in various conditions we show preparation methods to have no bearing on the 
membrane organisation. Neither the temperature nor the gel elasticity factor had influence on recorded 
spectra. All membranes lacking the PufX core protein exhibited small degree of RC-LH1 core complexes 
ordering exacerbated by the type of carotenoid expressed; The freshly cultivated PufX deficient strains 
containing the green neurosporene carotenoid were ordered to a higher extent than the red carotenoid 
containing strains, reiterating that the carotenoid impresses upon the structure of the RC-LH1 complex and 
thus by extension on complexes ordering as well as chromatophores form. Interesting fact that the 
absolute value of LD was highest for the red carotenoid strains cultivated for the original study suggests 
that these membranes were morphologically different to all the others implying that next to inherent traits 
growth environment is also important factor in membrane organization.
Introduction
The object of photosynthesis is to translate harvested energy of the sun into chemically useful form, a 
process which in purple bacteria is conducted in network of highly specialized membranes, known as 
chromatophores, filled with energy transducing complexes consisting of light harvesting antenna 1 (LH1)
and 2 (LH2), the reaction centre (RC), cytochrome bc1 and ATP synthase. Photosynthetic complexes are 
constructed of bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) and carotenoids bound onto transmembrane proteins and 
organized with high precision. Bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids within antenna complexes harvest 
light and transmit its energy to the reaction centre where light energy causes charge separation. An 
electron is then transferred from the primary donor P to the acceptor quinone (QA), which subsequently 
reduces a secondary quinone (QB), and QB equilibrates with the quinone pool of the membrane. The 
reduced quinones interact with other electron carriers which, after a complex sequence of reactions, 
transfer an electron back to the oxidized primary donor of the reaction centres. This cyclic electron flow is 
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associated with vectorial H+ transport across the photosynthetic membrane and eventually coupled to ATP 
synthesis.
Core complex structure
Organization of the photosynthetic membrane is essential for effective energy transfer: the antenna 
must be in vicinity of an open reaction centre to pass on the excitation for the charge transfer to take place. 
The RC, consisting of the special pair P, two accessory bacteriochlorophylls B and two 
bacteriopheopytines H which are arranged with specific geometry along axis of two fold symmetry that is 
broken by carotenoid, is intimately associated with LH1 antenna forming the RC-LH1 core complex with
the BChl-units of LH1 creating a palisade around the RC (Ermler et al. 1994; Roszak et al. 2003). In 
Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides, a non-sulphur photosynthesizing purple bacterium, majority of RC-LH1 
complexes are dimeric and organized in short rows exhibiting a specific fixed orientation of the RC with 
respect to the long axis of the chromatophore (Frese et al. 2000; Bahatyrova et al. 2004). It is a native 
arrangement in these species when grown under photosynthetic conditions (although some monomeric 
core complexes occur naturally as well (Bahatyrova et al. 2004; Crouch and Jones 2012)) depending 
mainly on the presence of a core-associated protein known as PufX. PufX is a single helix transmembrane 
polypeptide disrupting the continuity of the LH1 cylinder around the RC and facilitating quinone/quinol 
exchange and thus enabling photosynthetic growth (Barz et al. 1995a; Barz et al. 1995b; Tunnicliffe et al. 
2006; Busselez et al. 2007). Upon deletion of this protein, the LH1 fully encircles around the RC, the RC-
LH1 complexes cannot dimerize and lose the specific orientation of RC (Francia et al. 1999; Frese et al. 
2000; Frese et al. 2004). Interestingly, even in presence of PufX, the level of RC-LH1 dimers vs. 
monomers in the membranes seems to be influenced by the type of carotenoid synthesised by the 
bacterium and the conditions in which it grows; The presence of ordered arrays of core complexes is
unaffected (Crouch and Jones 2012; D'Haene et al. 2014; Sznee et al. 2014). The wild type strains of Rba. 
sphaeroides which express the native brown/red carotenoid spheroidene while grown under 
illuminated/anaerobic conditions and PufX containing strains expressing green carotenoid neurosporene 
grown under either photosynthetic or dark/semiaerobic conditions produce mostly dimers of core complex
(Crouch and Jones 2012; D'Haene et al. 2014). As a photoprotective measure, during phototrophic growth 
in the presence of oxygen, native Rba. sphaeroides strains in place of spheroidene express the native 
photoprotective red carotenoid spheroidenone causing disruption of dimers and thus producing mainly 
monomeric RC-LH1 complexes (Crouch and Jones 2012; D'Haene et al. 2014). All these types of 
membranes exhibit a spectroscopic fingerprint of high degree long range ordering of core complexes,
including the LH2 deficient strains (Sznee et al. 2014; D'Haene et al. 2014). The presence of this long-
range order of core complexes or lack there-of can be probed by linear dichroism spectroscopy.
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Linear dichroism
Linear dichroism (LD) is a differential spectroscopic technique used to establish relative orientations 
of subunits in pigment-protein complexes and their orientation in membranes. In certain cases, when
supramolecular order is present over a long distance within a membrane, its existence can be also probed
by this method. Linear dichroism occurs due to a dependence of the absorption of linearly polarized light 
on the direction of polarization, i.e. on the angle between the electric transition dipole moment of the 
molecule and the polarized electric field of a photon. Thus by probing the orientation of transition dipole 
moments of BChls relative to the long axis of the membrane, LD spectroscopy can give detailed 
information on organization of pigments inside complexes and of photosynthetic complexes in native 
membranes. 
An LD experiment can be performed on isolated complexes as well as on whole intact or fragmented 
membranes, the only requirement being a presence of macroscopic order in the studied sample, meaning 
that the probed molecules or membranes have to have their long axes (also known as molecular 
orientation axes) aligned in the same direction (preferably along or close to parallel to the external 
laboratory axis of orientation). This is due to the statistical character of linear dichroism, meaning that the 
LD signal of a system is an integral over all contributing components; in samples lacking macroscopic 
alignment this signal averages to zero. Consequently, the magnitude of the LD depends of the efficiency 
of the alignment of the sample and the stronger the alignment the higher the magnitude of LD signals.
Therefore, samples probed by LD spectroscopy need to be oriented before measurement. One of the
widely employed methods of sample orientation is the squeezing technique which permits alignment of 
particles of different sizes and shapes suspended in polyacrylamide gel, by means of application of 
mechanical force. Gelation of acrylamide is a strongly exothermic reaction and the generated heat speeds
up the reaction. It is therefore common to perform this process at 0ºC-4ºC environment when preparing 
biologically active samples for LD experiment. However, gels created at lower temperatures are generally 
less flexible and contain inhomogeneous smaller pores (Chen and Chrambach 1979; Gelfi and Righetti 
1981; Menter), a property definitely undesirable for electrophoresis for which those gels are most widely 
used, but not necessarily important for LD of photosynthetic membranes. Chromatophores, invaginations 
of intracytoplasmic membrane (ICM) that closed themselves upon extraction forming pseudo spherical 
structures which, while immobilized in a gel during the squeezing for LD experiment, get slightly oriented 
along an elongated axis when the mechanical force is applied in two perpendicular directions. Irrespective 
of the order prior absence or presence within the membrane, the orientation procedure does not, or should 
not induce ordering of complexes in the membrane. The question however arises, if upon orientation, the 
membranes might deform and if the method itself influences the ordering of the chromatophores.
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Dark-minus-light linear dichroism
In densely packed chromatophores, overlapping spectral transitions of photosynthetic complexes can 
lead to the cancellation of LD bands hindering analysis of LD data. Collecting spectra of the 
photosynthetic membranes at cryogenic temperatures allows to distinguish the absorption and LD bands of 
the LH2 and LH1; and, in chromatophores containing RC and LH complexes, where the LH1 and LH2 
transitions conceal spectral contribution of the special pair (P), the dark-minus-light difference-?????????
can be used to observe the change of the membrane LD signal upon photo-oxidation of P. When P is 
oxidized, the spectral properties of the RC change considerably; Two Qy transitions of BChl monomers 
constituting the special pair are almost parallel and the excitonic coupling between them leads to a single 
allowed transition at ~870 nm that lies in the plane of the membrane and an upper exciton band at ~812
nm that is perpendicular to the Qy of P (Arnett et al. 1999). Upon creation of the radical cation dimer in the 
special pair, both those transitions disappear and the main transition of P+ appears at ~1200 nm (Clayton 
1963; Fajer et al. 1975). At the same time the electric field appearing due to the positive charge of P+
causes chromatic shifts in absorption of other constituents of the RC, namely bacteriopheophytines 
(BPheos, H) and accessory BChls (B). ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of oxidized RC is subtracted from the signal of reduced RC, leading to a clear visible band of the special 
pair unadulterated by the transitions of LH1, and the characteristic negative-positive bands due to the 
shifts of  Hs and Bs.In this study we have performed 77K polarized spectroscopy on native membranes 
isolated from Rba. sphaeroides mutants lacking PufX and recorded unexpected LD signal pointing to 
existence of order within those chromatophores. Comparison of PufX deficient membranes containing 
either green carotenoid neurosporene or red carotenoid spheroidenone leads to a conclusion that growth 
conditions along carotenoid type might influence morphology of photosynthetic membrane, including 
creation of ordered domains even in case of monomeric RC-LH1 complexes lacking PufX protein.
To exclude possibility that the sample preparation protocol for LD induced ordering of usually 
unordered membranes, we have compared spectra of membranes prepared in different temperature 
conditions and embedded in gels of two different softness and have seen no such ordering effect.
Material and methods
Construction of mutants, growth and the subsequent extraction of chromatophores from the strains of 
Rba. sphaeroides was carried out as described in (Sznee et al. 2014) and (Frese et al. 2000). All 
chromatophores were stored at -80°C and thawed on ice prior to gel preparation except for a PufX- sample 
described on Figure 1A and 1B, which was already embedded in gel and oriented for a previous 
experiment of Frese and coworkers and afterwards stored at -80°C and thawed prior to our experiment. 
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For the preparation of acrylamide gel the isolated intracytoplasmic membranes were suspended in 20 
mM Tris pH 8.0, 62% (v/v) glycerol, 11.6% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.4% (w/v) N,N’-methylynebisacrylamide, 
0.02% ammonium persulfate, 0.02% N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), or 20 mM Tris 
pH 8.0, 62% (v/v) glycerol, 14.5% acrylamide, 0.5% N,N’-methylynebisacrylamide, 0.02% ammonium 
persulfate, 0.02% N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and left to polymerize on ice or at 
4°C or at room temperature. The gel was squeezed simultaneously in two perpendicular directions while 
allowed to expand along the third, long, z-axis, transferred to a cuvette and cooled to 77K in an Oxford 
cryostat. 
Absorption, LD and dark-minus-light ?LD spectra were directly recorded on a home built 
spectrophotometer, with a resolution of 1.5 nm. P minus P+ (dark minus light) spectra were obtained by 
laser flashes (continuous wave-dye laser, DCM dye, Coherent, St. Louis, MO; CR599, 1 nm bandwidth, 
pumped by Ar+ laser, Coherent Innova 310) of 670 nm to avoid photoselection, with 20 Hz frequency 
modulation and power attenuated to 15 mW/cm2 .
Results and discussion
Organization of LH2-less native membranes
In native membranes of Rba. sphaeroides?? ??? ?????? ??? ????????? ??? ???? ???? ????????????? ????
transition dipole moments of the special pairs are uniformly oriented almost perpendicular to the long axis 
of the chromatophores (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004). In the LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides it 
means that the dimeric RC-LH1 complexes form aligned rows along the long axis of the tubular 
chromatophore that bacterium creates when LH2 is missing from the genome (Golecki et al. 1991). When, 
however, the PufX is deleted from the RC (hereafter called PufX-), instead of long tubes, big sheets of 
ICMs are synthetized by the bacterium, in which monomeric core complexes are oriented completely 
randomly (Siebert et al. 2004; Frese et al. 2000). This change is most clearly observed in LD 
spectroscopy, visible as the reversion of  sign of the accessory BChl transition from negative for PufX+ to 
positive for PufX- on the LD spectrum and similar sign change of the ~ 890 nm band attributed to special 
pair in the ?LD ((Figure 1) and (Frese et al. 2000)).
In Figure 1 77 K spectra of the PufX- (Figure 1A, 1B and 1E and 1F) and the containing PufX (PufX+,
Figure 1C and 1D) chromatophores lacking the peripheral antenna LH2 are presented.
The absorbance of membranes containing RC-LH1 with or without PufX (named respectively PufX+
and PufX-) are dominated by ~880 nm transitions of LH1 that overlap with those of the special pair while 
the contributions of accessory BChl and BPheos are visible at 805 nm and 756 nm respectively. The 
absorption maximum of the LH1 in PufX containing membranes is 1-2 nm blueshifted with respect to 
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their PufX- equivalents due to the gap-induced loss of symmetry in a linear excitonic system of BChls 
constituting LH1 (Lilburn et al. 1992; Hu et al. 1997; Frese et al. 2000).
Figure 1. ??????????????????????????????????????????????- (A,B,E,F) and PufX+ (B,D) membranes of LH2-
less strains of Rba. sphaeroides
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The absolute magnitude of the LD, when corrected for respective ODs, is the same for PufX+ and 
PufX- membranes presented on Figure 1C and 1E respectively, indicating that they are similarly shaped in 
contrast to the PufX- presented on Figure 1 A, which absolute LD magnitude is about 20% higher than the 
aforementioned two. 
The LD signal of the LH1 is positive over its entire absorption band, irrespective of presence or 
absence of PufX in the core complex, indicative of the orientation of LH1 pigments with transition dipole 
moments in the plane of the membrane. Around 756 nm the BPheo signals for both membrane types show 
negative LD magnitude, reflecting the more parallel orientation of BPheo with respect to the normal to the 
membrane. When RC complexes are isolated and oriented in polyacrylamide gel, they align along a
normal to their C2 symmetry axis (Abdourakhmanov et al. 1979; Breton 1985). The reduced  LD (LD/A) 
can then be used to calculate the angles  the Qy transitions of the RC components make with the normal to 
the membrane, yielding 40° (BPheo), 70° (accessory BChl)  and 90° (special pair), shortly denoted as 
negative LD for BPheo and positive for B and P  respectively (Abdourakhmanov et al. 1979; Breton 
1985). This orientation is also upheld in native chromatophores, where the RC’s symmetry axis coincides 
with the membrane’s normal, resulting in the RC contribution to the LD mirroring that of isolated 
complexes, i.e. negative LD sign of BPheo and positive for accessory BChl and special pair, reflecting 
positioning of transition dipole moment of P within the membrane plane (Frese et al. 2000). This is the 
spectral lineshape observed in bottom panels of Figure 1A and 1B respectively (the PufX- LD figures). 
However, when PufX is present in the core complex, the position of RC is locked in such a way, that the 
Qy of P makes a constant ~80° angle to the orientation axis within the membrane plane resulting in a 
negative LD for accessory BChl and special pair (bottom panels on Figure 1C and Figure 1D) and (Frese 
et al. 2000). Such spectral structure come about because in case of uniformly fixed transition dipole 
moments the absorption depends not only on the angle describing the divergence from the polarization 
plane parallel to the orientation axis but also on the angle with respect to the axis of orientation within this 
very plane. (For detailed description of geometrical relations see (Frese et al. 2000)). The negative sign of 
the ??? ????? ???? ?????????? ????? ???? ????????? ???? ????? ???? ???????? ????? ???? ??? ????? ??????????? ??
signature of a long-range uniform ordering of RC-LH1 complexes in native chromatophores.
The spectra of  PufX- sample shown on Figure 1A and 1B were obtained by remeasurement of the
original PufX- gel, results published by ((Frese et al. 2000) that has been stored up to now at -80°C. For 
comparison, spectra of 1E and 1F come from freshly prepared gels containing recently purified PufX-
membranes extracted from green carotenoid strains constructed and grown as described in (Sznee et al. 
2014). PufX+ samples were freshly prepared from corresponding green carotenoid strains. LD spectra 
depicted in Figures 1A-1D resemble those obtained in earlier studies (Frese et al. 2000) indicating no 
effect on the membranes due to storage.
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In contrast to the signals reported previously for LH2-PufX- membranes, the ????signal of P in PufX-
membranes presented on bottom panel of Figure 1F has a negative sign suggesting that a certain degree of 
long-range order exists in those membranes. ?????????? ???? ???? ??? ???? ?????????? ????? ???? ?? ????????
magnitude of bandshifts than the ‘original’ membranes on Figure 1B. The explanation could be that either 
we have unwittingly induced long range RC-LH1 ordering in the membranes during the orientation 
procedure, or the chromatophores did already possess an intrinsic organization. The latter could be due to
architecture of LH1 inducing specific packing of monomeric core complexes, as the EM images of PufX 
lacking LH2 deficient mutants of Rba. sphaeroides have revealed crystalline-like arrangements of tightly 
packed RC-LH1 monomers (Siebert et al. 2004). According to recent studies, the LH1-RC-PufX complex 
structure is impacted by change in carotenoid, with the green carotenoids strains exhibiting more ordering 
tendencies (D'Haene et al. 2014). We have used a green carotenoid strains here while the original study 
was based on red carotenoid strains. 
Other possibility for the striking discrepancy is that the chromatophores presented earlier by Frese and 
co-workers (Frese et al. 2000) were structurally dissolute, in contrast to the freshly cultivated and prepared 
membranes we used for this study which are still structurally intact. Due to statistical properties of linear 
dichroism, randomly fragmented chromatophores would yield LD characteristic of a membrane where RC 
is not fixed in one particular position, because membrane fragments, despite containing domains of 
ordered core complexes, would not have, and thus would not orient along, the same axis and the resulting 
LD would be averaged over all possible angles between the transition dipole moment and the laboratory 
orientation axis (Frese et al. 2004). The main difference between our membranes and that of Frese and co. 
was carotenoid content but since our samples were freshly prepared it could be that the preparation 
method has influenced morphology of the chromatophores and thus the resulting LD signal. 
Temperature dependent polymerization and gel elasticity
To assure that the difference between our and the established results is not due to an artefact we have 
scrutinized the preparation protocol. Firstly we proceed with comparing the LD spectra of PufX-
membranes in gels freshly prepared at 0°, 4° and room temperature (RT), which are presented on Figure 2.
During acrylamide gel formation, the acrylamide monomers in solution polymerize in presence of small 
amounts of a crosslinker methylenebisacrylamide (bis-acrylamide) producing 3-dimentional mesh-like 
network. The external temperature influences rate of gel polymerization as well as gel properties and thus 
could, in principle, affect morphology of the membranes or even destroy them, which in turn could 
explain the discrepancy we observe between the spectra of PufX- membranes presented on Figure 1D and 
1F. The polymerization reaction is exothermic and depends on the total concentration of acrylamide 
monomers (w/v) in the solution, with the amount of heat expressed 19.8± 0.7 kcal per mol. Thus,
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theoretically, performing gelation at 25ºC can lead to temperature increase to 40ºC in 5% monomer 
solutions, 55ºC in 10% solutions and 70ºC in solutions containing   15% of monomers (Ohshima 1976)
although the polyacrylamide gels have been safely used in countless studies of membranes, membrane 
complexes and proteins (see f.e. (Frese et al. 2000; Schoepp et al. 2000; Georgakopoulou et al. 2002)).
Generally, the acrylamide gels used for LD contain 12-15% of monomers, leading to an increase of 
temperature of additional 30-45ºC during gel formation. Placing the sample on ice or at 4ºC creates a sink 
for the temperature rise. On the other hand, polymerization at 0-4ºC has been found to create porous 
inelastic gels (Gelfi and Righetti 1981) that could, in principle, affect the orienting process of the 
membranes. The spectra presented in Figure 2, however, do not seem to be affected by the different 
preparation temperature. Although the LD spectra (Figure 2, upper panel) have been normalized at 888 nm 
(the LH1 band), the actual absolute magnitude of the LD was the same in all three cases, proof that the 
shape (and thus orientability) of the chromatophores was the same in all three preparations. There is about
0.5 nm blueshift of the LH1 band in gel polymerized at room temperature with respect to other two, but it 
is well within the resolution limits. As expected, the LD signal of accessory BChl at 805 nm has positive 
?????? ?????????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ???? ??ectra (Figure 2, bottom panel), signature of an unordered 
membrane. Strikingly, reiterating the unexpected spectral contour ??????????????????????????????????????
special pair around 890 nm has negative amplitude irrespective of the preparation method, implying 
presence of a long-range order in all three samples. The 890 nm band is only slightly stronger in the 
sample prepared at RT, but there are no pronounced differences. Comparing the ?LD spectra of Figure 2
with the Figure 1B it becomes apparent, that the magnitude of the BChl bandshift is lower in our samples
which would imply existence of a mixture of ordered and unordered membranes present in the 
preparations.
Besides temperature, also monomer concentration (defined as % w/v of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide 
together) and ratio influences polymerization rate and size of the pores. The acrylamide gel is a matrix 
consisting of acrylamide chains with interconnections formed from the methylenebisacrylamide, thus 
changing the ratio of acrylamide to crosslinker or altering the monomer concentration changes pores size 
and thus elasticity of the gel. The standard acryl/bis-acryl ratio used in electrophoresis is 37.5:1 (for 
proteins) and this was the ratio used for previous experiments, and thus unchanged here. The increased 
concentration of bis- and acrylamide in the solution speeds up polymerization and decreases size of the 
pores, making the gel more sturdy. The sturdier gel could exert different pressure on chromatophores 
when squeezed, changing the orientation factor. The acryl and crosslinker concentration used in the 
previous preparations was 15% (Frese et al. 2000), while we have used 12%, which should make slightly 
more soft gel, but has not influenced the organization, or resulting LD signal, of the chromatophores, as 
visible on Figure 3.
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Figure 2. ???? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????- membranes of LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides prepared at 0°C 
(black), 4°C (blue) and RT (red).
Figure 3. ???? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????- membranes of LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides prepared at 0°C 
embedded in either 15% (dark grey) or 12% (black) acrylamide gel.
Another  interesting result of our study was the observation, that the long-range domains of organized 
core complexes were conserved in all long stored gels, in contradiction to the previous findings, that 
charily organized macro domains of the photosynthetic complexes gradually disassemble in acrylamide 
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gel (Osváth  et al. 1994). The chromatophores, both PufX+ and PufX-, that have been stored in a 
polymerized-gel form for up to 5 years at -?????? ????? ?????? ???????? ??? ???? ???? ??????? ????? ??-
measurement. Additionally, to rule out possibility that the rise of temperature due to polymerization at RT 
destroys ordered domains of RC-LH1, we have also prepared PufX+ samples at RT and noticed no change 
???????????????????????????????????????
The consistency of reproduction of the pivotal spectral features in the different preparations proves that 
the temperature of polymerization does not influence membranes morphology or intrinsic membrane 
organization. Inescapable thus conclusion is, that the difference between our data and that of a previous 
study must be due to the inherent features of chromatophores harvested for the study and not gel 
preparation method. Since the strains used in our experiments contained different carotenoid than the one 
used before it could be the reason for the LD signal.  
Type of carotenoids and membrane organization
Next, we check if the carotenoid type might influence the LD signal. To test the hypothesis we have 
compared samples prepared from strains expressing two different types of carotenoids: red 
(spheroidene/spheroidenone, N-r) and green (neurosporene, N-g) and compared them to membranes used 
in (Frese et al. 2000) which contained red carotenoids (F-r) and equivalent strains produced by the same 
lab with green carotenoids (F-g, Figure 4). All membranes were embedded in 12% acrylamide gel 
polymerized on ice. The LD spectra resemble the typical LD of PufX- membranes, with the main positive 
band of LH1 and less pronounced positive signal of accessory BChl and negative of BPheo (Figure 4,
upper panel). Interestingly, the absolute LD magnitude when corrected for OD is the highest in the red 
carotenoid sample that was used in previous study (F-r) and is of exactly the same value as the re-
measured gel from Figure 1A, meaning that there are no morphological changes introduced due to 
prolonged storage. The value of absolute  LD of the neurosporene N-g strain is the same as for the (also 
neurosporene containing) PufX+ on Figure 1C and about 30% higher than the absolute LD intensity of the 
N-r spheroidenone strain, which proves, that while monomeric and dimeric membranes containing the 
same carotenoids are similarly shaped- a fact observed in several studies previously (Frese et al. 2000;
Sznee et al. 2014), change of carotenoid  induce morphological effect on the membrane. Remarkable 
though is, that the LD suggests that while in our case the green carotenoids membranes are more 
elongated than the red, in case of the chromatophores used by Frese and co-workers this relationship is 
reversed, and so the red carotenoids membranes deviate more from the spherical shape orienting stronger 
than the green ones, the latter having lower absolute LD magnitude. More detailed investigation into 
influence of bacterial cultivation condition and type of carotenoid on membrane shape and size is thus 
certainly needed. 
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Figure 4. ??????????????????????????- membranes of LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides prepared at 0°C 
containing either red (F-r, N-r) or green (F-g, N-g) carotenoid. The chromatophores used in (Frese et al. 2000) and 
corresponding green carotenoids membranes are named F, while the one prepared according to (Sznee et al. 2014)
have N denomination: N-g green line, N-r red line , F-g dark cyan line , F-r vine line. The LD spectra have been 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?? ????? ????????? ????? ????? ????????? ??????? ???????? ??????a of red (NX-r) and green (NX-g) 
PufX+ membranes obtained according to (Sznee et al. 2014), and seen the same relation (and similar 
absolute LD values) as in the PufX- case; Thus the green membrane oriented more than the red, and while 
???? ???? ??????? ???????? ?? ?????? ?????????? ??? ???? ????? ?????? ?????? ??? ?????? ?????? ????? ???????? ??????
discrepancies between intensities of the BPheo and BChl bandshifts, further proof of varied anisotropic 
contribution to the signal (Figure S1).
??? ???????? ???????? ??? ???????4, a striking division in the 890 nm region is immediately apparent 
between PufX- membranes containing red or green carotenoid. While both green carotenoid samples 
exhibit strong negative band observed in previous figures, the ‘red’ membranes have more positive 
contribution, reminiscent of the PufX- membranes described originally ((Frese et al. 2000) and Figure 1). 
The area around 890 nm however differs slightly between our red carotenoid sample (N-r) and the one 
used in (Frese et al. 2000) (F-r), with the latter exhibiting stronger positive component at the long 
wavelength side of the 890 band. Upon closer inspection, the magnitude of the accessory BChl bandshift 
differs between two red-carotenoids membranes, with the F-r exhibiting signal that is clearly reversal of 
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the PufX+ one, reminiscent of the already known spectral features characteristic of unordered membrane 
((Frese et al. 2000) and Figure 1B). Similarly, the intensity of the BChl bandshift seems to be lower for 
the neurosporene membranes than for F-r, although the magnitude is similar between, having slightly 
higher positive contribution at the long wavelengths than the red carotenoids N-r. There is thus possibility 
that the expressed carotenoid might influence the architecture of the RC-LH1 complex and therefore the 
organization of the membrane also in the PufX-less strains. Indeed, there is evidence pointing to LH1 
carotenoid binding being modulated by PufX (Aklujkar and Beatty 2005) and recent studies of cells 
containing red/green carotenoids suggest influence of carotenoid type on dimerization and organization of 
RC-LH1 complexes (Ng et al. 2011; D'Haene et al. 2014).
Carotenoids are, next to chlorophylls, naturally occurring pigments in photosynthetic organisms. As 
components of antennas and RCs, not only do they partake in light harvesting and photo-oxidative damage 
prevention, but also play essential role in assembly and structural stability of photosynthetic complexes 
(Sistrom et al. 1956; Cogdell et al. 2000; Ng et al. 2011) and therefore might have effects on membrane 
morphology, with the decisive moment being the creation of neurosporene from precursor phytoene 
during carotenoids biosynthesis (Lang and Hunter 1994). Mutant strains expressing neurosporene, the 
intermediate green carotenoid of Rba. sphaeroides carotenoids pathway, have been widely exploited in 
studies of the organization of photosynthetic membranes, structure of the RC-LH1 dimer and the structural 
role of PufX  (f.e. see (Francia et al. 1999; Siebert et al. 2004; Scheuring et al. 2004; Qian et al. 2008;
Crouch and Jones 2012; Sznee et al. 2014)), although the main carotenoid synthesized by the wild type 
bacterium under anaerobic conditions is spheroidene (Jones et al. 1992; Ng et al. 2011). In the presence of 
oxygen the enzyme spheroidene monooxygenase catalyses incorporation of a keto group into spheroidene, 
forming spheroidenone, a transition that also involves twisting of the carotenoid into a S-trans
configuration causing decrease of its lower triplet state energy and effectively increasing its quenching 
capabilities of singlet oxygen, part of photoprotective mechanism (Cogdell et al. 2000; Šlouf et al. 2012).
This conformational change apparently alters the architecture of the core dimer interface because there are 
low levels of dimeric RC-LH1 complexes extracted from wild type spheroidenone containing strains 
grown under dark/semiaerobic conditions (Crouch and Jones 2012) although the supramolecular 
organization seems to be unaffected, with the LD of chromatophores proving uniform positioning of RC 
complexes with respect to the long axis of the chromatophore (Sznee et al. 2014), just as in 
photosynthetically grown strains which produce majority of dimers under light/anaerobic conditions 
(Crouch and Jones 2012). Conversely, the green carotenoid strains yield high amounts of dimeric RC-
LH1s on extraction when grown photosynthetically in the light and dimers and monomers of core 
complexes in equal measures when grown under dark (Crouch and Jones 2012). These characteristics 
make the green carotenoids strains of Rba. sphaeroides desirable subject in general research; Particularly 
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because PufX deficient bacteria are photosynthetically non-competent so cultures grown under dark/semi 
aerobic conditions are directly comparable while at the same time producing high yield of dimeric 
complexes.
The carotenoid-related dimer/monomer transition that is independent of PufX presence could be 
connected to photoprotection mechanism and is a proof, that next to PufX also type of carotenoid 
influences the persistent change of the RC-LH1 monomer-monomer interface and, by extension, 
membrane morphology as well. Indeed, the neurosporene expressing photosynthetically grown native 
wild-type membranes of Rba. sphaeroides orient to a higher degree when embedded in polyacrylamide 
gel, yielding twice the absolute LD value of the dark/semiaerobic ones containing spheroidenone, 
indication of a bigger deviation from the spherical shape of the ‘green’ chromatophores (Sznee et al. 
2014). This effect is a consequence of the specific slightly axially curved architecture of dimeric core 
assembly exerting its shaping influence on the membrane, upshots of which are certainly most evident in 
LH2 deficient strains that produce long tube-like chromatophores (Qian et al. 2008). In these types of 
membranes, the red/green carotenoid-related ordering dichotomy can be particularly far reaching, as even 
??? ???? ???? ???????? measured on neurosporene samples containing whole intact cells indicated an 
ordered arrangement of RC-LH1 complexes (D'Haene et al. 2014). This high measurable degree of 
ordering was explained as caused by unparalleled presence of highly elongated, tubular membranes with 
dimensions following the same unique orientation along the long axis of the cell (D'Haene et al. 2014).
The lack of such long tubes and slightly lower level of order in red carotenoid strains when compared to 
green has been partially attributed to the population of ‘empty’LH1 complexes not associated with RCs
that are present in red  but not green strains. At significant levels, the RC-free LH1 rings could disrupt the 
propensity of the RC-LH1s to form ordered arrays and thus extensive tubular membrane structures. 
Yet it should be noted, that PufX deficient bacteria produce only monomers of RC-LH1 complexes 
irrespective of the carotenoid expressed ((Crouch and Jones 2012; Sznee et al. 2014) and Figure S2) and 
still the freshly prepared neurosporene strains exhibit higher absolute LD signal. This could suggest that 
either a weak interaction between RC-LH1 monomers exists in neurosporene PufX deficient strains or that 
a green carotenoid enables slightly different conformation of core monomer structure leading to more 
elongated chromatophores. On the other hand, the red carotenoid PufX-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides
also contain such ‘empty’ LH1 antennas (manifested as a small band of pigmentation on sucrose density 
gradients set right above the RC-LH1 monomers band in Figure S2) which, as mention above, could 
disrupt aggregation of RC-LH1 complexes also in PufX deficient membranes, leading to more spherical 
chromatophores. The core dimer severance mediated by spheroidenone has been proposed to be a part of 
the protective response to the presence of oxygen by enabling partial decoupling of the antenna pigments 
in the two halves of the dimer. It is thus possible that the propensity of this red carotenoid to alter the 
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architecture of the RC-LH1 when PufX is present in the complex has similar ramifications for the 
structure also when the PufX is missing.
Alternative factors to take into account
All measured PufX- samples, with exception of F-r, have exhibited negative ?LD signal at 890 nm 
attributable to special pair, which can be read as an existence of order in those membranes. Combining the 
above with the fact that the magnitude of LD and its corresponding ?LD signal of accessory BChl is 
lower than expected for a completely unordered membrane when compared to absorption or the original 
PufX- spectrum (Figure 1), it is safe to assume that we encounter ordered and disordered membranes in the 
preparations. This result notwithstanding, there might be additional factors at play influencing the LD 
spectrum than only transition dipole orientation. ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
second derivative it could be argued that additional locally occurring electric field in vicinity of P is 
influencing permanent dipole moment of that transition. Presence of light induced additional local electric 
field in a membrane densely packed with charged, dipolar and polarizable proteins, particularly in 
presence of acrylamide which has been shown to increase the electrical permeability of the membranes
(Osváth  et al. 1994) cannot be ruled out despite the general principle that membrane permeability at cryo-
temperatures is almost non-existent. Most probable explanation, however, is that the source of this 
supposed electrostatic field is a small amount of irreversibly photooxidized special pairs, which have been 
found to exist in Rba. sphaeroides membranes subjected to illumination even after 15 min of subsequent 
dark adaptation (De Grooth and Amesz 1977b). Considering that the P+ is a cause for electrochromic 
shifts not only of BPheo and accessory BChl but also carotenoids (De Grooth and Amesz 1977b, a), it is 
possible that the permanent radical cation P due to chromatophore architecture can affect absorption of the 
re-reduced cores particularly in LH2 deficient strains containing dense hexagonally packed domains of 
RC-LH1 complexes spread over whole membranes. The plausibility of this particular idea is supported by
the exacerbation of the effect due higher optical density, i.e. the 890 nm bleach is more pronounced in the 
higher OD sample (Figure S3).
Conclusions
We have prepared native photosynthesizing membranes for linear dichroism experiment in different 
temperatures and two different gel elasticity factors and have not observed any influence of sample 
preparations on the LD and ???. We found that irrespective of type of carotenoid contained, all 
????????????? ??? ??????? ??????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????? ???????????presence of ordered
arrays of RCs even when the native PufX was absent. Apparently, there are ordered and unordered 
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domains of RC-LH1 complexes present in native chromatophores even when the PufX is missing from the 
core complex. Interestingly, the type of carotenoid expressed affected the degree of organization of core 
complexes in the membrane; the neurosporene containing chromatophores exhibited stronger order than 
the spheroidenone ones except in the case of red carotenoid membranes cultivated and prepared by (Frese 
et al. 2000), which had a highest absolute LD magnitude of all the investigated samples while at the same 
time exhibiting ??? signal equitable with lowest amount of ordered domains of RC-LH1. The results 
support the idea that the type of carotenoid has impact on the structural conformation of the RC-LH1 
complex that is independent on PufX protein.
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Supplementary figures
Supplementary Figure S1. ???? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????+ membranes of LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides
prepared at 0°C containing either red (NX-r, purple line) or green (NX-g, dark yellow line) carotenoid. The LD and 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
Supplementary Figure S2. Sucrose gradient fractionation of complexes solubilized from intracytoplasmic 
membranes from six strains containing either green (g) or red (r) carotenoid grown under dark or light conditions. 
The bands are attributable to (top to bottom) free carotenoid, LH2, RC-LH1 monomers and RC-LH1 dimers.
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Supplementary Figure S3. ???? ??? ???? ???? ??? ????- membranes of LH2-less strains of Rba. sphaeroides 
containing red carotenoids (N-r) prepared at 0°C at low (red line) and high (purple line) OD. The spectra have been 
normalized at their respective ODs. 
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Abstract
In purple bacteria of the genus Rhodobacter (Rba.) an LH1 antenna complex surrounds the 
photochemical reaction centre (RC) with a PufX protein preventing the LH1 complex from completely 
encircling the RC. In membranes of Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes associate as dimers which in 
turn assemble into longer range ordered arrays. The present work uses linear dichroism and dark-minus-
light difference linear dichroism to probe the organisation of genetically altered RC-LH1 complexes in 
intact membranes.  The data support previous proposals that Rba. capsulatus, and Rba. sphaeroides
heterologously expressing the PufX protein from Rba. capsulatus, produce monomeric core complexes in 
membranes that lack long-range order. Similarly, Rba. sphaeroides with a point mutation in the Gly 51 
residue of PufX, which is located on the membrane-periplasm interface, assembles mainly non-ordered 
RC-LH1 complexes that are most likely monomeric. All the Rba. sphaeroides membranes ?????????????
spectra exhibited a spectral fingerprint of small degree of organization implying the possibility of 
ordering influence of LH1, and leading to an important conclusion that PufX itself has no influence on 
ordering RC-LH1 complexes, as long-range order appears to be induced only through its role of 
configuring RC-LH1 complexes into dimers.
Introduction
The purple photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides has a photosystem comprising a 
reaction centre (RC) and two types of light harvesting complex.  The so-called LH1 light harvesting 
complex is made up from protein, bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) and carotenoid, and forms a hollow 
cylinder around the RC within the photosynthetic membrane.  This RC-LH1 complex is found throughout 
the purple photosynthetic bacteria, although there are differences in the detailed architecture between 
different species, particularly with regard to whether the LH1 forms a closed cylinder around the RC or 
whether there is a gap (Scheuring et al. 2005; Scheuring 2006) In many species one or more additional 
light harvesting complexes are also present at variable levels depending on growth conditions such as 
light intensity or the presence/absence of oxygen (Cogdell et al. 2006).
Several years ago it was established that the Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complex can assemble in 
either a monomeric form, where the RC is almost completely surrounded by an LH1 antenna that forms a 
C-shape when viewed perpendicular to the plane of the membrane, or a dimeric form in which two RCs 
are surrounded by an S-shaped antenna and related by an axis of two-fold symmetry (Jungas et al. 1999;
Siebert et al. 2004; Bahatyrova et al. 2004).  An additional polypeptide, termed PufX, is present at a 
stoichiometry of one per RC and seems to determine the presence of a break in the continuity of the LH1 
antenna around each RC and facilitate the assembly of dimers (Francia et al. 1999; Comayras et al. 2005;
Walz et al. 1998).  Dimeric RC-LH1 complexes have been imaged in photosynthetic membranes from 
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Rba. sphaeroides by Atomic Force Microscopy, in 2-D crystals by electron microscopy (EM) and in 
detergent solution by single particle EM (Bahatyrova et al. 2004; Sturgis et al. 1988; Qian et al. 2008;
Qian et al. 2005; Scheuring et al. 2004; Semchonok et al. 2012).                    
PufX proteins have been identified with certainty only in five species of Rhodobacter (Tsukatani et al. 
2004; Holden-Dye et al. 2008), although equivalent minor components of the RC-LH1 complex may also 
be present in other species of purple bacteria with incomplete rings of LH1 pigment-protein surrounding 
the central RC, such as Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Roszak et al. 2003).  PufX has a strong influence 
on whether the Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complex is assembled in a dimeric form, deletion of the 
corresponding pufX gene producing monomeric RC-LH1 complexes in which the central RC is 
completely encircled by an enlarged LH1 antenna (Jungas et al. 1999; Siebert et al. 2004); this structural 
change seems to involve the assembly of two additional pairs of LH1 ? and ? polypeptides into the 
cylinder surrounding the RC, along with four BChls and two carotenoids (Cogdell et al. 1996; McGlynn 
et al. 1994; Siebert et al. 2004). However in other species of Rhodobacter, such as Rba. veldkampii, AFM 
analysis of photosynthetic membranes has suggested that the RC-LH1 complex is assembled only in a 
monomeric form despite the presence of a PufX protein that prevents closure of the LH1 ring (Liu et al. 
2011).  Given this, there has been interest in trying to identify correlations between the available 
sequences for PufX and the presence or absence of dimeric RC-LH1 complexes, as this may give some 
insights into the structural role played by PufX in determining the architecture of the Rba. sphaeroides
RC-LH1 protein (Gubellini et al. 2006; Busselez et al. 2007; Hsin et al. 2009a; Liu et al. 2011).
In recent work it was proposed, on the basis of an analysis of the RC-LH1 complexes that can be 
extracted from photosynthetic membranes, that the dimeric form of this complex is assembled in Rba. 
azotoformans but not in Rba. capsulatus (Crouch and Jones 2012).  Furthermore, replacement of the Rba. 
sphaeroides pufX gene with the counterpart from Rba. capsulatus resulted in a chimeric RC-LH1 
complex which was photosynthetically competent but did not assemble in the dimeric form (Crouch and 
Jones 2012; Klug and Cohen 1988). The resulting strain of Rba. sphaeroides was named RCLH1sXc-g to 
denote that it possessed Rba. sphaeroides RC and LH1 proteins, Rba. capsulatus PufX and green 
carotenoids (principally neurosporene); the rationale behind use of a “green strain” is explained in the 
Results. The chimeric monomers that were assembled in this strain had a normal complement of LH1 
BChls per RC, indicating that the foreign PufX was assembled into the structure of the monomer but did 
not facilitate the further assembly of dimers in the same fashion as the native PufX (Crouch and Jones 
2012).
A possible criticism of this analysis of the RC-LH1 complexes present in Rba. capsulatus and the 
chimeric Rba. sphaeroides strain is that it requires solubilisation of proteins from photosynthetic 
membranes using 4 % dodecylmaltoside, prior to size fractionation on sucrose density gradients.  As
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controls, it was established that the extraction protocol is capable of solubilising high yields of RC-LH1 
dimer when these are present in the starting membrane (Crouch and Jones 2012).  In addition, the relative 
amounts of monomer and dimer obtained by this procedure were highly reproducible and did not depend 
on the precise conditions of the extraction (detergent concentration varied by ± 2 %, time for extraction or 
temperature) (Crouch and Jones 2012).  However, it cannot be completely ruled out that dimeric RC-LH1 
complexes do indeed assemble in wild type Rba. capsulatus cells, or cells of the RCLH1sXc-g Rba. 
sphaeroides strain, but that they dissociate into monomers when DDM is added to membranes.
One way to probe the organisation of RC-LH1 complexes in intact photosynthetic membranes is 
through linear dichroism (LD) spectroscopy, measuring the difference in absorption of light polarized 
linearly in vertical and horizontal directions by a sample displaying macroscopic order.  It has been 
shown that membranes with PufX-containing dimeric Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes can be 
distinguished from membranes with only PufX-deficient monomeric RC-LH1 complexes, the former 
giving specific spectral signatures of uniform orientation of the RC in both LD and dark-minus-light
difference LD (?LD) spectra of oriented membranes (Frese et al. 2000). Upon orienting membranes 
suspended in a gel through compression in two perpendicular dimensions the precise geometry of the 
transition dipole moments of the RC cofactors can be detected by LD. Membranes containing RC-LH1 
complexes in a dimeric configuration display a pronouncedly different LD spectrum compared to isolated 
RC-LH1 complexes. The rationale is that dimeric RC-LH1 complexes form ordered arrays within the 
membranes with the RC locked in a unique orientation within the complex. In contrast, in PufX-
deficient monomeric RC-LH1 complexes the RC can adopt multiple orientations with respect to the 
surrounding LH1 ring, producing a characteristically different LD or ?LD spectrum. These spectra can be 
characterised as completely unordered when displaying features similar to those of isolated complexes 
(Frese et al. 2000), or partially ordered when membranes consist of coexisting domains of RCs that are 
rotationally locked in one orientation and another domain where this ordering is absent, as observed in 
PufX deficient membranes that also contain LH2 complexes (Frese et al. 2008). Most likely some 
ordering can be facilitated due to the flexibility of the LH1 helices which under packing and curvature can 
adapt to the asymmetric shape of the RC.
In the present work we have investigated these effects in detail by comparing the supramolecular 
organization in two bacterial strains that naturally contain LH2 complexes and  RC-LH1 in a dimeric 
configuration. We have applied LD and ?LD spectroscopy to oriented membranes of wild-type Rba. 
capsulatus and Rba. sphaeroides strain which contains PufX of Rba. capsulatus (RCLH1sXc-g), looking 
for the spectral features that would indicate the presence or absence of ordered RC-LH1 complexes.  In 
addition, we have looked at the LD and ?LD spectra of a strain of Rba. sphaeroides with a single point 
mutation in PufX that appears to prevent assembly of RC-LH1 dimers.
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We find no evidence for the presence of long-range ordered arrays in intact membranes from any of 
?????? ????????? ????? ???? ???? ???????? ??? Rba. sphaeroides membranes with altered PufX, however, it 
transpires that these preparations are not completely unordered, corroborating our earlier observation that 
presence or absence of order in the bacterial membrane depends not only on presence of PufX (Frese et 
al. 2008). We conclude therefore that minute alterations of PufX can have severe ramifications for the 
supramolecular organization within these membranes; not only can they prevent dimerization of RC-LH1 
complexes and thus long range  ordering, but they can also alter the more partial effect of packing- and 
curvature-induced ordering. 
Materials and methods
Strains of wild-type Rba. sphaeroides and Rba. capsulatus were NCIB8253 and Kb-1, respectively.  
Rba. sphaeroides was grown in M22+ medium at 34°C (Hunter and Turner 1988) and Rba. capsulatus in 
RCV-PY medium at 30°C (Beatty and Gest 1981), under either dark/semiaerobic or photosynthetic 
conditions as described in detail previously (Crouch and Jones 2012).  The plasmids used to express the 
Rba. capsulatus pufX together with the Rba. sphaeroides pufBALM were as described recently, and were 
inserted into Rba. sphaeroides deletion strains DPF2/G (Hunter et al. 1991) and DD13/G (Jones et al. 
1992) through conjugative crossing (Hunter and Turner 1988).  The control strains used were DPF2/G 
and DD13/G complemented with plasmid pRKEH10 containing the Rba. sphaeroides pufBALMX operon 
or plasmid pRKEH10X- which is a derivative of pRKEH10 lacking pufX.
The Gly to Leu mutation at position 51 of the Rba. sphaeroides PufX was generated using the 
QuikChange method (Stratagene) using plasmid pUCXB-3 as the template (Holden-Dye 2007).
Nucleotide changes were confined to the target codon and were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Cogenics 
Inc.).  Altered pufX genes were shuttled into the broad-host range vector pRKEH10.  This was inserted 
into the Rba. sphaeroides strain DPF2/G or DD13/G through conjugative crossing (Hunter and Turner 
1988).
Growth of the engineered strains of Rba. sphaeroides was carried out as described above for wild-type 
NCIB8253 except the medium was supplemented with neomycin, streptomycin and tetracycline where 
appropriate, as described previously (Crouch et al 2010).
Intracytoplasmic membranes were extracted from cells using a French pressure cell (Jones et al. 1994).
LH2 and RC-LH1 complexes were solubilised from these membranes using 4 % n-dodecyl-?-D-
maltoside (DDM) (Siebert et al. 2004), as described in detail recently (Crouch et al. 2010).  Solubilised 
pigment proteins were fractionated by ultracentrifugation on sucrose density gradients composed of five 
discrete steps of 20, 21.25, 22.5, 23.75 and 25 % (w/v) sucrose in 20 mM HEPES (pH 8)/0.04 % DDM in 
transparent ultracentrifuge tubes.  Solubilised membrane proteins (150 ?l of sample with an absorbance of 
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25 at 850 nm) were loaded on to each gradient, and these were centrifuged in a Sorvall TH-641 swing-out 
bucket rotor at 180,000 g for 20 hours at 4 °C.  After photography, sucrose gradients were fractionated for 
analysis by absorbance spectroscopy.
Isolated intracytoplasmic membranes were suspended in 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 62% (v/v) glycerol, 
11.6% acrylamide, 0.4% N,N’-methylynebisacrylamide, 0.02% ammonium persulfate, 0.02% N,N,N’,N’-
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) which was left to polymerize. The gel was subsequently squeezed 
in two perpendicular directions while allowed to expand along z-axis, transferred to acrylic cuvette and 
cooled to 77K in an Oxford cryostat. All spectra were recorded at 77K on a home-built spectrometer 
(described in (Frese et al. 2000)??????????????????????????????????????????????????? or ?OD.
Results
Organisation of RC-LH1 complexes in Rba. capsulatus.
First, we recorded 77 K ????????????????????? Rba. capsulatus membranes and compared these to 
the well-characterized membranes of Rba. sphaeroides. Both species are known to have very similar 
membrane architectures, producing near-spherical chromatophores with a diameter of a few tens of nm, 
but in sphaeroides RC-LH1 assembles itself primarily into dimers, whereas capsulatus is thought to form 
mainly monomers. Both wild-type strains were grown under either photosynthetic or dark/semiaerobic 
conditions.  For convenience these two growth conditions are referred to as “light” and “dark”, 
respectively, in the following.  The 77 K absorbance spectra (Figure 1a) comprised contributions from 
carotenoid between 400 and 550 nm, the BChl Qx absorbance band at 590 nm, the Qy bands of the LH2 
BChls at ~800 and ~860 nm, and the Qy band of the LH1 BChls at ~890 nm.  The maxima of the Qy
absorption bands for Rba. capsulatus were red-shifted by a few nm with respect to their Rba. sphaeroides
counterparts, most noticeably for LH2 where the lowest energy band was at 854/853 nm in the Rba. 
sphaeroides spectra and 861/864 nm in the Rba. capsulatus spectra (the spectra were normalised to the 
maximum of this band). The different growth conditions also produced variations in the relative amounts 
of LH2 and LH1 with, in particular, a relatively high amount of LH2 in membranes from Rba. 
sphaeroides grown in the dark.
LD spectra are shown in Figure 1b. All observed bands have positive LD, which means that the 
absorption of the Qy transitions of the B880 (LH1), B850 (LH2) and B800 (LH2) is stronger with parallel 
polarized light than with perpendicular polarized light, which means that all these transitions are in line 
with the orientation direction of the membranes. The RC chromophores are not observed in these spectra
because they are hidden under the antenna bands. It is expected that in unordered membranes P displays a 
strongly positive LD, B weak positive LD and BPhe a negative LD. There are minor differences in the 
relative LD signals of LH1 and LH2 in both species, suggesting some differences in the way the 
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membranes were oriented. When corrected for the intensity of absorbance, the overall intensity of the LD 
spectra for light- and dark-grown Rba. capsulatus and dark-grown Rba. sphaeroides was approximately 
half of that of light-grown Rba. sphaeroides. This suggests that the latter membranes had twice the 
macroscopic orientation as the former.
Fig. 1 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
grown photosynthetically (dark grey solid line) and semi-aerobically (dark grey dashed line), and wild type Rba. 
capsulatus grown photosynthetically (magenta solid line) and semi- aerobically (magenta dashed line).  Absorption 
and ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? LD spectra are normalized to the same OD 
of LH1 
The absorbance difference spectra (Figure 1C) probed spectral shifts due to the formation of the final 
P+QB- charge separated state in the RC (where P is the primary electron donor BChl dimer and QB is the 
secondary acceptor quinone of the RC). The spectra (displayed as dark-minus-light or PQB minus P+QB-)
were similar for all four sets of membranes, with a blue shift of the absorbance band of the two RC 
bacteriopheophytins (BPhes) at 760 nm and a red-shift of the absorbance band of the two RC monomeric 
BChls at 800 nm. There were small noticeable shifts in the P-associated band between 860 and 930 nm 
that were difficult to quantify since this band was split.  In addition the BPheo bandshift exhibited
additional fine structure at ~745 nm in both spectra for Rba. capsulatus membranes.
The dark-minus-light (?)LD spectra (Figure 1d) probed the polarization dependency of these light-
induced spectral shifts, and in previous work on Rba sphaeroides the details of this spectrum have been
shown to be highly dependent on the supramolecular organisation of complexes within the membrane 
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(Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004). The ?LD spectra for Rba. sphaeroides membranes were 
characterized by strong negative LD of the 890 nm band arising from the P dimer and a band-shift centred 
at ~800 nm that corresponds to a negative LD for the RC accessory BChls. In marked contrast, in the 
????????????????Rba. capsulatus membranes the LD signs of both the P band signal and the B band-shift 
are positive, as was observed in isolated RC complexes (Rafferty and Clayton 1978; Abdourakhmanov et 
al. 1979; Tiede et al. 1985; Breton 1985). The conclusion drawn from these differences was that in the 
intact Rba. capsulatus membranes the RCs did not display the order that is typical of their arrangement in 
Rba. sphaeroides membranes, a conclusion consistent with the lack of dimeric RC-LH1 complexes 
predicted from fractionation of detergent-solubilised Rba. capsulatus complexes in previous work 
(Crouch and Jones 2012).
Effect of PufX on the organisation of RC-LH1 complexes.
In addition to concluding that the Rba. capsulatus RC-LH1 complex is not likely to assemble in the 
dimeric form in the photosynthetic membrane, a previous publication also proposed that RC-LH1 dimers 
do not assemble in Rba. sphaeroides if the native PufX is replaced by the Rba. capsulatus protein
(Crouch and Jones 2012; Fulcher et al. 1998). This proposal was based on analysis of the complexes 
extracted from two strains of Rba. sphaeroides expressing this chimeric RC-LH1 complex, strain 
RCLH1sXc-g2 which also expresses LH2 and strain RCLH1sXc-g which lacks LH2.  Both of these 
strains also express green carotenoids (principally neurosporene) rather than the native red/brown 
carotenoids spheroidenone or spheroidene, as the yield of dimeric RC-LH1 complexes that can be isolated 
from such “green” strains is much higher than the equivalent “red/brown” strain, particularly following 
growth under dark/semiaerobic conditions.  The complexes obtained from strains RCLH1sXc-g2 and 
RCLH1sXc-g were compared with equivalent strains either expressing native RC-LH1 complexes (strains 
RCLH1sXs-g2 and RCLH1sXs-g) or PufX-deficient RC-LH1 complexes (strains RCLH1sXd-g2 and 
RCLH1sXd-g). Dimeric RC-LH1 complexes could be isolated from membranes of strain RCLH1sXs-g, 
but only monomeric RC-LH1 complexes could be isolated from strains RCLH1sXc-g or RCLH1sXd-g, 
an equivalent result being obtained with the LH2-containing strains. Unlike the PufX-deficient 
monomeric RC-LH1 complexes isolated from control strain RCLH1sXd-g, the monomers obtained from 
the chimeric RCLH1sXc-g strain had an absorbance spectrum that implied that the Rba. capsulatus PufX 
protein was assembled into the complex (see below).  In the present report, LD and ?LD spectroscopy 
was applied to intact membranes from the same six strains grown under dark conditions.
??? ????????? ??? ?????? ??? ???? ???? ????????????? ????? ???????? ??? ?????????? ????? ?? ??????? ??? Rba. 
sphaeroides with a single point mutation in the native pufX gene that results in replacement of residue 
glycine 51 with a larger leucine side chain. This mutation was made as part of a programme of 
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mutagenesis of the Rba. sphaeroides PufX, including multiple changes of this conserved glycine 51 
residue, that will be reported in detail elsewhere (Crouch, L.I. and Jones, M.R., manuscript in 
preparation).  The salient feature was that when RC-LH1 complexes containing this GX51L mutation 
were extracted from photosynthetic membranes and size fractionated on sucrose density gradients, the 
dimeric form of the RC-LH1 complex was not obtained.
Sample Growth
conditions
RC LH1 PufX LH2 crt
Rba. sphaeroides 
WT
light/ 
photosynthetic
native native native native green
Rba. sphaeroides 
WT
dark/ semiaerobic native native native native red
Rba. Capsulatus 
WT
light/ 
photosynthetic
native native native native green
Rba. Capsulatus 
WT
dark/ semiaerobic native native native native red
RCLH1sXs-g2 dark/ semiaerobic native native native native green
RCLH1sXs-g dark/ semiaerobic native native native none green
RCLH1sXd-g2 dark/ semiaerobic native native none native green
RCLH1sXd-g dark/ semiaerobic native native none none green
GX51L-g2 dark/ semiaerobic native native native with point mutation at 
Gly 51 swapped to Leu 51  
native green
GX51L-g dark/ semiaerobic native native native with point mutation at 
Gly 51 swapped to Leu 51  
none green
RCLH1sXc-g2 dark/ semiaerobic native native from Rba. capsulatus native green
RCLH1sXc-g dark/ semiaerobic native native from Rba. capsulatus none green
Table 1. Abbreviations and growth conditions of membranes used in this study
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Figure 2a shows sucrose density gradients used to fractionate LH2 and RC-LH1 proteins from strain 
GX51L-g2 and the PufX-containing and PufX-deleted control strains RCLH1sXs-g2 and RCLH1sXd-g2.  
Both monomeric and dimeric RC-LH1 complexes were obtained from the strain assembling native RC-
LH1 complexes, but only monomers were obtained from strain GX51L-g2 or the PufX-deficient control.  
Equivalent results were obtained with strains lacking LH2 (data not shown).  Absorbance spectra of RC-
LH1 monomers removed from these sucrose gradients (Figure 2a) are shown in Figure 2b.  
Fig. 2 Sucrose gradient fractionation of complexes extracted from photosynthetic membranes.  (a) Coloured 
bands are attributable to (top to bottom) free carotenoid, LH2, RC-LH1 monomers and RC-LH1 dimers.  (b) 
Absorbance spectra of RC-LH1 monomers, normalized to the same LH1 absorbance at 875 
The spectrum of monomers isolated from strain RCLH1sXd-g2 exhibited the elevated amount of LH1 
absorbance at 875 nm relative to RC absorbance at 805 nm characteristic of the enlarged and completed 
circle of LH1 BChl surrounding each RC that is a consequence of the absence of PufX.  In contrast, the 
spectrum recorded for monomers from strain GX51L-g2 did not show this increase in LH1 absorbance, 
indicating that the altered PufX protein was still an integral component of the RC-LH1 complex.  
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Moreover, there was no blue-shift of LH1 absorption in the GX51L mutant, observed in RCLH1sXd and 
associated with the stronger excitonic interaction of the complete ring of excitonically coupled pigment. 
Additionally, the antibody assays analysis indicated presence of PufX in the RC-LH1 complexes  of the 
mutants (E. Ratcliffe, N. Hunter, personal communication). Thus the phenotype of strains containing this 
GX51L mutation in the Rba. sphaeroides PufX was identical to that of the strains described above in 
which the Rba. sphaeroides PufX was replaced by the Rba. capsulatus protein. Accordingly, LD and 
?????????????opy was also applied to intact membranes from strains GX51L-g and GX51L-g2 to probe 
the organisation of RC-LH1 complexes in intact membranes.
Fig. 3 ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????phaeroides 
LH2-deficient mutants: RCLH1Xs-g (red), RCLH1sXd-g (green), GX51L-g (black), RCLH1sXc-g (blue).  LD and 
?LD spectra are normalized to the same OD of LH1. (c, f) are magnifications of the accessory BChl region of LD 
?????????????????????????????
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???????????spectroscopy of membranes lacking LH2
Low temperature absorbance spectra of membranes from dark-grown strains RCLH1sXs-g, 
RCLH1sXd-g, RCLH1sXc-g and GX51L-g are compared in Figure 3a, normalised to the same 
absorbance at the maximum of the LH1 band around 884 nm.  No major spectral differences were 
apparent, absorbance maxima varying by no more than a 2-3 nm across the four spectra.  These LH2-
deficient membranes exhibited three LD bands at around 754 nm, 803 nm and 887 nm (Figure 3b) 
originating from the RC BPhes, RC accessory BChls and LH1 BChls respectively.  Again, band maxima 
did not vary by more than 2-3 nm. The 887 nm band had positive amplitude in all preparations confirming 
that the orientation of LH1 was similar in all cases, and the small BPhe LD band at 755 nm had a similar 
negative amplitude across all membranes.
The sign and amplitude of the LD band at 800 nm corresponding to the RC monomeric BChls has 
been associated with the degree of order exhibited by RCs in oriented membranes.  Consistent with 
published findings on similar strains of Rba. sphaeroides (Frese et al. 2000), this signal had a negative 
sign in the LD spectrum of membranes from the RCLH1sXs-g control strain with native RC-LH1 
complexes, but had a positive sign in the LD spectrum of membranes from the RCLH1sXd-g strain with 
PufX-deficient RC-LH1 complexes (Figure 3c).  Despite the presence of a PufX, this signal also had a 
positive sign in LD spectra of membranes from the RCLH1sXc-g and GX51L-g strains (Figure 3c).  The 
LD for these latter three strains was not positive over the entire band however, a negative contribution 
being visible at ~813 nm (Figure 3c) originating from the upper exciton Qy band of the P BChls that has 
been found to be always negative irrespectively of existence or lack of order (due to being nearly 
orthogonal to the lower exciton band of special pair Qy, and therefore perpendicular to the membrane)
(Arnett et al. 1999; Frese et al. 2000). For these latter three strains the absolute magnitude of the LD for 
the 800 nm band was lower than would be expected for a signal originating from a fully disordered 
sample, being smaller than the magnitude of the negative band in the LD spectrum of the RCLH1sXs-g
control strain, indicative of ordered RCs.
The membranes from the LH2-deficient strains had almost identical absorbance difference spectra
(Figure 3d). The ?LD spectrum of membranes from the RCLH1sXs-g control strain (Figure 3e)
reproduced the pattern of negative and positive bands characteristic for a membrane showing order in the 
arrangement of RC-LH1 complexes (Frese et al. 2000). It displayed a strongly negative signal at ~890 nm 
arising from the Qy band of the RC P BChls and a split band centred at ~803 nm that was negative on the
red side and positive on the blue side, in accordance with a reversed absorbance difference signal. In 
marked contrast in the ?LD spectra of membranes from the remaining strains the sign of this differential 
feature was reversed, with a negative band at 798-800 nm and a positive band at ~808 nm (Figure 3f).  
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The magnitude of this latter positive band was greater for the GX51L-g and RCLH1sXc-g mutants than 
for the PufX-deficient control.  The small negative signal at ~815 nm in the spectra of all three mutants 
was probably a negative contribution of the upper exciton band of the RC P BChls – this was of course 
not visible in the spectrum of membranes from the control strain with a native PufX due to the reversed 
band-shift signal in this region. ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
spectra of the mutant strains had negative sign with positive contributions at both red and blue side of that 
band possibly due to additional bandshift signals from the LH antennae in these membranes
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-g and RCLH1sXc-g
mutants were similar to those for the PufX-deficient control and distinct from the spectra of the control 
strain with a native PufX, indicating a largely unordered arrangement of RCs within the oriented 
membranes despite the presence of a PufX protein.
LD and ?LD spectroscopy of membranes containing LH2
It has been shown that clusters of LH2 complexes have membrane curvature-inducing properties 
(Chandler et al. 2009) and their presence can induce partial order in the arrangement of RC-LH1 
complexes even in membranes lacking extensive intrinsic molecular ordering (Frese et al. 2004). To 
examine to what extent this effect was visible, polarized spectroscopy was performed on intact 
membranes from an equivalent set of mutants containing LH2.
In general, the spectroscopic analysis of these membranes reinforced the conclusions arrived at with 
their LH2-deficient counterparts.  Absorbance and LD spectra at 77 K are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, 
respectively.  In the latter the RC LD band at 800 nm was obscured by a strongly positive LD band 
arising from the 800 nm-absorbing BChls of LH2, and so information on the degree of order displayed by 
???? ??? ???????????????????? ???????? ????????????????? ????????? ???? ????????? ???? ????-minus-light 
absorbance difference spectra (Figure 4c) were similar to one another, and to the corresponding difference 
spectra for LH2-deficient membranes (Figure 3d), with a light-induced blueshift of the absorbance band 
of the RC BPhes at 760 nm, red-shift of the absorbance band of the RC monomeric BChls at 802 nm and 
a split absorbance increase in the region of the RC P dimer around 890 nm.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????-g2, with a native PufX, exhibited the features 
diagnostic of an ordered membrane with a pronounced negative LD signal at 890 nm (Figure 4d) and a 
strong spectral blueshift in the region around 802 nm (shown expanded in Figure 4e).  Consistent with 
findings with LH2-deficient me?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
three strains, with a trough around 800 nm and a weak positive lobe at around 808 nm.  This pattern was 
consistent with the general conclusion that the order in the arrangement of RCs in the membranes of the 
strain containing a native PufX was largely lost in membranes from the remaining strains with either a 
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????????? ????? ??? ???????? ?? ?????? ? ?????? ???????????? ???????? ???? ???? ???????? ???? ?????? ??????? ????????
probably reflected different degrees of residual order in these membranes, as discussed below.
Fig. 4 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
containing mutants:  RCLH1Xs-g2 (red), RCLH1sXd-g (green), GX51L-g2 (black) and RCLH1sXc-g (blue).  (b,d,e) 
are normalized to the same OD of LH1;  (e) is a magnification of the accessory BChl region of (d)
D?????? ???????????? ???????? ???? spectra of LH2-deficient and LH2-containing membranes are 
presented in Figure 5. All membranes exhibited signs of an ordering influence of LH2, visible as a change 
in the magnitude of the bandshift of the RC accessory BChls. As observed previously (Frese et al. 2004;
Frese et al. 2008), changes in membrane shape due to the presence of the curvature-inducing LH2 protein 
is signalled by a change in the magnitudes of the BPhe and BChl bandshifts (Figure 5a). This 
organizational influence was most pronounced in the RCLH1sXd-g2 membranes (Figure 5b), where there 
was a clear contribution of negative accessory BChl LD to the spectra. A similar change was evident in 
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the membranes of GX51L-g2 (Figure 5c). The RCLH1sXc-g2 mutant (Figure 5d) was least affected by 
the presence of LH2, still exhibiting a strong finger-print of disorder in the form of positive LD of 
accessory BChl, despite having a higher ratio of LH2 to LH1 complexes than the remaining strains.  
Fig. 5 ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????-deficient (dashed line) and LH2-containing 
(solid line) Rba. sphaeroides strains: (a) RCLH1Xs-g, (b) RCLH1sXd-g, (c) GX51L-g, (d) RCLH1sXc-g
Fig. 6 ??????????????????????????????????Rba. sphaeroides LH2-containing mutants: GX51L-g2 (black) and 
RCLH1sXc-g2 (blue) ???????????????????????Rba. capsulatus WT (magenta)
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Rba. 
capsulatus PufX with the GX51L-g2 mutant and the wild type Rba. capsulatus (Figure 6), the membranes 
with the single point GX51L mutation had the smallest degree of disorder of those three, confirming the 
different organizational features between those membranes.  
Discussion
Use of LD and ?LD spectroscopy to probe organisation of photosynthetic membranes
The aim of the present study was to use LD and dark-minus-light ?LD spectroscopy to probe the 
degree of organisation of RC-LH1 complexes within intact photosynthetic membranes, to throw further 
light on the observation that dimeric RC-LH1 complexes could not be isolated from wild-type Rba. 
capsulatus, from Rba. sphaeroides expressing the Rba. capsulatus PufX, or from Rba. sphaeroides
expressing the native PufX with a single amino acid change of glycine 51 to leucine.  In previous work it 
has been shown that polarised light spectroscopy on oriented samples of membrane produces distinctive 
spectral features arising from the RC BChls that can be correlated with the order that arises from packing 
of dimeric RC-LH1 complexes into larger regular arrays (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2008; Frese et al. 
2004).  This macroscopic organisation is seen most spectacularly in membranes from LH2-deficient 
strains of Rba. sphaeroides, where RC-LH1 dimers pack into extensive, highly-ordered arrays, the curved 
shape of the RC-LH1 dimer in the plane of the membrane leading to the formation of extensive tubular 
membranes that can run the entire length of a bacterial cell (Westerhuis et al. 2002; Chandler et al. 2008;
Qian et al. 2008), or even connect cells (Kiley et al. 1988).  In LH2-containing strains the presence of the 
peripheral antenna complexes limits the extent of aggregation of RC-LH1 dimers, but nevertheless 
ordered arrays of several dimeric RC-LH1 complexes form and, in an oriented sample, give rise to 
characteristic spectral features in LD and, in particular, ?LD spectra.
Previous studies on oriented Rba. sphaeroides membranes containing native RC-LH1 complexes have 
revealed that the Qy transition of the P BChls of the RC is oriented almost perpendicular to the long axis 
of the membrane (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004; Frese et al. 2008). This preferential orientation is 
characterized by a negative LD band arising from the RC accessory BChls at around 800 nm, a 
differential band in this region (blue positive/red negative) in the ?LD spectrum, and a strong negative 
?LD band for the RC P BChls at around 890 nm (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004). Key to the 
interpretation of t????? ??? ???? ???? ???????? ??? ?????? ??????????? ??? ????-range order in these oriented 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-deficient variants 
of Rba. sphaeroides.  For a PufX-deficient strain also lacking LH2 the sign of the negative LD band and 
differential ?LD band around 800 nm was reversed, and the negative ?LD band at 890 nm was replaced 
by two positive bands at around 870 and 910 nm.  This was explained by the LH1 antenna forming a 
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complete circle of pigment protein around the RC in the absence of PufX, leading to a loss of RC-LH1 
dimers and a random orientation of RCs within the surrounding LH1 ring. These initial observations with 
LH2-deficient membranes were subsequently extended to oriented LH2-containing membranes from the 
wild-type Rba. sphaeroides (Frese et al. 2004), the ?LD spectrum showing the differential blue 
positive/red negative RC signature around 800 nm and strong negative signature at 890 nm both 
indicative of order in the orientation of the RC bacteriochlorins relative to the axis of orientation.  Wild-
type Rba. sphaeroides produces the classical, spherical chromatophore membrane vesicles, and the fact 
that a polarised light spectrum indicating a high degree of RC order was obtained with these suggested 
that these membrane had undergone alignment during the two dimensional squeezing process used to 
produce alignment in the sample.  It was reasoned that arrays of several RC-LH1 dimers cause elongation 
of these spherical membrane vesicles in one dimension, producing a more elliptical structure that then 
underwent alignment during the squeezing process.
Membrane organisation in wild type Rba. sphaeroides and capsulatus
In the present case, although oriented samples of membranes isolated from cells of wild-type Rba. 
sphaeroides and wild-type Rba capsulatus gave broadly similar absorbance and absorbance difference 
spectra, their LD and ?LD spectra were sufficiently distinctive to permit the general conclusion that the 
order in the arrangement of RCs characteristic of native Rba. sphaeroides membranes was not present in 
the Rba. capsulatus membranes. There could be three possible reasons for this.  First, if the gross 
morphology of the membranes were different in the two species then it could be that the Rba. capsulatus
membranes were not oriented by the squeezing process.  This seems unlikely, as Rba. capsulatus and 
Rba. sphaeroides are known to have very similar membrane architectures, producing near-spherical 
chromatophores with a diameter of a few tens of nm.  A second possibility is that Rba. capsulatus
assembles dimeric RC-LH1 complexes that do not associate into arrays, and therefore do not contribute to 
asymmetry of the chromatophore vesicle.  Presence of short ordered arrays in Rba. sphaeroides induces 
an orientation of the almost spherical chromatophores by the gel squeezing technique required for the LD 
measurements and the absence of such arrays in Rba. capsulatus prevents such preferential orientation 
and so producing polarised light spectra lacking signals that can be attributed to order. Finally, it is 
possible that, as proposed recently (Crouch and Jones 2012), dimeric RC-LH1 complexes do not 
assemble in Rba. capsulatus, with the result that again membrane vesicles do either not orient, or do 
orient but the component RC-LH1 monomers are not ordered with respect to the direction of the polarised 
light beams.
Both wild type strains of Rhodobacter were grown under both photosynthetic and semiaerobic/dark 
conditions.  For membranes of Rba. capsulatus from both light- and dark grown cells the signs of ?LD 
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spectrum generally were reversed with respect to their Rba. sphaeroides counterparts implying that the 
LD signals of the accessory and special pair BChls were positive and thus the RCs were randomly 
oriented in these membranes. This is consistent with the prediction made from an analysis of RC-LH1 
complexes isolated from Rba. capsulatus, that the RC-LH1 complex does not assemble in the dimeric 
form.
There was no difference in the magnitude of the BChl and BPheo band-shifts, and the similar value of 
overall LD signals implied that the membranes from light- and dark-grown Rba. capsulatus were 
similarly curved. In contrast, when corrected for the intensity of absorbance the overall intensity of the 
LD spectra for membranes from dark-grown Rba. sphaeroides was approximately half of that of 
membranes from light-grown Rba. sphaeroides. This, due to the fact that the overall intensity of observed 
LD depends on the amount of orientation, suggests that the latter membranes had twice the macroscopic 
orientation as the former, implying a stronger deviation from a purely spherical architecture. This 
interpretation was further supported ????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
in dark- and light-grown Rba. sphaeroides membranes. Such occurrence, observed before between 
photosynthetically-grown Rba. sphaeroides containing and lacking LH2, originates in increased 
anisotropy due to curvature in the former membranes(Frese et al. 2000) (Frese et al. 2004). One 
explaining factor could be relative amounts of RC-LH1 and LH2, but there is little or no difference 
reported in size of chromatophores from Rba. sphaeroides strains grown photosynthetically under low or 
high-light conditions, which affects the relative amounts of RC-LH1 and LH2 (Sturgis and Niedermann 
1996; Adams and Hunter 2012). It is thus unlikely that any shape difference between chromatophores of 
light- or dark-grown Rba. sphaeroides inferred from the present data is solely due to the LH2 content. On 
the other hand there is a distinctive difference between diameters of chromatophores from cells grown 
under light and dark conditions (Golecki et al. 1989) so there must be other factors that affect the global 
curvature of the membranes. An interesting point which may be relevant is that if RC-LH1 complexes are 
isolated from light-grown wild-type Rba. sphaeroides cells and fractionated on sucrose density gradients 
then almost all are in the dimeric form, whereas when this procedure is repeated using dark-grown cells
almost all are in the monomeric form (Crouch and Jones 2012).  This suggests differences in the detailed 
organisation of Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes in cells grown under different conditions, a subject 
that is currently under investigation. ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
pair between light and dark grown membranes of Rba. sphaeroides points to more complex implications. 
Firstly, the dark grown strain contains enormous amount of LH2 relative to LH1 and to be able to detect 
any signal of RC a high optical density of the sample is needed. In this particular case we therefore
employ ???? ???? ???????? only non- quantitatively as a marker of presence or absence of order in the 
membrane. Admittedly, the photooxidated-P induced bandshifts of BPheo and accessory BChl are a 
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complicated effect.  They depend not only on the lower exciton  Qy transition but on a an upper one as 
well as on membrane shape.
Effects of manipulation of PufX on membrane organisation
The second purpose of the present study was to investigate the organisation of RC-LH1 complexes in 
intact membranes of strains harbouring alterations to the PufX protein.  The two alterations studied, a 
single point mutation in the Rba. sphaeroides PufX and replacement of the Rba. sphaeroides PufX by its 
Rba. capsulatus counterpart, showed the same phenotype, only monomeric RC-LH1 complexes being 
extractable from photosynthetic membranes under conditions where high levels of dimeric RC-LH1 
complexes can be isolated from an otherwise equivalent strain with the native PufX (Figure 2 and 
(Crouch and Jones 2012)). However the absorbance spectra of those monomeric RC-LH1 complexes 
were similar to that of monomers from the control strain with a native PufX, and did not show the 
elevated absorbance of LH1 relative to the RC that is characteristic of RC-LH1 monomers lacking a 
PufX. Furthermore, the maximum of LH1 absorption band in those strains was blue-shifted with respect 
to the membranes lacking PufX, which is characteristic for a closed circle of excitonically coupled BChls 
(Hu et al. 1997; Hu et al. 2002). The conclusion was therefore, both with and without the presence of 
LH2, that these strains harbouring changes to PufX assemble monomeric RC-LH1 complexes with a 
normal composition and a gap in LH1.
Low temperature absorbance, LD, absorbance difference and ?LD spectroscopy were first applied to 
membranes from strains lacking LH2.  The interpretation of these spectra was straightforward, in that 
they indicated an organisation very different from that exhibited by native Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 
complexes but similar to that displayed by PufX-deficient RC-LH1 complexes.  In particular, LD spectra 
contained a positive band at ~800 nm indicative of a lack of order in the orientation of the RC within the 
ring of LH1 (Frese et al. 2000), and in the ?LD spectra there was an inversion of the differential signal at 
~800 nm from the sign obtained in the spectrum of membranes from the control strain with a native PufX.
In the case of strains possessing LH2 it was not possible to assess the degree of order from the 800 nm 
region of the LD spectrum due to a strong positive band arising from the LH2 800 nm BChls, however 
the same pattern of positive and negative bands around 800 nm was seen in the ?LD spectra.  These 
findings were consistent with the absence of ordered dimeric RC-LH1 complexes in membranes of strains 
expressing either the GX51L variant of the Rba. sphaeroides PufX or the Rba. capsulatus PufX.
Ordering effect of LH complexes on chromatophores
Given the above, it is notable that there were small differences in the magnitude of the accessory BChl 
???????????????????????????????????????in Figure 3f and Figure 4e) implying that partial order might exist 
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in the membranes with an altered or ?????????????? ??? ??????????????????both LH2-deficient and LH2-
containing membranes, the accessory BChl bandshift of the mutant with the Rba. capsulatus PufX was
reversed in sign with respect to the control strain with a native PufX, a characteristic of an unordered 
membrane. The magnitudes of the bandshift in spectra of the PufX-deficient and GX51L mutants were 
between those two extremes, indicating the presence of some contribution from a negative LD for the 
accessory BChl. The mixed-sign contribution to LD was ????????????????????????spectra of the LH2-less 
membranes at ~890 nm. This in turn means that there are ordered and disordered regions of membrane 
present simultaneously in the preparations. The reason for this could, in principle, be that some RC-LH1 
complexes in membranes with an altered or deleted PufX are in fact in dimeric form that induces order in 
those membranes. This however seems unlikely, given that ??????????????????????-grown control strain 
Rba. sphaeroides membranes, that are known to produce only small proportion of RC-LH1 dimers on
extraction as mentioned earlier (Crouch and Jones 2012), carries strong spectral fingerprint of 
organization. Moreover, there were no dimeric complexes found in sucrose gradient and, we expect, if 
there were ordered dimeric core complexes present in the chromatophores in question, spectral features 
indicating order in ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????ems likely that, at 
least in the LH2-less membranes, this ordering effect comes from the LH1, which is elliptical and thus 
can induce a degree of ordered packing of monomeric RC-LH1 complexes. The presence of hexagonally 
clustered monomeric core complexes in PufX-deficient mutants of Rba. sphaeroides is well known 
(Siebert et al. 2004; Adams et al. 2011) and it is possible that the dense packing can induce some degree 
of order in this situation.
The ordering effect of LH2 complexes on membranes of Rba. sphaeroides has been observed before in 
PufX-deleted strains (Frese et al. 2008), where the packing of LH2 has induced partial order with about 
half of the chromatophores containing organized domains of oriented RCs resulting in a ?LD spectrum 
that was a linear combination of PufX-containing  and PufX-devoid LH2-????? ???? ????????? ????, we 
cannot quantify the amount of order in partially ordered membranes by simple arithmetical combination 
of the completely ordered and completely unordered membranes. However, were we to use this 
combination to make a rough estimate of amount of order in the samples, we would arrive at the 
conclusion that in the mutant with a Rba. capsulatus PufX the LH2-deficient membranes are at least in 
90% disordered, and the LH2-containing membranes are at least in 80% disordered, whereas the LH2-
deficient and LH2-containing membranes with the GX51L PufX are 80% and 70% disordered, 
respectively.
The presence of a varying degree of disorder in membranes from the mutant strains has direct 
ramifications with respect to the influence of the PufX protein on the supra-molecular organization of 
bacterial membrane. It seems that the earlier assumption of a direct involvement of PufX in membrane 
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ordering is somewhat overreaching. It is a fact, that in membranes that contain only RC-LH1 complexes 
PufX has been shown to determine both dimerization and long range order. If however PufX indeed had, 
by itself, an ordering effect we would see it here in LH2 containing strains expressed as a much stronger 
rise of order in membranes with a point-mutated PufX then in membranes with deleted PufX, when 
comparing to strains without LH2. The intriguing fact that this is not a case points to a conclusion that the 
only influence the PufX exerts on ordering of the membrane is via facilitation of dimerization of core 
complexes which, having one long symmetry axis and being bent along the dimer interface (Qian et al. 
2008), succumb to an ordering process governed by entropy (Eldridge et al. 1993; Frese et al. 2008; Hsin 
et al. 2009b).   
Conclusions
The results presented in this study reinforce the findings of previous work that RC-LH1 complexes are 
unlikely to assemble as dimers in Rba. Capsulatus in vivo, their chromatophores having the spectral 
signature of unordered membranes.
????????????????????? ???????? in combination with sucrose gradients data indicate that neither the 
strains of Rba. sphaeroides containing the Rba. capsulatus PufX, nor the strains with a GX51L mutation 
in the native PufX, assemble ordered dimers. 
Finally, we have observed LD signals that are combinations of positive and negative LD, reflecting the 
simultaneous existence of ordered and disordered regions of membrane in the strains with an alteration in 
PufX. That such effect is visible in LH2-less membranes, together with the fact that the amount of this 
order varies between the PufX-altered strains, may imply that the creation of ordered RC-LH1 domains 
depends not only on presence of RC-LH1 dimers but also on a structure of LH1 itself. We therefore 
conclude that PufX does not play a direct role in ordering of the photosynthetic membrane but rather 
plays an indirect one, through the configuration of RC-LH1 dimers and that the presence of altered or 
non-native PufX can influence packing- and curvature-induced ordering.
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Abstract
The thylakoid system is a complex membrane system that organizes and reorganizes itself to provide 
plants with optimal chemical energy from sunlight under different and varying environmental conditions. 
Grana membranes are part of this system and contain the light-driven water-splitting enzyme Photosystem 
II (PSII) and light-harvesting antenna complexes. Here we present a direct visualization of PSII complexes 
within grana membranes from spinach. By means of jumping mode atomic force microscopy in liquid
(JM-AFM) minimal forces were applied between the scanning tip and membrane or protein, allowing 
complexes to be imaged with high detail. We observed four different packing arrangements of PSII 
complexes, which occur primarily as dimers: co-linear crystalline rows, nanometric domains of straight or 
skewed rows, and disordered domains. Upon storing surface-adhered membranes at low temperature prior 
to imaging, large-scale reorganizations of supercomplexes between PSII and light-harvesting complex II 
could be induced. The highest resolution images show the existence of membrane domains without 
obvious topography extending beyond supercomplexes. These observations illustrate the possibility for 
diffusion of proteins and smaller molecules within these densely packed membranes.
Introduction
Photosynthetic membranes are highly specialized structures containing various protein complexes that
transform sunlight into an energy-rich compound. The majority of photosynthetic complexes contained 
within these membranes are comprised of light-harvesting antennae (LHCs) that absorb sunlight and 
transfer its energy and reaction centres to where this energy is directed to initiate electron transfer 
reactions (Nelson and Yocum 2006).
In green plants the photosynthetic apparatus resides inside chloroplasts. Under physiological conditions 
part of the chloroplasts membranes, the thylakoids, is tightly stacked along their flat cytoplasmic surfaces, 
resulting in multi-layered flat heaps of membranes known as grana interconnected by single stroma 
lamellae. Grana are populated primarily by Photosystem II (PSII) and its associated major (LHCII) and
minor (LHC) light-harvesting antenna (Dekker and Boekema 2005). Analyses of EM images of grana as 
well as isolated complexes have indicated PSII and major and minor LHCs to be associated in PSII-LHCII 
supercomplexes (Boekema et al. 1999; Caffarri et al. 2009). Thanks to a combination of three-dimensional 
crystallographic structures of the PSII core complex from cyanobacteria and the trimeric LHCII complex 
from plants (Liu et al. 2004; Zouni et al. 2001) a detailed model based on the structure of these PSII-
LHCII supercomplexes has been constructed (Caffarri et al. 2009).
Grana membranes can be easily extracted from chloroplasts by solubilization of stacked thylakoids
with the relatively strong detergent Triton X-100 (Berthold et al. 1981), a procedure which produces
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paired membranes with the extrinsic lumenal parts facing outwards (Dunahay et al. 1984). However, to 
retain their biological activity, the preparations are usually diluted in detergent-free solutions resulting in a 
strong aggregation of the membranes which prevents their further structural analyses. For this reason we
have developed the method for ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-dodecyl 
maltoside), which prevents the need for detergent removal. The preparations obtained with this protocol 
were extensively characterized by biochemical and structural methods, including EM (see, for example, 
(van Roon et al. 2000; Boekema et al. 2000; Yakushevska et al. 2003; Ruban et al. 2003)).
Strong evidence exists that in vivo the PSII supercomplex is composed of a PSII core dimer with two 
to four LHCII trimers attached at specific binding positions. Depending on the light conditions during 
plant growth, about four to eight additional LHCII complexes are not directly bound to a PSII-LHCII 
supercomplex and reside in the so-called LHCII-only membrane domains (see (Dekker and Boekema 
2005) and references therein). EM studies have furthermore indicated that the majority of supercomplexes 
are organized in a random fashion and that a small amount is organized in regular arrays. Under certain 
conditions such as low temperature, low-light intensity during growth or low pH, however, a tendency of 
PSII for ordering in crystalline arrays has been observed (Boekema et al. 2000; Kirchhoff et al. 2007a; 
Staehelin 2003). A detailed analysis has furthermore indicated a large heterogeneity in the organization 
and content between opposing grana membranes ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
2012).
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging protocols derived for two-dimensional crystals of membrane 
proteins (Moller et al. 1999; Muller et al. 1999) have been successfully applied to photosynthetic 
membranes (Scheuring et al. 2003; Bahatyrova et al. 2004; Goncalves et al. 2005; Scheuring and Sturgis 
2005; Scheuring et al. 2006). An AFM study of grana has confirmed (following biochemical evidence (see 
(Kirchhoff et al. 2002)) that these membranes also are densely packed with protein (Kirchhoff et al. 
2007b). However, in this study, AFM was conducted on dried membranes in air, which prompts concerns 
as to dehydration and damage and prohibits high-resolution imaging.
The proposed functional consequences of segregation and aggregation of photosynthetic complexes 
include long-distance electron transfer, regulation of energy distribution by preventing energy spillover, 
supplying ways to help protect vulnerable PSII from light overexposure, and allowing repair of 
photodamaged PSII units (Dekker and Boekema 2005). The packing of protein complexes observed in all 
photosynthetic membranes raises questions as to how diffusive processes can take place on physiological 
time scales under such crowded conditions (Kirchhoff et al. 2008).
To address these questions, detailed knowledge on the supramolecular organization of the protein 
complexes and the possibility for dynamic rearrangements is indispensable. AFM images may provide 
information on the protein organization within a single membrane in a close to native state and with high 
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detail without image manipulation. Here, we present high-resolution AFM images of grana membranes 
from spinach. Adhered membranes were immersed in a liquid ionic buffer, which prevents dehydration 
and greatly enhances resolution. To minimize damage further we employed a most delicate AFM mode, 
the so-called “jumping mode” (JM-AFM). The advantage of this method is that the lateral movement of 
the scanning tip with respect to the sample surface is performed when the two are not in contact. In this 
manner, lateral shear forces on the specimen are minimized (Moreno-Herrero et al. 2000; Moreno-Herrero 
et al. 2002). This is particularly important for a fragile system such as a pair of membranes, in which the 
lower membrane is fixed to the surface, the upper one is probed, and both membranes are attached to each 
other by weak electrostatic forces.
Materials and methods
Membrane Preparation 
Grana membranes from spinach thylakoids were prepared fresh by solubilization with the mild 
detergent n-?????????-d-maltoside according to (van Roon et al. 2000).
AFM 
Obtained samples were then deposited on freshly cleaved mica in adsorbing buffer (10 mm Hepes (pH 
8), 25 mm MgCl2, and 150 mm KCl) for at least 1 h in the dark at room temperature or at 4 °C. 
Subsequently, the samples were washed with imaging buffer (10 mm Hepes (pH 8) and 50 mm KCl) and 
repeatedly imaged in a liquid cell with a commercial AFM microscope (Nanotec) by jumping or tapping 
mode. The nominal spring constant of the cantilevers (Olympus) employed varied from 0.1 to 0.03 N/m, 
and their resonance frequency in liquid was 11–30 kHz. All measurements and the following image 
analysis were performed using the WsXM program (Horcas et al. 2007). The elevation of grana stacks is 
measured with respect to the mica surface, and the height of core complexes is assessed with respect to the 
plane of the membrane. The width of and distances between masses is obtained only when the masses 
protrude from an area of equal height or as indicated in the figures and text.
Results
Membranes incubated at Room Temperature 
Freshly collected gel filtration fractions containing solubilized grana membranes were adhered to mica, 
immersed within a liquid ionic buffer, and directly imaged. The adhesion and rinsing protocols resulted in 
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the firm attachment of flat membranes, sizes of which varied between 200 and 600 nm in diameter and 18 
and 60 nm in height. Fig. 1A depicts a typical membrane imaged at low resolution by JM-AFM. Grana 
appear to be packed with protein, indicated as the brightest topographical masses. A more clear view of 
these protrusions is shown in Fig. 1B, displaying the same membrane at higher magnification. Fig. 1C
depicts a three-dimensional image of Fig. 1B, clearly visualizing the unorganized but dense configuration 
of proteins within grana. The inset presents a digital zoom. The length of the individual masses appears to 
be between 30 and 60 nm, while their width is ?15 nm, consistent with the size of the extrinsic parts of
PSII dimers (Caffarri et al. 2009; Dekker and Boekema 2005). Fig. 1(D–G) shows AFM height (D and F)
and accompanying error (E and G) images of similarly prepared membranes but incubated between 1 and 
3 h on mica at room temperature. 
Figure 1 JM-AFM images of grana membranes adhered to mica and stored at room temperature prior to rinsing 
and imaging. A, typical image of grana membrane directly measured after deposition on mica. B, the same 
membrane as in A at higher magnification. C, three-dimensional enhanced representation of B. The inset shows a 
digital zoom of C. D and E, JM-AFM height and error images of a similarly prepared membrane but incubated for 1 
h prior to imaging. F and G, same as D and E but after 3 h of incubation. Scale bars = 100 nm.
An error image shows the non-resolved protrusions of the height image and is particularly sensitive to 
regular structures. Clearly, the dense packing of protein is a common characteristic of these membranes. 
Although longer incubation results in a slightly better resolution, it does not allow further analyses.
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Membranes incubated at 4 °C 
We proceed by incubating membranes at 4 °C after adhesion to mica. Usually we incubated the 
membranes overnight. Prolonged storage at lower temperature is known to induce a higher degree of order 
in grana membranes (Semenova 1995) although this has never before been tested on membranes adhered 
to a mica surface. 
Figure 2 AFM images of grana membranes adhered to mica and stored at 4 °C prior to rinsing and imaging. A, 
height image. The white line indicates the position of the height profile presented in C. The arrow points to an empty 
piece of membrane. B, error image of A. C, height profile as indicated in A. The zero level is taken at the mica 
surface. D, height image and profile (inset) of three pieces of membrane on top of each other. Scale bars = 100 nm.
Typical JM-AFM images of the membranes prepared this way are presented in Fig. 2. Fig. 2A displays 
the height, and Fig. 2B shows the error image. The height image shows that a small part of the upper left 
membrane is located on another; this is likely a result of incubation and rinsing. Especially in the error 
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image, already at this low resolution, domains of protein protrusions regularly arranged in rows can be 
clearly distinguished. 
Figure 3 AFM images at higher magnification of the double-membrane image from Fig. 2. A–D, consecutive 
recorded images at progressively higher magnifications. E, height profile as indicated by the black line in F. F, 
digital zoom of C. Scale bars = 50 nm
The height profile of the membranes (Fig. 2C) reveals the height of a single granum as ?20 nm, 
whereas the height of the two partially overlapping membranes is 38 nm. Fig. 2D shows a different piece 
of membrane. Here, three layers are visible on top of each other. The total height of this stack is 59 ± 1 
nm. Fig. 2A also shows a piece of membrane with reduced height, pointing to a single-layered membrane 
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fragment. Such feature has been observed previously in the EM analyses of these types of membranes 
(Boekema et al. 2000) and may indicate a fragment of stroma lamellae. We conclude that the attachment 
of the membranes on a mica surface does not prevent a structural rearrangement and a higher degree of 
order in at least the membrane facing the medium and the AFM tip.
A view at higher magnification of one of the membranes from Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The protruding 
proteins are now more clearly visible as brighter parts in the image. Clearly, these membranes are packed 
with protein, organized as rows residing in nanometric subdomains (Fig. 3, A–D). In several cases, the 
integrity of membrane surface is broken in a form of holes, visible as black spots in Fig. 3 (B and C). The 
presence of such damage is likely due to the detergent treatment during the isolation procedure and was 
also observed in EM images of preparations of the same kind (10). In Fig. 3 (D and F (digital zoom of C)), 
close-up views of the protruding proteins are shown. At this magnification, we observe the dimeric 
arrangement of masses arranged in rows. A cross-section is depicted in Fig. 3F (black line) and shown in 
Fig. 3E. The two main closest protrusions form a unit spanning 20 nm and have individual maxima 
separated by 8 nm and a height of 2 nm. The distance between units is ?10 nm. We measured similar 
values for our highest resolution images (see below).
Figure 4 JM- and TM-AFM images of grana membranes from spinach. A and B, JM-AFM height and error images 
of a grana membrane. C and D, TM-AFM images of the same membrane obtained after switching from jumping to 
tapping mode 40 min after the images in A and B were obtained. Scale bars = 100 nm.
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Occasionally, we could switch between JM-AFM and tapping mode AFM (TM-AFM) on the same 
membrane using the same tip. In Fig. 4, two double membranes were imaged initially by jumping mode 
and then reimaged by tapping mode. Fig. 4A (height image) and Fig. 4B (first derivative image) were 
recorded by JM-AFM, and Fig. 4C (height image) and Fig. 4D (error) by TM-AFM.
Although most membranes show disordered rows of proteins as in Fig. 2, here proteins are very 
regularly packed in co-linear rows spanning the entire membrane. The size of protruding masses is 20 nm 
with a gap of 10 nm between the rows. Five consecutive rows span 180 nm, thus each row spans 36 nm. 
Thirty min had passed between recording of the two images, and in this time, the upper membrane has 
been repositioned to the left, indicative of the loose adhesion to the mica surface. The TM-AFM image 
shows similar detail, but the membrane appears to be distorted. We stress that generally the same
membrane could be imaged consecutively many times without any changes. Particularly in previous AFM 
investigations on bacterial photosynthetic membranes the membranes could be consecutively imaged by 
TM-AFM in liquid, exhibiting similar results at each scan without any visible damage to proteins 
(Bahatyrova et al. 2004).
Figure 5 High-resolution JM-AFM images of spinach grana membranes adhered to mica and stored at 4 °C 
prior to rinsing and imaging. A and B, height and error images of a grana membrane. C and D, higher 
magnification images of the same membrane. Asterisks and arrows depict large and small areas without topography, 
respectively. E, computer-generated zoom of D (three-dimensional enhanced image). Scale bars = 100 nm (A–C)
and 50 nm (D and E)
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Our AFM method occasionally allowed membranes to be imaged to a resolution at which individual 
protein protrusions could be visualized. A high-resolution image of a partially ordered grana membrane is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5 (A and B) shows height and error images of this membrane adhered to a mica surface. Domains 
of regular rows of protein mass are clearly visible. A closer inspection of this membrane is shown in Fig. 
5C, and at this magnification, the grouping of domains and the spacing between rows are clearly visible. 
Only at the highest magnification achievable (Fig. 5D) did we observe the masses to consist of four 
protrusions close together. The lower panel of Fig. 5D shows the two prevalent dimeric interactions 
indicated by dashed boxes: a skewed dimer (left) and straight dimer (right). The dimensions of the dimer 
are ?25 × 16 nm, slightly larger than the extrinsic protrusions of PSII supercomplexes in the plant model 
presented by (Nield et al. 2002). The highest protrusions extend 4–6 nm from the membrane, consistent 
with the same structural model. Only at the highest magnification (Fig. 5, C and D) could the space 
between the protruding PSII units of ordered arrays be observed (see arrows). Also other, larger areas 
devoid of protruding masses are observed between membrane domains containing ordered arrays of PSII 
dimers (indicated by asterisks). Fig. 5D allows us to count the number of supercomplexes: 70 ± 2. The 
total area of this panel is 260 × 260 nm, which amounts to 67,600 nm2. Assuming we are viewing the most 
common C2S2M supercomplex in spinach with an area of 540 nm2 (Boekema et al. 2000; Dekker and 
Boekema 2005; Caffarri et al. 2009), a total of 125 supercomplexes could have been packed within this 
area. 
Figure 6 Comparison of topography of grana membranes and PSII crystal structure. A–C, analyses of height 
profiles of part of the image shown in Fig. 5D (A here). The height profile of the dashed blue line is shown in B, and 
that of the dashed black line is shown in C. The blue diamond represents the unit of topographic masses in this area, 
consistent with the diamond-like arrangement of cofactors of PSII core dimers, which is shown in the inset of A. The 
green outline depicts the repeating length scale within this area following the cross-sections in B and C and the 
corresponding side views of the PSII core dimer. The Protein Data Bank code for the x-ray crystallographic 
structures is 2AXT. Scale bar = 50 nm
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Thus, the packing density of C2S2M supercomplexes in this entire area is ?56%. As shown in all 
images shown here, the protein density varies considerably within one membrane. The densest area is 
occupied by co-linear rows of supercomplexes. In Fig. 5 (A and B), we estimate that half of the membrane 
shown is occupied by such rows; here, the packing fraction of C2S2M supercomplexes is ?95%, 
confirming that the crystalline arrays consist of C2S2M supercomplexes.
In Fig. 6 we show analyses of the lower right part of the membrane AFM image of Fig. 5D: a domain 
of rows consisting of four protruding masses as a basic unit. The cross-section within a row is indicated by 
a dashed blue line in Fig. 5B. The width of a unit is 20 nm, and within such a unit, the two protrusions 
have a height of 5 nm and are separated by 8 nm. The size of each protrusion is 5 nm. These values 
closely match those expected for the extrinsic PsbO, PsbU, and PsbV proteins from the oxygen-evolving 
complex (OEC) of the PSII core complex from Thermosynechococcus elongatus (Zouni et al. 2001). The 
cross-section between rows is indicated by the dashed black line in Fig. 6C. The length of a unit is 30 nm, 
extending from topological mass to the next mass. As we will discuss further below, this indicates that we 
are observing proximate PSII supercomplexes, most likely of the C2S2M variety, with their long axes 
along the dashed black line. At this particular domain, we also observe an extra mass, associated with a 
supercomplex (indicated by the arrow) of unknown origin but reported previously ????????????????????.
Discussion
JM-AFM 
The common protocol for obtaining a high-resolution AFM image in liquid is the application of a 
liquid ionic buffer solution that counters repulsive van der Waals forces when the imaging tip of the AFM 
cantilever approaches the surface. The highest resolution images can be obtained with contact mode AFM, 
in which the force between the tip of the cantilever and the sample is kept constant, or TM-AFM, in which 
the tip oscillates with a certain frequency and only minimally interacts with the surface. Contact mode 
AFM provides the highest resolution images when applied to naturally flat membranes (Scheuring et al. 
2003; Scheuring and Sturgis 2005), and TM-AFM when applied to naturally curved membranes 
(Bahatyrova et al. 2004). For both methods, high resolution is achieved only when a delicate interaction 
between the scanning tip and the topographic masses is achieved. Generally, this is possible only in the 
absence of large (more than a few nanometers) height differences. JM-AFM is a more sensitive scanning 
probe method but as such it cannot deal with large height differences due to the fact that the withdraw-
approach procedure of the piezo element must be repeated at every measuring point. This prolongs the 
scanning time and makes the cantilever liable to noise caused by the liquid solution (Moreno-Herrero et al. 
2004). For comparison, we also applied TM-AFM in liquid. This resulted in a lowered resolution though: 
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resolving the PSII core structure was not feasible, despite the fact that the organization of regular rows of 
complexes within the membrane remained clearly visible. Moreover, the membrane was affected by 
scanning, as part of it appeared to be moved and stretched although no other damage was noticeable. In 
contrast, TM-AFM has been applied successfully before to bacterial photosynthetic membranes 
(Bahatyrova et al. 2004). We speculate that TM-AFM is too harsh because the double grana membranes 
are more flexible structures compared with the singular bacterial membranes. Another difference with 
bacterial membranes is that the domains of photosynthetic complexes are completely packed without any 
areas containing only lipids or loosely connected LHCs. A lesser degree of packing density of protein 
complexes in subdomains may be responsible not only for the observed mass-less areas (Fig. 5D) but also 
for the lower sturdiness of the grana.
Visualizing grana and PSII complexes 
We need to take into consideration that our purification method produced inside-out paired membrane 
discs cut out from the grana stacks by mild detergent treatment and prevented from aggregation by 
retaining small amounts of detergent in the final sample solution. Therefore, any multilayered structures 
observed on mica are purely coincidental and by no means reflect the real state of organization in native 
appressed grana. Nevertheless, the height of single and multilayered membranes can be informative 
concerning the protrusions of proteins. The average height of membranes throughout our study is 20 nm. 
According to the crystal structure of cyanobacterial PSII (Zouni et al. 2001), the PSII core dimer has 
dimensions of 20.5 × 11 × 10.5 nm (length ×width × height). Bearing in mind that the transmembranal 
part of the complex measures 4.5 nm, the stromal protrusion is 1 nm, and the lumenal protrusion of OEC 
is up to 5 nm, one can assume that a double membrane containing intact PSII particles is at least 20 nm 
high. The observed height is in good agreement with estimates from thin sectioning (reviewed in (Dekker 
and Boekema 2005)) and recent electron microscope tomography of thylakoids ??????????????????????????
et al. 2011). The measured height is considerably larger than that observed previously with AFM on air-
dried grana membranes (Kirchhoff et al. 2007b), which can be explained by shrinking due to drying. The 
height profile of the overlay of two or three double-membrane stacks shows a height of ?40 and 60 nm, 
respectively. These values suggest that the lumenal protrusions of PSII complexes in paired grana are 
facing each other. Note that the extrinsic proteins of spinach PSII differ from those from cyanobacteria 
(Nield and Barber 2006). The values found here do indicate a similar height above the membrane for both 
types.
Our most detailed images (Fig. 6A) reveal symmetrically arranged structures with a pronounced long 
(30 nm) and short (20 nm) side (Fig. 6, B and C). The repeating units consist of four separate masses 
protruding 5 nm above the membrane, arranged in a diamond shape (Fig. 6A). This arrangement matches 
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closely that of the cyanobacterial PSII crystal structure (Fig. 6A, inset) and the extension of the OEC 
proteins of ?5 nm from the lumenal side of PSII. On the basis of the topography of the OEC proteins from 
the crystal structure, we can also deduce the orientation of the PSII complexes. This topography is very 
different for the two directions in the crystal structure: in one direction, the OECs of the two PSII 
monomers are separated by a small gap of only 1 nm, and in the other direction by 8 nm. The latter
separation fills precisely the gap between the masses observed in our images (Fig. 6, B and C). Thus, the 
long axis of the PSII core dimer lies along the 20-nm repeating unit. The repeating length scale on the 
other side is found to be 30 nm, and the topography appears regular within the rows with symmetrical 
units. We therefore expect an extra 5-nm mass on each side of the PSII core dimer. Such a mass is 
expected for PSII supercomplexes consisting of a PSII core dimer flanked by one LHCII and two minor 
antennae on each side (Ferreira et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2004; Dekker and Boekema 2005). These structures 
are likely undetected here because their protrusions extend maximally 1 nm from the membrane (Liu et al. 
2004). In Fig. 6A, this tentative structure is outlined in green, with the arrow indicating the orientation of 
a supercomplex.
Supramolecular organization of grana 
We imaged grana membranes isolated and treated using two different protocols. In all cases, the 
membranes appear densely packed with protein masses. The sizes of these masses correspond to dimeric 
PSII units. Adhering membranes at room temperature resulted in a random distribution of clustered 
supercomplexes (Fig. 1). A higher degree of organization was found when the membranes were incubated 
at 4 °C while fixed onto a mica surface (Fig. 5). Such membrane reorganization is indicative of a 
disordered-ordered phase transition. Only at low temperature can the weak specific interactions between 
supercomplexes become a dominant organizational driving force. Besides, the possibility for protein 
reorganization to take place indicates large-scale diffusion to be possible despite dense packing. 
Moreover, this reorganization takes place despite adhesion to the mica surface. Most likely, this is due to 
the upper membrane being more loosely attached to the lower membrane, which in turn adheres to the 
surface. Recently, it has been shown that the primary photosynthetic reactions are maintained on surface-
adhered membranes (Magis et al. 2010); here, we found that proteins can reorganize on a large-scale 
within a membrane despite adhesion to a surface.
In general, we have shown that PSII supercomplexes can cluster into membrane domains of ordered 
arrays. We have shown previously that protein clustering within membrane domains originates in the 
depletion-induced attraction within packed membranes (Frese et al. 2008). In that work, we demonstrated 
that size differences between core and peripheral LHCs, together with the intrinsic curvature of the protein 
complexes, can drive membrane domain formation of one type of protein complex. In the grana 
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membranes, the size differences between the two main components, PSII supercomplexes and peripheral 
LHCII complexes, are much larger and may solely cause these domains to be formed.
In our images, four types of packing lattices are observed. In most cases, supercomplexes are arranged 
in rows, either co-linearly arranged through the membrane (Fig. 4) or within nanodomains (Figs. 3 and 5).
In both cases, little mass-free space can be detected. Our highest resolution images of such a latter domain 
(Fig. 5) show another packing configuration of supercomplexes: skewed rows (Fig. 5C). Strikingly, 
between these rows and between the nanodomains of specific order, mass-less space is observed. This 
space is likely occupied by LHCII, undetected here because these complexes hardly protrude from the 
membrane. On the other hand, the z-resolution in AFM is generally <1 nm, especially in a tight packing 
configuration. Topography-less area may thus indicate a lipid-only area, densely packed LHCII 
complexes, or loosely interacting LHCII complexes; yet, on the other hand, the temperature-induced 
reorganizations observed here indicate the possibility for large-scale protein movements, arguing against 
dense packing. Generally, our data show that such highly specialized structures as grana membranes retain 
their high flexibility to adapt to external conditions even in vitro.
Conclusions 
We have applied a delicate AFM imaging technique to stacked grana membranes from spinach 
immersed in an ionic buffer solution. Using this method, we were able to obtain the first high-resolution 
images of PSII and visualized their organization within these membranes. Surface-adhered membranes are 
capable of remodeling from random to row-like organizations when temporarily stored at 4 °C. We can 
discriminate four different packing lattices: co-linear rows of close laying PSII that span the entire 
membrane, nanometric domains of linear or skewed rows, and disordered domains. Although the 
membranes appear to be densely packed with protein at lower resolution, the highest resolution images 
reveal large domains without protrusions to be present. These areas span beyond the dimensions of the 
supercomplexes, also when unresolved topography is taken into account. The high-resolution images 
allow the packing density of PSII supercomplexes to be estimated, varying between 50% for random and 
75% for close packing. Areas with loosely interacting LHCII, lipid only, and less tight packing likely 
allow the large-scale protein remodeling of grana membranes during low-temperature incubation. Most 
importantly, these features may also facilitate other diffusive processes necessary for sustainment and 
adaptation within chloroplasts.
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Abstract
Atomic force microscope (AFM) has developed over the years into a powerful tool in the 
characterization of the supramolecular organization and dynamics of membrane proteins under their 
physiological conditions. In this study we compare atomic force microscopy in contact, tapping and 
jumping modes performed on grana membranes from plants to determine which of those modes is most 
suited in the pursuit of the structure and dynamics of biomembranes. The overall topography of the grana 
is reasonably well represented with all three modes but while the contact mode delivers highly detailed 
images they are also the most distorted. The tapping mode has proved to be the most difficult to achieve 
highly resolved images of the subunits of the plant photosynthetic complex PSII core embedded in the 
membrane but definitely this goal is achievable also in this mode with a fine tuning of the method. On the 
plus side the tapping mode is fast and reasonably easy to control while scanning whole membranes at low 
magnification. Out of the three modes, the jumping mode has repeatedly delivered good quality images of 
membranes and of complexes with resolution highly dependent on probe sharpness. Comparing the 
effectiveness of the three modes we arrive at the conclusion that while all three modes have aptitude for 
detailed imagining depending on need, the jumping mode is the most delicate and together with contact 
mode delivers images of highest resolution
Introduction
Membrane-integrated proteins are vital for effective functioning of any organism. They fulfil plethora 
of important tasks ranging from mediating molecular transport to signal transduction to energy 
conversion. The undeniable relationship between design and functionality demands that the structural 
organization of the membrane protein must be known in order to understand its function. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) is one of widely used visualising techniques. In an atomic force microscope a sharp 
stylus mounted on a flexible cantilever is dragged over a surface and so characterizes its topography
(Binnig et al. 1986). Although only a small percentage of the resulting images have high resolution, the 
possibility to perform measurements both in ambient and liquid conditions contributes to the 
attractiveness of this technique. There are numerous factors that influence the scan quality, such as size 
and shape of the tip, the cantilever’s spring constant, the scan rate as well as the dynamic behaviour of the 
sample. Force extorted by the tip action on the sample can cause damage or distortion to the surface but it
is still a relatively convenient manner of producing reliable images of soft biological surfaces in native
environments with resolution of down to 1Å vertically and 1-2nm laterally, comparable to EM (Karrasch 
et al. 1994).
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The suitability of AFM for imaging soft biological surfaces under physiological conditions is well 
documented as many high resolution images of various biological materials have been presented. High 
resolution topographs of mouse retinal disks revealed that the native packing arrangement of rhodopsin in 
vertebrae is dimeric (Fotiadis et al. 2003) while in purple membranes bacteriorhodopsin trimers form a
hexagonal 2D lattice (Müller et al. 1999). AFM investigations of photosynthetic complexes reconstituted 
into 2D crystals showed structural flexibility of bacterial light harvesting antennas LH1 (Bahatyrova et al. 
2004b) and LH2 (Goncalves et al. 2005; Scheuring et al. 2001) while similar studies on reconstituted RC-
LH1 complexes (Fotiadis et al. 2004) also proved ellipticity of LH1, helping to build an extensive model
of the bacterial light-harvesting system. AFM has also ventured into imaging of soft mammalian tissues 
(Graham et al. 2010; Jastrzebska et al. 2005).
There are two main operational modes for an AFM microscope: a contact (static) mode and a non-
contact (tapping) mode. In contact mode (CM-AFM) the tip-surface force is kept constant during 
scanning by maintaining constant deflection of the cantilever, whereas in tapping mode (TM-AFM), also 
known as dynamic mode, the cantilever is oscillated at near-resonant frequency and either the change of 
the oscillation amplitude or the shift in the resonance frequency is kept constant as scan progresses
(Moller et al. 1999). This technique is much more flexible than CM-AFM, where the proximity of the tip 
can induce damages to the soft sample due to shear forces. The modus operandi of jumping mode (JM-
AFM) lies somewhere in between contact and tapping mode (de Pablo et al. 1998). The cantilever does 
not oscillate but comes into contact with the sample at a constant force set by feedback. As soon as tip
and sample make contact, the feedback is switched off, the tip is vertically retracted and the relative 
lateral movement between sample and tip is performed when those two are out of contact, thus avoiding 
friction forces (de Pablo et al. 1998). The difference between TM-AFM and JM-AFM lies also in the time 
taken to acquire the data: in jumping mode it takes seconds and in tapping mode milliseconds to scan a 
line (Moreno-Herrero et al. 2002).
There are various forces at play during an AFM experiment. The most prevailing interaction is the 
ever present van der Waals force which together with electrostatic forces influences the dynamic mode
the most. In case when the tip is in contact with the sample the dominating short-range repulsive ionic 
forces must be balanced by long-range attractive ones. Misbalance of these two types of interactions can 
cause friction forces in a single point and in effect damage the sample, particularly in contact mode. In 
fact, such damage occurs relatively often leading to many unusable results. Published images are thus a 
tiny subset of all preparations. In ambient conditions, additionally, also the capillary forces need to be 
taken into account, but they can be avoided by immersing both the sample and the tip in a buffer, creating 
the so-called liquid cell (Moreno-Herrero et al. 2000; Ortega-Esteban et al. 2012).
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The resolution of an AFM image depends on various factors. The lateral resolution depends on the tip 
apex and the vertical resolution is limited by thermal fluctuations of the cantilever which in a liquid 
environment are often amplified by the buffer solution. While the influence of the tip size can be 
minimized by (and is limited to) the choice of (manufactured) sharpened tips, the vertical uncertainty can 
be reduced by applying forces bigger than the forces extorted on the tip by thermal fluctuation. Although 
contact mode produces images of highest resolution when it comes to imaging tightly packed biological 
membranes, the tapping mode often is the method of choice, because it avoids the friction forces imposed 
on the sample, circumventing distortions of the imaged surface features. Here we will also focus on 
tapping and jumping modes, both performed in liquid, as they are veritably similar in operation to each 
other. Until now the JM-AFM has been primarily used in studies of DNA (Moreno-Herrero et al. 2003a;
Moreno-Herrero et al. 2003b), microtubules (Schaap et al. 2006) and pushing on viruses (Ivanovska et al. 
2011) but the first ever application of the jumping mode on a biological membrane has brought about a 
high resolution AFM image of the photosynthetic membrane (this thesis Chapter 4, (Sznee et al. 2011)).
Photosynthetic membranes belong to one of most widely studied objects by AFM. Energy-transducing 
membranes are usually characterized by high protein concentrations and occur in a great variety of sizes 
and shapes. Some of them can exhibit regular, crystalline-like arrangements of embedded protein 
complexes (Boekema et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2000); quite many are also flat and thus easy to image by an 
AFM tip. The crystal structures of the majority of photosynthetic complexes are known (Ben-Shem et al. 
2003; Roszak et al. 2003; Umena et al. 2011; Niwa et al. 2014). Furthermore sample extraction and 
purification is straightforward and they are easy to fix on an AFM substrate. This is an essential feature,
since any successful AFM experiment requires the studied object to be fixed on an atomically flat surface,
provided typically by muscovite mica which is built from flat negatively charged crystalline layers that 
can be peeled off quickly prior to sample deposition. Since photosynthetic membranes have negative net 
charge, divalent cations such as Mg2+ can be used as a linker to bind negatively charged sample to the
mica support (Müller et al. 1997). Such adhesion procedure is both cheap and convenient and strong 
enough for membrane immobilization.
All above-mentioned features make photosynthetic membranes an excellent AFM test object. Indeed, 
in the study of bacterial photosynthesis AFM has been indispensable, providing researchers with high 
resolution topography maps of functionally important photosynthetic subunits across different species 
(see e.g. (Bahatyrova et al. 2004a; Scheuring and Sturgis 2005; Scheuring et al. 2006; Olsen et al. 2008;
Uchihashi et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2014)). On the other hand, the AFM has only recently ventured into 
plant photosynthetic membranes, with images of chloroplasts, thylakoids and grana organization available 
(see e.g. (Chuartzman et al. 2008; Sznee et al. 2011; Onoa et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2014; Phuthong et al. 
2015)).
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In oxygenic photosynthesis, performed by plants, algae and cyanobacteria, the components of 
photosynthetic chain as well as their architecture are complex and involve a large autonomous organelle 
known as chloroplast. The organization of the photosynthetic membranes of green plants is known in 
some detail (Hu et al. 2002; Dekker and Boekema 2005). In green plants, bio-lipid scaffolding of the 
thylakoid membrane system provides spatial separation for Photosystem I (PSI) with its associated light 
harvesting antenna (LHCI) and ATP synthase located in singular stroma lamellae from Photosystem II 
(PSII) and its peripheral antenna complexes (LHCII) that are constrained to stacked grana membranes. 
The majority of PSIIs are organized as supercomplexes, comprised of a dimer of the PSII core complex
binding at each side two or three minor LHCIIs (known as CP29, CP26 and CP24) and one to three 
major, trimeric, LHCIIs (see e.g. (Dekker and Boekema 2005) and (Nield and Barber 2006; ??????????????
2012)). The proteins D1 and D2 of the core support components of the water splitting apparatus, also 
known as oxygen evolving complex (OEC), that extend deep into the lumen of the grana stacks. 
A remarkable feature of photosynthetic organisms is their ability to adapt to changing external 
conditions, which is reflected in changes in the organization of the photosynthetic membranes and the
complexes within them (Croce and van Amerongen 2014). This fact, together with challenges induced by 
the environment of increasing energy need and intense farming in face of global warming (Janssen et al. 
2014), enhance the importance of the ongoing research into photosynthetic membranes, including the 
AFM. Here we investigate the suitability of different modes of AFM for successful high resolution 
imaging of grana membranes from plants, arriving at the conclusion that while all three modes deliver 
satisfying results, the jumping mode and to some extent the contact mode AFM are most suited in 
achieving most detailed artefact-free images although it is important to stress that the high resolution 
images in JM and TM were obtained with tips of a much bigger nominal radius than the ones used in CM. 
This itself is a testimony as to how sensitive the JM mode is and armed with sharper tips would deliver 
much more detailed images. 
Materials and methods
For measurements in jumping and tapping modes, grana thylakoids from spinach were prepared 
freshly as described in (van Roon et al. 2000). Samples were then deposited on freshly cleaved mica in 
adsorbing buffer (10 mM Hepes pH 8, 25 mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl) for at least 1 h in the dark at room 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
8, 50 mM KCl) and repeatedly imaged in an open liquid cell with a commercial AFM microscope 
(Nanotec Electronica, Spain) by means of jumping or tapping modes. Cantilevers (Olympus, Japan) of 
nominal spring constant varying from 0.1 to 0.02 N/m and of resonance frequency in liquid 11-30 kHz
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were used. All the measurements and following image analysis were performed with help of the WsXM© 
program (Horcas et al. 2007).
For contact mode AFM, grana thylakoid isolation was derived from previous procedures (Robinson 
and Yocum 1980; van Roon et al. 2000; Morosinotto et al. 2010), modified as described in (Phuthong et 
al. 2015) and implemented at 4°C in the dark. Briefly, upon release from leaves by homogenization, the
spinach cells were disrupted by osmotic lysis to obtain thylakoids. These were subsequently partially 
solubilized by slow agitation with 0.63% n-dodecyl-???-maltoside ??-DM) and separated from
unsolubilized material by centrifugation (3500 x g) followed by separation by FPLC; Grana membranes 
were collected as the first peak of protein absorbance that was eluted from the chromatography column. 
The isolated grana membranes were loaded in the AFM liquid cell chamber with freshly cleaved mica 
substrate in adsorption buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 25 mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl,), incubated at 4°C in 
dark for 30 min and then thoroughly washed with imaging buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2,
260 mM KCl,). The AFM imaging was performed using an Agilent 5500 (Agilent Technologies, Santa 
Clara, CA) seated inside the custom-made vibration isolation chamber with a small scanner (11x11 ?m2). 
A silicon nitride cantilever with a silicon tip (MSNL, Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of 0.03 N/m 
and tip radius of 2 nm was used. The measurements and analyses of the AFM images were implemented 
using SPIPTM software.
Results
Grana membranes imaged by tapping mode AFM
Firstly, we have employed the tapping mode AFM in liquid (TM-AFM) for imaging grana membranes 
isolated from fresh spinach leaves. The isolation procedure produces flat, double layered membranes rich 
in PSII, of different shapes and sizes up to 600 nm in diameter and paired inside out, meaning that the 
proteins of OEC that usually extend into the space of thylakoid lumen are exposed to the AFM tip
(Dunahay et al. 1984; van Roon et al. 2000; Sznee et al. 2011; Chapter 4). Figure 1B and Figure 2 present
typical PSII membranes imaged by this mode. As in previous AFM and EM studies of grana membranes
(Boekema et al. 2000; Sznee et al. 2011) organizations consisting either from completely disordered
membranes (Fig. 2D) or from membranes containing domains exhibiting various arrangements of ordered 
complexes (Fig. 2A) can be seen. In particular, on the membrane presented in Fig. 2A and 2B (the first 
derivative of image A) PSII is organized in rows whereas in Fig. 2D and 2E (the merged first derivative 
image of D) the photosynthetic complexes are disorderly scattered over the granum surface. On both 
images the protrusions of the PSII core complex are clearly visible. The cross section height of these
double lamellae is 20 nm (Fig. 2C1 and Fig. 2D1), in line with results obtained from cryo-electron 
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tomography studies of chloroplasts (Shimoni et al. 2005; Daum et al. ; ??????????????????) and earlier JM-
AFM of grana (Sznee et al. 2011).
Fig1.   Jumping (A) and tapping (B) modes AFM scans of PSII membranes. Left column height images, right column 
first derivative images. Scale bars 100 nm
Contrary to the usual state of affairs, when the regular, repetitive organization of protein complexes 
produces well detailed topography images, the image of Fig. 2A and B is of poor resolution. Apparently, 
either during the scan the contact between tip and sample was lost producing smudges over the 
complexes, or possibly due to drift which can happen under liquid environment. Similar effect is visible 
on the membrane also measured by TM-AFM in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, protrusions of single complexes 
comprising parallel and collinear rows (spaced either 24.0 ± 0.3 nm or 29.7 ± 0.5 nm (Fig. 2C2)) are easy 
to distinguish. The separation of complexes within a row is 18.3 ± 0.3 nm on average (Fig 2C3).
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Fig2.  Tapping mode AFM on PSII membrane: (A,D,F) height images; (B) first derivative of (A);(C)  
height  profiles of membrane (A); (E) first derivative of D merged with D; (F) zoom of membrane 
fragment of (D); (G1, G2, G3) height profiles respectively along line nr 1, 2 and 3 from (D); (H,I) digital 
zoom of rectangle marked area from F; scale bar (D,E) 100 nm and (F) 10 nm
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The blurry blob-like area in the top-left corner of the membrane in Fig 2AB is most probably due to a 
lipid-only piece of membrane flipped by the tip or belonging to single lamellae that used to connect this 
granum to another set of membranes, because it is known that the thylakoids are highly interconnected
(Austin and Staehelin 2011; ??????????????????).
In contrast, Fig. 2D (and 2E, its first derivative merged image) is of better quality due to contrast 
enhancing capabilities of first derivative at lower magnifications.  The arrangement of protrusions on that 
membrane is mostly random with short nonaligned rows of a few PSIIs arranged in line. The separation of 
the protrusions from each other is crisply sharp. The notable amount of “free” space between the protein 
masses has been observed before and was ascribed to domains of light harvesting antenna complex 
(Dekker and Boekema 2005; Sznee et al. 2011). The majority of spinach PSII core complexes in vivo 
associate with the PS II antenna complexes forming the C2S2M supercomplex (a dimer of PSII core and 
two strongly and one moderately bound trimeric LHCII) but the domains of non-associated LHCII have
been also predicted (Boekema et al. 2000; Dekker and Boekema 2005). The outline of the particles in our 
membranes is roughly rectangular, in line with the characteristics for the most abundant C2S2M
supercomplexes in spinach grana (ref), which manifests itself by the pronounced protrusions of the core 
C2, but dimerization is not immediately obvious. The topological masses fill in a shape of a 21 x 15 nm 
rectangle (marked by outline in Fig. 2C) which is slightly larger than the predicted size of 20 x 11 nm
(Nield and Barber 2006). The height of the protrusions as measured in respect to areas of equal height is 
about 5 nm (Fig. 2 D2, D3) which is the value expected for the OEC proteins of PSII particle, which in 
total has ~10 nm vertical cross section (Zouni et al. 2001; Nield et al. 2002). The height profile of this 
membrane is also about 20 nm (Figure 2G) except for a small fragment at the side by the granum, marked 
by an arrow, which is about 10 nm high and densely populated by poorly resolved topological masses 
protruding 2.5-3.7 nm. This height values suggest that this might be part of a single layer of stroma 
lamella filled with Photosystem I (PSI) particles, which in theory is possible due to the mild ?-DM based 
grana isolation protocol (van Roon et al. 2000). The procedure does not rid of small membrane fragments 
containing PSI and other proteins of stroma lamellae as discussed in the recent CM-AFM study on 
spinach grana (Phuthong et al. 2015). We counted 29 particles on the single layer fragment from Fig. 1D 
which has a surface area of  about 18400 nm2 (calculated according to a scan sizing), translating into 
31.5% PSI occupancy considering that the area covered by a PSI-200 particle of spinach amounts to 227 
nm2 (Germano et al. 2002). The remaining space could be filled by other complexes that we cannot 
identify here due to poor resolution and which could comprise LHCII which moves towards PSI during 
state transitions and/or a c-ring of ATP-synthase which is present in stroma lamellas. Other possible 
complexes comprise of the PSII in need of repair or b6f although the latter is known to be removed by the 
detergent during membrane extraction step (Johnson et al. 2014). The presence of the latter is still 
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possible despite ?????????? ?????????? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ???????? ????????? ?-DM is known to 
remove the hydrophilic ?- and ?-subunits of the ATP-ase head from the membrane (van Roon et al. 2000;
Morosinotto et al. 2010), its effect on the ring itself is unknown. The height of 3.5 nm agrees with the 
novel particles shown to be protruding from a fragment of a single membrane scanned by CM-AFM and 
subsequently identified as the stromal protrusions of PSI. as well as with the reconstituted PSI particles 
imaged by TM-AFM (Phuthong et al. 2015). Unfortunately, the granum in that latter study was too 
wrinkled for proper estimation particle density though it seemed high.
Figure 2H presents a zoom of a membrane area from Fig 2F marked by the black rectangle and Fig 2I
presents an enhanced zoom. Only by performing particle image manipulation (a height image merged 
with first derivative image) the two diamond-shaped masses belonging to PSII became more clear. Each 
consists of two PSII monomers, protrusions of which are presumably separated, though the particular 
subunits of OEC are not resolvable. In contrast, the complexes visible on the middle panel in Fig 1B are 
clearly dimeric, confirmed by scan of higher magnification (Supplementary Fig S2).
Out of presented here cases it appears that it is possible to image photosynthetic complexes in native 
membranes to a high resolution under TM-AFM regime in liquid environment. Both the crystalline areas 
as well as un-arrayed membranes of spinach grana were visualised with clarity with the outline of particle 
as well as their dimeric character visible. The height of complexes and membranes was retained and 
unchanged when comparing to previous JM-AFM data (Sznee et al. 2011) and consistent with literature 
(Dekker and Boekema 2005). The occurrence of blurring (Fig1B bottom panel and Fig 2A) can be 
ascribed to loss of contact caused probably by too speedy scanning rate so easily remediable. Another 
drawback of this study which was relatively low nominal resonance frequency of the cantilever 
translating into lower sensitivity of deflection and stronger noise influence of the liquid, could likewise be 
easily overcome by exploiting cantilevers of higher resonant frequency.
Imaging by jumping mode AFM
The essential difference between jumping and tapping modes lies in the point of contact between the 
tip and the sample. In a regular TM-AFM experiment the tip sort-of hoover over the surface while in JM-
AFM the tip does make contact with the surface and then is withdrawn. In previous work the jumping 
mode AFM has been successfully employed to reveal the orientation of PSII in collinear rows in grana 
disks (Sznee et al. 2011; Chapter 4). Here, we have repeated the experiment on several batches of freshly 
isolated membranes with the typical set of images obtained by JM-AFM presented in Figures 1A and 
further on in Figure 3. Figure 1A presents three types of membrane organization: completely unorganized 
(Fig 1A upper panel), mostly unorganized with areas of ordered protrusions (Fig 1A middle panel) and a 
crystalline organization extending over the whole membrane surface (bottom panel). In all three images 
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Fig3.  JM-AFM images of PS II membranes; (A) first derivative (B, C, E) height images (D)  height  profile of 
membrane (B) (F) height profile of (E); scale bar: (A, B) 100 nm, (C, E) 10 nm
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the protrusions of photosynthetic complexes are clearly distinguishable from the membrane background
while on the membrane in Fig 1A bottom panel even at this low magnification the dimerization of PSII 
supercomplex is noticeable. Continuing further with Figure 3A, it shows two typical membranes closely 
located on mica with a small edge of one membrane overlaying the other. A situation when two double 
membranes overlap on mica happens during the incubation process and has been observed both under 
AFM and EM alike. Both membranes exhibit high degree of ordering of protrusions clearly 
distinguishable already at this low magnification, the bottom one having a crystalline row structure in 
which particles of PSII are aligned in parallel rows spanning whole surface, while the top membrane 
contains shorter partially aligned rows; the dense packing of complexes does not leave much of a
protrusion-free space on either surface. The quality of images in Figure 1 is clearly better for JM-AFM
than TM-AFM with the protrusions having more clearly defined borders although the dimerization of 
OEC proteins in supercomplex is possible in both cases (as proved by Fig 1A bottom panel for JM-AFM 
and middle panel for TM-AFM). In contrast to presented above TM-AFM image 2A, there are no visible 
artefacts in Fig 3A that could originate from drift which is interesting because in JM-AFM as the tip is 
moved in and out of contact, there is more possibility for the solvent to interact with the cantilever and 
thus cause noise artefacts. Moreover, the TM-AFM has proven to be more invasive, even moving a
weaker attached membrane out of position (Chapter 4). 
As reported above with TM-AFM and in our previous JM-AFM study (Sznee et al. 2011), also here 
the thickness of the granum is ~20 nm (Fig. 3D) and the 5 nm height of its most pronounced protrusions, 
as measured with respect to the membrane plane (Fig. 3F), in line with the height of OEC and the 
measurements of particles under the TM-AFM presented above. In contrast to the previous JM-AFM 
studies on grana however, the constituents of the water splitting apparatus are less well resolved. Instead,
the highest protrusions contain two ovalish-shaped topological masses, each measuring ~9 nm in length
and are located about 9 nm from each other, a distance slightly bigger than measured above by TM-AFM.
This effect is most probably caused by the geometry of the probe. Although the commercially 
manufactured probes have the same design and nominal same parameters such as tip length radius 
resonant frequency of the cantilever, the actual dimensions might vary which on a microscale can give a 
big difference.  In Fig. 3C and 3D it is possible to distinguish the underlying structural components of a 
protruding complex. The particles are aligned parallel with the long axis of the complex, creating short 
collinear row with centre-to-centre distances of 24 nm between complexes in a vertical line and 30 nm 
between the two complexes in horizontal line. These values are very close to the row spacing on 
membrane from Fig 2A mentioned in a paragraph about TM above and to JM Fig. 1A bottom panel (Fig 
S3). The whole dimer has a rectangular shape of 25 nm long and 13 nm wide, which is slightly bigger 
than the above-mentioned values estimated by TM-AFM measurements. As observed in previous studies 
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(Sznee et al. 2011), some complexes are accompanied by an additional topological mass, (Fig. 3C, 
marked by an arrow), which is about 8 nm in diameter and protrudes about 2.5 nm from the membrane.
No such accompanying protrusion has been observed neither in our TM-AFM visualized membranes 
above nor the CM-AFM below. The reason for this could be that his additional mass is characteristically 
present only in PSII supercomplexes organized in paracrystalline rows and since no rows were closely 
imaged at high resolution in those two other techniques no such subunit was seen.
The JM-AFM has shown aptitude for achievement of clear particle outline and PSII dimerization even 
at low magnifications which proves the high sensitivity of this method. The resolution of the lateral 
dimensions depends very strongly on tip sharpness but is well within the limits of the PSII core sizes 
estimated so far from other sources. The overall reliability of this method is high as it repeatedly delivers 
high quality images without artefacts. The biggest advantage of this method however is its gentleness due 
to exclusion of shear forces and the biggest drawback the speed of acquisition which is limited due to a 
constant tip approach/withdraw/shift procedure at every scanning point which prohibits high resolution 
scanning of big contact areas.
Contact mode in visualisation of grana membranes
Finally we have also utilized the contact mode to visualize the grana membranes. 
In contrast to experiments described above these samples were incubated on mica for 30-40 minutes, 
presumably leading to lesser amount of membranes containing ordered supercomplexes. Indeed, an 
example of the typical disordered grana recorded by CM-AFM is presented on Figure 4. The upper layer 
of the membrane is filled with dimerically organized protrusion although the resolution is too low to 
allow for resolving of components of OEC. The additional side protrusion visible in JM-AFM images 
above is missing here, similar to the TM-AFM.
Notably, this surface also contains discontinuities (areas devoid of any protrusions or lipids), observed 
numerous times before in ?-DM-prepared PSII membrane fragments visualized by EM or JM-AFM (van 
Roon et al. 2000; Sznee et al. 2011; Chapter 4). These indentations, deepest point of which can be situated
as low as 10 nm above the mica surface, were recently suggested to be remnants of the cytochrome b6f
?????????? ????? ???? ???????? ??? ?-DM  during the grana membrane isolation (Johnson et al. 2014).
Furthermore, certain areas of recorded membrane exhibit height larger than 20 nm (for example the area
marked by the arrow in Figure 4C and the corresponding particular region along the profile line on Figure 
4F) which could be attributed to a 50-nm dust particle attached to mica and later covered by the 
membrane during the membrane deposition or could be caused by a membrane wrinkling while adsorbed 
to mica. Five PSII-OEC particles organized in a semi-crystalline arrangement are apparent in the bottom 
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Fig4.   Contact Mode AFM (CM-AFM) of grana membrane: (A) height image (C) cross section profiles of (A); (D) 
A high-resolution height image with a representative cross section of the membranes (with PSII-OEC) 
shown in (F). (G) Height image of grana showing the partially ordered arrangement in the bottom left 
region of the image, with a corresponding cross section in (I). (B), (E), and (H) are the deflection images 
corresponding to (A), (D), and (G), respectively. Scale bar: (A, B) 200 nm, (C, D) 25 nm, (G, H) 60 nm.
left region of Figure 3G. Within this array, the distance between particles in the same row (as shown in 
Figure 4I) is 17.7 ± 1.2 nm, while the distance between the peaks within a single PSII-OEC particle is 7.5 
± 0.7 nm. Although an analysis of a larger particle array in CM-AFM is required for a more detailed 
specification of the macromolecular organization within the arrayed regions, presented here values are 
very close to the 18.3 ± 0.3 nm spacing of complexes in a row measured by TM above (Fig 2C) and the 
7.9 ± 0.5 nm distance between peak protrusions within individual complexes imaged in the same mode 
(Fig S3). In contrast the spacing within the row of PSII measured by JM-AFM is slightly larger at 24 ±
nm and 17. ± 0.8 nm (both numbers come from Fig 1 left bottom panel) while the monomer distance 
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within the supercomplex is ~9 nm (Fig 3) although the previous JM-AFM has also detected 8 nm distance 
between the components of PSII core (Sznee et al. 2011). While the larger distances within a PSII core 
might be due to a larger tip radius, the spacing between the complexes depends on positioning of PSII 
supercomplexes in the row with respect to each other and also on numbers of LHCII associated with a 
complex or freely present in a membrane.
Discussion
The technique
Visualizing techniques play an important role in determining structures of proteins and protein 
systems. As is the case with many other methods, various representatives of microscopy are 
complementary to each other. The atomic force microscopy, while achieving resolutions slightly below
those of EM, contributes immensely to the structural studies not only by supplying the 3D topology 
information but also by allowing the study of biological materials in native environments. The 
challenging part of this method lays in finding reasonable lateral resolution, which can be limited by drift 
and tip deconvolution, while supporting high vertical resolution. The choice of the particular microscopic 
method is important for the resolution and the aim of the experiment; it is relevant to choose the right 
technique to describe the membranes under the microscope. Of course, the most critical parameter for 
high resolution AFM is certainly the tip, which needs to be sharp and mounted on a soft cantilever 
because repeated scanning of soft biological surfaces requires low force and low spring constants. Equally 
important is the rate of acquisition: scan too fast and the cantilever cannot respond to surface’s features; 
scan too slow and the drift becomes dominant and causes blur of the data or even loss of contact.
However, when just a fast check up on the sample/membrane is required, or in the case of tracking 
dynamic changes in the protein organization the speed of acquisition is more important than the sub 
nanometre resolution. In such cases TM-AFM, having the aptitude for quick acquisition rates, is most 
applicable. In fact, a version of specially adapted TM-AFM: a high-speed TM-AFM (HS-AFM) has 
already been developed achieving lateral nanometer resolutions at speeds allowing for monitoring protein
dynamics on sub-100 milliseconds time scales (Ando et al. 2001; Ando et al. 2013) leading to successful 
visualisation of myosin V walking on an actin filament (Kodera et al. 2010) and behaviour of 
bacteriorhodopsin in response to illumination (Shibata et al. 2010) to name a few. The high resolution
HS-AFM of eye-lens aquaporin arrays formation revealed mechanisms of membrane proteins self?
assembly into functional microdomains (Colom et al. 2012) raising an exciting prospect for future 
tracking visualisation of the assembly dynamics of photosynthetic complexes in real time.  
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The particle dimensions 
Wide AFM studies of bacterial photosynthetic membrane suggest that the one of most apt method for 
obtaining the highest lateral resolution is the CM-AFM (see f. e. (Liu and Scheuring 2013)). Indeed, one 
of the most recent high resolution images of grana obtained in this mode have allowed for resolving the 
four main protrusion of the OEC complex, and even suggested probability of distinguishing PsbO and 
PsbQ/P within the complex for the first time based on the 0.8-1.2 nm height differences between them 
(Phuthong et al. 2015). Three distinctive protein ??????????????????????? in this study as associated with 
PsbO/PsbP/PsbQ/CP43 large extrinsic loop (3.8 ±0.2 nm) and the large extrinsic loop of CP47 (3.0 ± 0.2 
nm) along an overall average height of the entire PSII-OEC particle of 3.9 ± 0.3 nm. The fact that this 
high resolution was not achieved at high magnification scan such as in Figure 4G bears a witness that a 
force balancing in CM is a delicate and difficult matter. Moreover, due to the constant contact between 
the tip and sample surface, this mode, while providing high resolution images for bacterial membranes,
occasionally removes the most protruding H-subunit of the bacterial RC during the scan (Scheuring et al. 
2006; Scheuring and Sturgis 2005) and danger exists that perhaps the highly protruding proteins of PSII’s 
OEC might also be affected. Clearly, the particles presented on high resolution CM micrograph are 
distorted their elongated shape due probably to after-dragging by the too strongly interacting tip (Fig 4E). 
By employing JM-AFM, where the tip is shifted laterally while out of contact with the sample surface, 
that particular threat is removed. Since JM-AFM is a semi-contact mode, where the tip does, albeit 
temporarily, make contact with the sample surface, there is still a possibility of sample deformation while 
at the same time the potential for high resolution imaging is retained. The matter of the OEC height 
difference recorded by JM and CM has been however suggested to be caused by overall long range 
organization of the membrane rather than the tip overcompression (Phuthong et al. 2015). In case of a 
dense semicrystalline array of PSII complexes the packing density could impact the lateral and vertical 
dimensions due to a stronger compression of transmembranal helices, ???????????? ??? ????????? ??? ?n
enhancement in particle height. There is also a high probability that the variations in height of PSII 
complexes in range reported here might exist in vivo (??????? ??? ???? ??11). Certainly, the height of the 
isolated PsbP and PsbQ deduced form crystal structure seems to vary (Cao et al. 2015; Balsera et al. 
2005). It is also possible that differences in isolation protocols, sample conditions prior to imaging, 
different PSII-OEC patterns within the membrane imaging modes result in differences in observed PSII-
OEC heights.
The images of the TM-AFM presented, however, prove that it is possible to obtain high resolution 
images also in this mode under liquid environment. Kirchhoff and co-workers have successfully 
employed the tapping mode in air to PSII enriched photosynthetic membranes obtaining average height of 
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grana as 16 nm (Kirchhoff et al. 2007b) which is 4 nm less than our data suggest. While the height of 
grana membranes in vivo varies depending on light conditions (Dekker and Boekema 2005; Kirchhoff 
2013), we ascribe this particular discrepancy to dehydration caused by sample preparation conducted in 
the mentioned study, and not the method itself, since our own TM-AFM measurements which gave us the 
higher values of grana cross section as well as PS II core protrusions, incidentally the same as obtained in 
JM-AFM, were performed in liquid. Of course, for sake of comparison it would be helpful to repeat the 
JM-AFM on the same samples in air. This however might prove technically difficult due to strong 
capillary forces occurring in the JM-AFM in air (de Pablo et al. 1998) while in liquid there was no
noticeable damage (disfigurement) to the membranes themselves. Even weakly adhered membranes were 
not getting completely detached during repeated scanning by either JM or TM-AFM producing 
reproducible images although in certain cases some displacement was apparent (not shown). The tapping 
mode is known for aptitude to produce very high resolution images of membranes densely packed with 
tiny complexes, so it is disappointing that it was impossible to obtain clear particle substructure images 
without particle analysis (Kirchhoff et al. 2007b) or some enhancement (as in Fig. 2I above). Comparing 
Figure 2G with Figure 3E, the subunits of PSII supercomplex-dimer (including the faint outline of 
Oxygen Evolving Complex components) are better resolved by jumping mode and we can argue that we 
can also see the LHCII antenna on the JM image. Definitely, the defining parameter for JM-AFM on 
grana is the sharpness of the tip, while in case of TM-AFM also the resonance and scan frequency should 
come into consideration. Probably the resolution of TM-AFM image in this case would profit from lower 
line scanning rate.
Outlining the above AFM results, the grana sample visualised by AFM resembles flat double-layered 
membrane patches with highly visible protrusions consistent with of Photosystem II core particles either 
organized in neatly rows or scattered randomly over the membrane. On the rare occasion that a single 
layer fragment was present it was either populated by particles with slightly lower height, consistent with 
PSI complex, or it had a smooth surface implying it being the side of granum where the stromal 
protrusion of PSII and LHCII are located. Grana height profiles taken in JM-AFM as well as TM-AFM 
are similar at about 19-20 nm (Figure 3C and Figure 2D) while in the CM-AFM that figure is slightly 
lower at 18 nm (Fig 4C); similarly the height of PSII cores themselves is the same, about 5 nm, measured 
by two first methods, and 4 nm as measured by CM. These values are similar to reported by many 
publications (see f. e. (Nield et al. 2002) and (Dekker and Boekema 2005)). The height was measured on 
a number of membranes and numerous PSII particles within the membranes and all results are 
reproducible respectively for all scanning modes. In contrast, the heights reported by CM-AFM are on 
average lower with the values being about 18 nm for the double membrane and about 4 nm for the 
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protrusions of PSII core (Figure 4C and 4G and (Phuthong et al. 2015)). The differences might of course 
stem from the preparation protocol as well as spinach growth conditions, in particular in case of grana 
height, as the samples were sourced and prepared separately for CM and together for JM and TM-AFM.
On the other hand the possibility of the tip overpressure in CM-AFM is still a possibility, certainly in the 
light of Fig 4. The peak to peak distances within the PSII core protrusions are slightly smaller in CM but 
fall within the error and the discrepancy is due to the deconvolution of the tip which, nominally, was at 
least 10 fold sharper in the CM experiment.
Particles packing and crystalline arrangement of PSII
Highly specialized energy transducing biomembranes such as grana are densely packed with 
photosynthetic complexes to ensure efficient light harvesting, energy transduction, water splitting and 
regulation. On the other hand high macromolecular crowding can restrain the lateral protein mobility
which is significant for thylakoid functioning, the high rate of damage that PSII is susceptible to in 
particular requiring enough space for protein diffusion during the repair cycle (Barber and Andersson 
1992; Kirchhoff et al. 2008). The AFM, conducted in all scanning modes, has already proven insightful in 
shedding light on structural organization of grana (Kirchhoff et al. 2007b; Sznee et al. 2011; Johnson et 
al. 2014; Onoa et al. 2014; Stoichev et al. 2015; Phuthong et al. 2015). Particularly, a certain feature of 
paracrystalline ordering of PSII supercomplexes in grana unknown before was uncovered due to the 
intrinsic 3-dimensional character of the AFM-micrographs, which contain information about particles’ 
position, shape, size and heights. The breadth of available data made it possible to distinguish that there 
are several crystal forms within one arrayed membrane and also  to discover existence of variations in 
particles size and height within one lattice (Onoa et al. 2014). These findings, achieved by means of TM-
AFM conducted on Arabidopsis thaliana membranes, are particularly exciting as hitherto EM studies of 
PSII crystalline arrays have uncovered crystals comprised of unit cells of homogenous PSII 
supercomplexes. Since the information that any lattice can contain a mixture of smaller and larger
particles could not be discovered by analysing particle positions exclusively, the reason that this feature 
was not detected by EM before was proposed to be originating from the two AFM-uncovered populations 
of particles in one lattice having indistinguishable electron densities projections despite having
differently-sized protrusions above the membrane. Alternatively, in the case that multiple populations of 
variating electron densities have been indeed present in EM micrographs they might have been averaged 
together during data analysis and thus rendered indistinguishable (Onoa et al. 2014). Obtaining this
completely new information on arrays composed of inhomogeneous PSII supercomplex unit cell was thus 
only possible due to the intrinsic 3D character of AFM and so the technique has reinforced its usefulness 
as complementary to EM-derived two-dimensional projection maps.
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Taking into account that the space taken by a most typical supercomplex present in the granum of 
spinach (C2S2M) is 540 nm2 (Dekker and Boekema 2005) the occupancy of this complex in the membrane 
in Figure 2E is ~55%, and in Figure 3C is close to 62%, which is lower than the value of 70% typical for 
intact grana (Kirchhoff et al. 2002) but in line in the previous estimates of spinach membrane density 
(Sznee et al. 2011). Interestingly, in the recent CM study on spinach grana the packing density was higher
but there was no PSII crystalline arrangement observed (Phuthong et al. 2015). It is a known phenomenon 
that the PSII-LHCII supercomplexes have the ability to form ordered arrangements. This highly ordered 
crystalline arrays of PSII are most frequently observed in thylakoids exposed to low temperature and light 
conditions (Dekker and Boekema 2005; Kirchhoff et al. 2007a) though in small percentage they occur in 
plants at all light intensities (Daum et al. 2010; ??????? ??? ???? ????). The fact that crystalline arrays 
increase the occupancy density enhancing the efficiency of light catchment is an exhibition of the 
dynamic functionality of grana, particularly because the type of supercomplexes, their ordering, distances 
and angles between them as well as simply their number may vary within the same thylakoid (??????????
al. 2013) or even granum (Onoa et al. 2014). On a smaller scale than the study concerning light 
acclimatization of Arabidopsis thaliana (??????????????????), a similar type of organization is present in 
the spinach grana, where the distances and organizations are different for different membranes; For 
example on Figure 2C where it was not possible to fit all topological masses with the C2S2M
supercomplex into a local para-crystal (supplementary Fig S1). On the other hand it is unknown how 
susceptible is the crystalline arrangement to the interaction with the AFM probe i.e. how big and flexible 
the gap between the rows of PSII complexes is. The question is if the tip might push the complexes apart 
deepening the gap confirming the flexible fluid-like arrangement of complexes in the membrane. 
The average cross section height of grana, measured on membranes imaged by either mode, is about 20 
nm, implying face-to-face (or close to) positioning of the PSII particles in the opposing layers. Although 
generally thylakoids are highly flexible structures exhibiting variety of granal vertical spacing related to
light conditions, becoming compressed in high light and expanding in the dark, the value of 20-18 nm is
consistent with dark adapted thylakoids (Dekker and Boekema 2005) It has to be noted, however, that the 
grana disks used for AFM are extracted as inside-out membrane pairs with their lumenal surface exposed 
to the mica on one side of the membrane pair and the AFM tip on the other side so there is no possibility 
of assessing the width of the lumenal space of thylakoids stacks they are originating from unless the mica-
adsorbed grana contain more than two layers. On the other hand transversal geometry of grana stacks has 
been repeatedly probed, most notably by cryoelectron-tomography on isolated thin grana stacks (??????????
al. 2011) and ruptured chloroplasts (Daum et al. 2010). The latter has reported lumenal width of 4.5 nm 
and the stromal gap of 3.2 nm, consistent with light adapted chloroplasts, giving the granal repeat distance 
of 15.7 nm (which accounts into 20.2 nm high inside-out membrane pair with two lumenal OEC heights 
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of 4.5 nm similar to the AFM-exposed double layer). Meanwhile the former found the lumenal gap 
significantly larger at 14–16 nm and a variable width of the stroma partition, values falling in a range
characteristic for dark adapted thylakoid membranes. Since the grana were obtained via different 
methods, the differences in values for both lumenal and stromal gaps in those two studies was proposed to 
indicate the altering influence of the preparation method on the membrane stacking properties.
Visualizing the single membrane (stromal side)
Observations conducted on thylakoids by EM and electron tomography revealed the thylakoid 
network within a chloroplast interconnected by a network of stroma thylakoids merging with one grana 
disk in one plane but also to several disks in a grana stack. In plants thylakoids the curves of stroma 
lamellae play important part of separating the two photosystems and housing ATPase but also maintain 
dynamic structural flexibility to accommodate changing light conditions. In respect of topological 
mapping, the stroma membrane presents a challenge for direct AFM imaging in the current state of art 
due to the multilayered three-dimensional character of the thylakoids architecture. At present the force 
microscopes are ill equipped to precisely image the complex multi-height flexible structures and require a 
sample that is fixed to a firm surface. Hence to be able to discover the precise topography of the lamellae 
they must be separated from the grana stacks and adsorbed on mica or other sturdy substrate. Since such 
protocol has not been successfully implemented as yet, the only glimpse at the particle organization in 
stroma comes from the single membrane fragments that are still attached to grana after isolation 
procedure. A single layered fragment attached to a double membrane has recently been presented 
revealing height of 8 nm and filled with protrusions of lateral and vertical dimensions consistent with PSI 
particles (Phuthong et al. 2015). It is equally problematic when it comes to probing the topography of 
stromal surface of PSII-rich grana stacks. Due to the strong specific interactions between grana stacks, 
the stroma-exposed side of the granum is hidden from the AFM tip and the only chance to visualize it 
arises when lumen-exposed fragment is teared away or lifted by the tip. In such cases a smooth surface is 
exposed, as seen in bottom panel of Fig 1A. The apparent featureless is due to the structure of PSII and 
LHCII which on the stroma side protrude both only up to 1 nm and are tightly packed. Again, a good-
sized fragment would be needed to sufficiently zoom in for the topography. It could be achieved by 
pulling or scratching away the top layer by AFM tip though it could lead to risk of tip contamination.
From time to time low-height obviously single layered membrane fragments can be found adsorbed to 
mica, resulting, most probably, from the cutting action of the detergent on the most lipid-dense areas of 
thylakoids. Such single membrane fragmentellets exhibit height in range of 8-10 nm (Fig. S3). Recent 
high resolution images of spinach grana obtained in CM-AFM described novel particles suspended in a 
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single lipid bilayer ascribed the PSI particles to lay in a single layer of a 9.7 nm height arranged 16 nm 
apart and protruding 3.5 nm from the membrane (Phuthong et al. 2015).
The LHCII question
One of the pertaining questions of photosynthesis is the dynamic supramolecular organization and 
remodelling of the Photosystem II antenna, LHCII, an important regulator of the photosynthetic light 
reactions. In higher plants LHCII is a trimeric pigment-protein complex, located mainly in the stacked 
membrane region together with the PSII and is responsible for light harvesting, energy transfer but also 
photoprotection. Majority of the LHCII associates with the PSII core complex, comprising highly 
intricate forms that, depending on their binding affinities, can be isolated as super or even 
megacomplexes. But a significant part can also exist in non-PSII-bound LHCII only domains (Dekker and 
Boekema 2005). During plant exposure to prolonged low light conditions an increased synthesis and 
rearrangement of the LHCII antenna enables optimization of light harvesting while in high light it plays 
protective role in preventing photodamage: under certain light conditions requiring protection of the 
photosynthetic apparatus LHCII is known to dissociate from PS II and to migrate to other parts of 
thylakoids in process known as state transitions (Kargul and Barber 2008). The movement of LHC II 
antenna between stacked grana and stroma lamella leads to structural changes of thylakoids, because 
LHCII is also responsible, via the electrostatic interactions, for stabilizing the appressed granal domains 
(Garab and Mustárdy 1999; Chow et al. 2005; Dekker and Boekema 2005). In mica-immobilized grana 
membranes the specific protein interactions and entropy still can drive major topological rearrangement 
of complexes (Sznee et al. 2011) and it would be of most interest if it could be dynamically traced by the 
AFM tip. Alas, the LHCII trimer has not been, as yet, visualized by AFM in native membrane. Neither 
the high resolution jumping mode studies nor the recent contact mode studies have been able to sense the 
LHCII in the membrane. The difficulty is linked to size and packing of LHCII: this complex protrudes 
maximally 1 nm into either side of the lipid bilayer which combined with the tight arrangement with PSII
and other LHCIIs in the dense crystalline arrays makes it difficult to distinguish the antenna from the 
highly protruding proteins of Oxygen Evolving Complex due to the tip geometry. In particular it is 
demonstrated in the Figure 1A (bottom panel), where the upper fragment of a double layer membrane is 
missing, revealing a smooth surface of the stromal side of the granum underneath, proving that first of all 
that the PSII and LHCII have the same height of stromal protrusions and the PSII is intimately bound to 
LHCII within a supercomplex. The height of this fragment at 10 nm is consistent with a mono layer 
membrane enriched with PSII particles (Fig S3). Similar smooth areas having similar as above height of a 
single membrane fragment was also presented in the CM-AFM study (Phuthong et al. 2015). But neither 
in that work were the LHCII particles visualised even in the highest resolution images. Likewise, several 
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double layered membrane fragments contained smooth areas devoid of distinguishable protrusions but 
with height consistent with a double membrane enriched with PSII.In principle, in the randomly ordered 
membranes or membrane areas where the PSII supercomplexes are more generously spaced (are located 
farther from each other) or in LHCII only domains it should be possible to probe the topography of the 
arrangements of the antenna trimers. In this case the TM-AFM or CM-AFM should be exploited, because 
the LHCII are thought to be tightly packed into chiral domains creating big contact areas which JM-AFM 
has difficulty dealing with.
Conclusions
The efficiency and regulation of photosynthetic energy transduction in plants depend on 
supramolecular arrangement of photosystem II and its antenna in grana membranes. The topography of 
isolated photosystem II supercomplexes and the supramolecular organization of this complex in grana 
membrane preparations are visualized by high-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) tapping and 
jumping and contact modes. Until recently, the macromolecular protein arrangement in photosynthetic 
membranes has been examined by AFM mainly in purple bacteria and this is one of the new instances of 
imaging on a PS II rich membranes. We have imaged membranes by TM and JM using the same set-up. 
From topographies presented here it is clear that JM-AFM, supported by soft cantilevers and sharp tips, is 
capable of achieving high resolution in repeatable experiments on photosynthetic membranes. This is why 
its application in discovering structure of photosynthetic membrane is so valid: fully operational 
photosynthetic membrane, be it bacterial or from plants, contain whole range of different complexes of 
varying lateral and vertical sizes. Thus while, for example, the proteins of Photosystem II extend 5 nm 
into the lumen, the LHCII antenna protrudes mere 1 nm into it and the  ATP synthase is 16 nm high. 
Because of that JM-AFM, while not optimal for large-contact areas such as bacterial membrane or 2D 
crystal, is well suited for imaging photosynthetic membranes with varied heights of membrane bound 
protein complexes. Also, the ongoing optimization of tip-sample interactions (Ortega-Esteban et al. 2012)
make it interesting choice in pursuit of high definition description of membrane structure while the 
development of high-speed AFM makes for an exciting promise of observing dynamic remodelling of 
thylakoid in native conditions. 
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Supplementary figures
Fig1S. JM-AFM from Figure 2C (A) height image with fitted PSII complex of cyanobacteria and LHCII complex of 
spinach (pdb code 3 ARC and 4LCZ respectively); (B) 3-D representation of image (A); (C) zoom of a central area 
of image (A); scale bar 10 nm
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Fig2S. TM-AFM of spinach membrane (A) 1st derivative image and (B) height image from Figure 1B middle panel; 
(C) 1st derivative and (D) height image of a scanned area of marked area on image (A); scale bar (A-B) 50 nm (C-
D) 20 nm
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FigS3. Height profile of JM-AFM membrane from Fig 1A bottom panel, shown here in an upper panel as a 
derivative image (a) profile measured along the long dark blue line (b) the profile measured along light blue line. 
Scale bar 100 nm  
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Abstract
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) palustris is a purple bacterium synthetizing monomeric RC-LH1 
complexes embedded in flat thylakoids-like chromatophores. The continuity of LH1 is suspended due to 
the single helix protein W, but it has been suggested that the gap is irrespective of the positon of the RC 
inside the antenna. A combination of low temperature polarized spectroscopy and atomic force 
microscopy conducted on native chromatophores of Rps. palustris has allowed us to confirm the lack of 
specific ordering of core complexes in the membrane and to visualize possible additional components of 
the photosynthetic apparatus, such as the presence of the ATP synthase c-rings in areas close to RC-LH1 
complexes. These results shed more light on membrane organization of Rps. palustris.
Introduction
Purple photosynthetic bacteria are robust organisms capable of heterotrophic growth and inhabiting a
variety of environments. One of the most metabolically versatile organism among them,
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) palustris, is able to switch between four different types of metabolisms:
photoautotrophic (using energy from light and carbon from carbon dioxide), photoheterotrophic (utilizing 
energy from light and carbon from organic compounds), chemoheterotrophic (exploiting carbon and 
energy from organic compounds) and chemoautotrophic (using energy from inorganic compounds and 
carbon from carbon dioxide). The specific class of metabolism that the bacterium uses depends on 
environmental conditions, such as availability of light, under presence of which it exploits photosynthesis 
as the main source of energy. Photosynthetic processes are catalysed by highly specialized pigment-
protein complexes located in the intracytoplasmic membrane system (ICM) created by infoldings of the 
inner membrane of the bacterial cell. Bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids constitute the main pigments 
involved in the construction of the photosynthetic apparatus which in purple bacteria usually comprises of
peripheral antenna LH2 and the core complex, consisting of core antenna (LH1) and photochemical 
reaction centre, the RC. Usually, the light captured by LH2 is passed on to the LH1 which further funnels 
the excitation energy to the RC where charge separation takes place, catalysing electron transport from 
the special pair (P) via the accessory bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) and bacteriopheophytine (BPheo) first 
to the initial electron acceptor QA and then to secondary ubiquinone QB. Two such photoreactions are 
needed for the doubly reduced quinone to dissociate from the QB site and diffuse in the membrane to the 
cytochrome bc1 complex which, in turn, oxidizes ubiquinol and reduces cytochrome c closing the light-
powered cyclic electron transfer and helping create the proton gradient driving ATP synthase and, 
ultimately, creation of ATP. 
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The structure of the antenna and RC complexes is known with atomic resolution. The RC-LH1 core 
complex of Rps. palustris is monomeric  and constructed from 15 transmembrane ??-apoprotein- subunits
of LH1, each binding two strongly coupled BChl molecules (B875) and one carotenoid, distributed 
equidistantly around the RC along an ellipse to accommodate the slightly elongated shape of the RC 
(Roszak et al. 2003). ????????????????????????????????????????-subunits is interrupted by a small single ?-
helix polypeptide known as W. It has been speculated that W is a homologue of PufX, which is an RC-
integral protein in Rhodobacter genus necessary for photosynthetic growth and, in case of Rhodobacter
(Rba.) sphaeroides, facilitating dimerization of RC-LH1 and their specific orientation with respect to the 
chromatophore long axis (Barz et al. 1995; Francia et al. 1999; Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004),
although it is not known if W is equally essential for bacteria photosynthetic competence. The general 
structure of the peripheral antenna, LH2, is based on the same modular principle as LH1, consisting of 
circularly organized ??-polypeptides each binding one or two carotenoids and three BChls: a monomeric 
BChl oriented parallel to the membrane absorbing at 800 nm (B800) and a dimer of coupled B850 BChls 
that are oriented perpendicular to membrane plane (Hu et al. 1997). Rps. palustris carries multiple genes 
encoding number of modules in the antenna as well as spectral properties of the LH2, which get expressed
depending on light intensity, another exhibition of the remarkable adaptation ability of this bacterium
(Tadros MH and K. 1989; Larimer et al. 2004). The regular nonameric B800-B850 LH2 complex is 
mainly synthesized in organisms exposed to high light conditions but when the light is limited, another, 
mostly absorbing at 800 nm and probably octameric complexes are produced (Evans et al. 1990; van 
Mourik et al. 1992; Hartigan et al. 2002).
Previous AFM studies of the supramolecular organization of the photosynthetic apparatus of Rps. 
palustris (Scheuring et al. 2006), which is housed in flat intracytoplasmic membranes resembling 
thylakoids (Varga and Staehelin 1983), have revealed few interesting details; Firstly, the chromatophores
extracted from cells grown under low light conditions were dominated by areas of randomly mixed core 
complexes and LH2s of different sizes, coexisting with large domains of hexagonally packed lattices of 
peripheral antenna which in the high light membranes were augmented by regions comprised solely of 
core complexes crystals. Although the resolution of the crystalline RC-LH1 arrays was too low to rule out 
uniform orientation of the complexes, the RCs in the mixed domains did not exhibit any specific 
orientation. The most interesting feature suggested however was the supposed location of the putative W 
polypeptide, alleged to disrupt the LH1 ring in the locations disconnected to the position of RC inside it.
The photosynthetic bacterial membrane has long been a subject of detailed investigations.
Spectroscopic time-resolved studies shed light on the efficiency of energy transfer and the imaging 
techniques of EM and AFM along with polarised spectroscopy helped to build structural models of 
chromatophore (?????????????????; Hsin et al. 2010). However, to date no AFM images of neither fully 
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functional nor partial structure of ATP-synthase or bc1 have been obtained in photosynthetic membranes.
Here, we are using polarised spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy to examine native membranes of 
Rps. palustris. Our data confirms the lack of any specific orientation of the RC complexes in the 
membrane suggesting that molecular packing does not induce particular ordering of core complexes 
despite the LH1 elliptical shape. The AFM images reveal, interestingly, aggregation of complexes, 
suggesting that in the flat membranes of Rps. palustris the ATP-synthase as well as bc1 complex is
located in vicinity of RC-LH1 complexes.
Material and methods
Photosynthetic membranes of Rhodopseudomonas palustris strain 2.1.6 were isolated as described in 
(Evans et al. 1990) and stored at -80°C until required.
For liquid chromatography the membranes were incubated with 0.1 % (v/v) n-dodecyl-?-D-maltoside
(?-DM) and eluted with 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.03 ???-DM (v/v) on a Superdex 200 column. 
For polarized spectroscopy the isolated chromatophores were suspended in 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 62% 
(v/v) glycerol, 11.6% acrylamide, 0.4% N,N’-methylynebisacrylamide, 0.02% ammonium persulfate, 
0.02% N,N,N’,N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and left to polymerize. The gel was then 
uniaxially oriented by squeezing in two perpendicular directions, transferred to a cuvette and cooled to 4K 
or 77K in Oxford cryostat and subsequently measured on a home-built spectrophotometer.
Atomic force microscopy images were obtained in a tapping mode on a commercial microscope 
(Nanotech, Spain) with cantilevers (Olympus, Japan) of nominal spring constant 0.02 N/m and resonance 
frequency in liquid of ~11 kHz, with help of the WsXM© program (Horcas et al. 2007) which was also 
used for image analysis. Membranes were deposited on freshly cleaved mica in adsorbing buffer (20 mM 
Tris pH 8.0, 25 mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl) for 1 h in the dark at room temperature after which time they 
were washed with and subsequently measured in the imaging buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl). 
To a small amount of samples (marked in relevant figures descriptions) 0.0025% n-dodecyl-?-D-
maltoside ??-DM) was added prior to incubation in adsorption buffer.
Results and discussion
Pigment composition
Due to distinctive spectral properties in the near infrared region of core complexes and the antennas, it 
is possible to judge the pigment composition in the membranes by absorption and polarised spectroscopy.
The low temperature absorption spectrum of the photosynthetic membrane offers the possibility to 
optically distinguish the absorption bands of the LH2 and LH1-RC complexes. At 4K the near-IR region 
of absorption of Rps. palustris is characterized by a strong band at ~895 nm originating from the LH1 
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B875 pigment and two transitions of LH2 at ~806 nm and 870 nm arising from B800 and B850 
respectively (Figure 1, upper panel). Additionally, small bands belonging to BPheo appear at 770 nm (HL)
and 758 nm (HM) but the other contribution of the RC constituents is hidden under the strong antenna 
signals. The absorption ratio AB850/AB875 is 1.08 which, taking into account ?????????????????????????????B850
= 170 mM-1cm-1 ?????B875 = 118 mM-1cm-1 (Sturgis et al. 1988) and 18 B850 BChl per LH2 ring and 32
BChl per core complex, gives an estimation of 2.7 regular B850-B800 LH2s per LH1. The real LH1/ LH2 
ratio is difficult to assess because depending on the growth conditions Rps. palustris can synthetize 
multiple spectrally-different LH2 complexes (Tadros MH and K. 1989; Evans et al. 1990; van Mourik et 
al. 1992), which can be present here even though the absorption spectrum (and the RT absorption 
spectrum, Figure S1) carries spectral features characteristic of high-light grown membranes which are 
supposed to contain mainly the standard LH2 complex (or at least 50% of the standard LH2 and 50% of 
the low light one (Scheuring et al. 2006)). It is also worth to note, that the standard B850-B800 LH2 
complex of Rps. palustris despite being nonameric is not necessarily structurally equal to the LH2 of Rba. 
sphaeroides, as it has longer elution times (Figure S2).
Figure 1. The OD (top) and LD (bottom, black line) and reduced LD (bottom, grey line) spectra of Rps. 
Palustris recorded at 4K.
To investigate the orientation of complexes, which could give information on presence of spectrally 
distinct complexes, we have used linear dichroism (LD) which is a technique based on differential 
absorption of plane-polarized light by an oriented sample allowing for determination of directions of the 
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electric transition dipole moment of proteins and protein complexes embedded in the membrane relative 
to orientation axis. In the Rps. palustris the Qy absorption bands of LH antenna have a strong positive LD 
signal (Figure 1, bottom panel) indicating that the complexes have a similar orientation of their Qy
transitions, lying more or less in a plane parallel to the orientation direction of the membrane. In Rb. 
sphaeroides, a decrease in magnitude of the LD signal of LH2 relative to LH1 when compared to OD can 
be explained by decreased anisotropy of LH2 due to the tendency of LH2 complexes to accumulate in 
more curved regions of the spherical chromatophores (Frese et al. 2004; Frese et al. 2008; Chandler et al. 
2009). However, in Rps. palustris the membranes are not curved, and since the proteins and their packing 
determine the shape of the membrane they are embedded in, it is unlikely that the LH2 complex would 
give rise to a flat and curved membrane at the same time it gives a lower anisotropy. 
Previous LD studies on low and high light adapted chromatophores of Rps. palustris have proved the 
existence of at least three differently oriented transitions in the B800 pigment of the low light strains (van 
Mourik et al. 1992). In the high light membranes a high reduced LD (defined as LD/A) value of the B800 
band, peaking at the absorption maximum of the band, gave no clear indication of exciton splitting in the 
800 nm region (van Mourik et al. 1992). In our case, the reduced LD has values that are very similar for 
the LH1 and 850 nm band of LH2, which is a manifestation of homogeneity of orientation of the 
complexes supported by the spectral features of Qx region. A small substructure of the reduced LD at the 
blue side of 800 nm band would suggest the presence of a differently oriented transition which could 
belong to the another form of LH2, or originating from the long range uniform ordering of  the RC similar 
to the one present in PufX containing core complexes of Rba. sphaeroides (Frese et al. 2000), although 
the latter explanation seems unlikely as will be shown in the next paragraph. At 758 nm the reduced LD 
has lower amplitude reflecting the orientation of BPheo as more perpendicular to the orientation axis. The 
carotenoid absorption bands and the BChl Qx bands show a negative LD signal. LD/A is of lowest 
magnitude around 600 nm, corresponding to the Qx bands of B850 and B890 while the LD/A of the B800 
Qx band is at ~570 nm.
Ordering of core complexes
Because in native membranes the transitions of the light harvesting complexes overwhelm the 
contributions of the RC, in order to observe the orientation of the long transition of the special pair we 
have measured the difference in LD caused by light-induced bleaching of P. Both LD and dark-minus-
light difference LD (?LD) have been previously shown to be a sensitive determinant of the presence of 
long-range order in chromatophores of Rba. sphaeroides, where a uniform positioning of the RC with 
respect to the long axis of chromatophore induced a spectrum characteristically different from the 
disorganized membranes. A negative sign of the special pair 890 nm band in low temperature LD and 
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?LD and a negative sign of 805 nm LD of accessory BChl were observed in ordered membranes, while 
the membranes not carrying any ordered domains exhibited the same spectrum as isolated RC complexes
(Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004).
Figure 2. Dark-minus-light OD (top) and LD (bottom) spectra of Rps. palustris recorded at 77K
???????? ?????-minus-?????? ???????????? ???????? spectra of Rps. palustris, shown in Figure 2, are 
characterized by well-known spectral shifts occurring due to formation of the radical cation P+ upon 
photooxidation of the special pair: the band at 870-950 nm originates from the bleaching of P and the 
electrochromic shifts of BPheo and accessory BChl are present at 740-770 nm and 790-820 nm 
respectively. The ?LD (Figure 2, bottom panel) spectrum shows features corresponding to the absence of 
order described before for Rba. sphaeroides and Rba. capsulatus (Frese et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2004;
Sznee et al. 2014; D'Haene et al. 2014), namely the positive sign of the special pair ~890 nm band and 
the signs of accessory BChl bandshift in line with a positive LD of B. Additionally, a strong unexpected 
substructure is present at ~800 nm. The origins of this accessory BChl bandshift split are unclear; In 
principle it could arise from the upper exciton band of the special pair that absorbs at ~812 nm and has 
always negative LD sign due to being orthogonal to the (lower exciton) Qy of P and therefore laying in 
the plane perpendicular to the membrane plane and giving negative LD signal. This transition however 
has low oscillator strength and should not imprint so imposingly and not so much to the blue. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume that this split does not have a strict orientational meaning but rather is a 
result of an excitonic interaction arising due to presence of different forms of LH2 in the sample.
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That the overall spectral structure is resembling the LD of isolated RC-LH1 complexes
(Abdourakhmanov et al. 1979; Breton 1985) is, at the first glance, an indication of lack of long range 
ordering of core complexes in the membrane (Frese et al. 2000). In fact a second possible cause for the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????ple caused by nonhomogeneous size 
and shape distribution of isolated ICMs of Rps. palustris embedded in LD gel. If the stacking interaction 
between the membranes is weak and they do not uphold their elongated shape during the polymerizing 
process, then they could not be aligned in the same way causing the probed sample to be isotropic and the 
???????????????????????ll be reminiscent of unoriented membrane fragments even if the embedded RC-
LH1complexes do have long range order as described before for Rba. sphaeroides (Frese et al. 2004). As 
a method statistical in nature LD depends on total orientability of the studied system. 
Morphological characterization of chromatophores
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has developed into a practical tool used widely in complementing 
investigations of the supramolecular organization in a wide variety of photosynthetic bacterial species,
including Rps. palustris (Scheuring et al. 2006). Figure 3 presents low resolution AFM images of typical
Rps. palustris membranes obtained by means of tapping mode. As in all other reported AFM studies, the 
chromatophores adhere to mica with their cytoplasmic side exposed to the tip as evidenced by strongly 
protruding H-subunit of the RC. Unfortunately the majority of the membranes is in a strongly folded state 
with only some fragments lying flat, and so difficult to image by AFM (Figure 3 and S3).
Figure 3. AFM of a typical membrane of Rps. palustris adhered on mica. Scale bar A,B: 100 nm;,C,D : 20 nm. 
A,B- first derivative image; C-height image of a folded area of membrane
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As observed previously, there are numerous membrane areas devoid of protrusions and presumably 
filled with only lipids (Scheuring et al. 2006), marked by yellow arrows in Figure 3 A and B), suggesting
that conversely to the densely packed vesicles of Rba. sphaeroides (Bahatyrova et al. 2004) the flat
palustris chromatophores are at certain regions more sparsely populated. Occasionally, the membrane 
patch contained both partially populated domains and “empty” spaces of lipid phase. The thickness of 
lipid bilayer of those fragments was 3.5 ± 0.5 nm, consistent with values reported before (Scheuring et al. 
2006) but we have encountered pure lipid bilayers measuring only 2.5 ± 0.5 nm in height cross section
(Figure S5). Interestingly, it seems that the complexes can move in through this lipid phase, see the sole 
LH2 complex present in the lipid phase in Figure 3D. This membrane was not treated with detergent, so 
the depopulation must be induced by other factors, such as a high ion concentration in the 
adsorption/imaging buffer. 
The intracytoplasmic membranes housing the photosynthetic complexes of Rps. palustris, the 
chromatophores, form flat stacks of lamellar folds  that can extend along whole cell length and it has been 
suggested that the stacking of these lamellae depend on adhesion between LH1 similarly to LHCII in 
plant thylakoids, being sensitive to ion concentration in both cases (Varga 1983; Varga and Staehelin 
1985). The chromatophores are tightly appressed, with only the one single ICM at the bottom of the stack 
that, incidentally, has lower particle density (Varga 1983) which probably is the layer that adheres to mica
most preferably, as all the flat membrane fragments that were accessible to imaging were single layered.
However big and flat membrane fragments measuring ?????????? in length and  height cross section of up
to 60 nm densely packed with complexes were also present in the preparation (data not shown), but 
majority collapsed on mica without creating hierarchical multilayers as is case with plant thylakoids. This 
could suggest that either the appressing interaction between LH1s in opposing membranes are weaker 
than is a case for plants thylakoids LHCII which interact electrostatically on a Velcro principle (Chow et 
al. 2005), or are govern by different mechanism or were simply negatively affected by lack of divalent 
cations in the extraction buffer. The lack of stacks rigidity might be responsible for the features of the 
????????????, because large folded sheets would not orient the same way in the acrylamide gel inducing 
spectra without fingerprint of long range order.
The diameter of the majority of the LH2 complexes, measured as the distance from top-to-top of 
topological mass of the ring apoproteins, was ~6 nm and single complexes, probably belonging to the 
low-light antenna which had been shown to be smaller than the regular B800-B850 complex, had a
diameter of about 5 nm. Their presence could account for the substructure in the reduced LD at 800 nm 
mentioned above, because it was found that the 800 nm component of the low-light LH2 complex is 
nonhomogeneous (van Mourik et al. 1992) and that the low-light antenna is on average smaller than the 
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high-light one, probably even octameric (Hartigan et al. 2002; Scheuring et al. 2006), though the latter has 
not been confirmed by single molecule spectroscopy (Brotosudarmo et al. 2009). Here, directly from the 
raw data without employing single molecule analysis it seems that majority of the LH2s are nonameric. 
Figure 4 AFM image (A,B) and height profile (C) of a typical membrane of Rps. palustris adhered on mica. 
?????????-DM was added prior to incubation to the adsorption buffer. Scale bar 20 nm
The average dimensions of the imaged RC-LH1, measure at the outside ring, were 12.8 and 10.9 nm
for the long and short axis of the core complex ellipse, respectively, and the LH1was found to protrude
about 1.5 nm and the RC about 5 nm at the highest point over the membrane. Disappointingly, no H
subunit was removed during the course of scanning at high resolution, therefore it was not possible to
assess where the interstice in the LH1 ring is placed. This fissure according to the crystal structure is set at 
the periapsis of the RC-LH1 ellipsoid (Roszak et al. 2003). Its location was reiterated by single molecule 
spectroscopy combined with numerical simulation (Richter et al. 2007), but the high resolution AFM 
topographs have suggested the positional freedom of the LH1 gap (Scheuring et al. 2006) which has 
direct ramifications for significance of the W protein. In fact, not much is known about this protein at all, 
besides that it is a transmembrane single ?-helix located ????????????-apoprotein ring of the LH1 complex 
in a lightly shifted orientation almost opposite the H-subunit, as up to date it has withstood attempts of 
isolation and purification and neither its sequence nor gene responsible for its coding is known. The X-ray 
structure has the W helix inserted next to the groove in the RC through which the tail of the ubiquinone 
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projects into the membrane, suggesting that it is enabling a gate for ubiquinone/ubiquinol exchange; it is 
also supposed to play a role in the orientation of the RC within the LH1 complex through interaction with 
?? ??????? ??????? ?????????????? ?-helix of the H subunit. This has been put in doubt by the 
aforementioned AFM study of (Scheuring et al. 2006) which shown, after removal of the RC by AFM tip,
the putative W-subunit to be in contact with both neighbouring ??-LH1-heterodimers and placed in 
various locations on the ellipse seemingly without any correlation to the position of RC. That would mean 
that the W subunit might not play a role in fixing the orientation of the RC, nor in the creation of a
quinone-exchange channel putting the need of the presence of the W protein into question. Indeed, the 
monomeric core complexes without any PufX/W homologues where LH1 forms a continuous palisade 
around the RC are ubiquitous among photosynthetic bacteria. For example, in the recently crystalized 
core complex of Thermochromatium tepidum the RC is completely enclosed by the LH1 ring which 
possesses channels on the interface at the cytoplasmic side between each pair of adjacent ??-heterodimers 
(Niwa et al. 2014). In case of Rps. palustris however, the W-related discontinuity of the ??-subunit
palisade is clear and the recently identified W-candidate, the single transmembrane ?-helix denominated 
as PRA0067, seems to influence photosynthetic competence of the bacterium, as the knock-out mutants 
were able to grow chemotropically but not photosynthetically (Mulvaney 2013), although this work is far 
from final.
Other components of photosynthetic chain
Despite numerous species having their chromatophores studied by high resolution AFM imaging
(Scheuring and Sturgis 2009), no protrusions that could be identified as the ATP synthase or cytochrome 
bc1 complexes were observed, leading to a need of reassessment of existing models of the photosynthetic 
membrane. Here, we notice four different structures in our AFM image that cannot be ascribed to either 
RC or LH1/LH2 antenna complexes. In Figure 5, two circularly shaped protrusions are visible in the 
vicinity of RC-LH1 complexes, marked by arrows. Both protrusions have a height of ~1.5 nm and a
diameter of ~5 nm, parameters that would be consistent with an LH2 antenna complex except for a
missing central gap expected. Instead, it appears that the periphery is structured, albeit not to high 
resolution, reminiscent of the rotor element turbine of ATP synthase, the c-ring. The c-ring is involved in 
transporting ions across the membrane by reversible binding and release of protons to deliver the energy 
required for ATP synthesis in the F1 subunit of the enzyme. Neither the whole ATP synthase complex of 
Rps. palustris nor its separate subunits have been crystallized, but generally it is a highly conserved 
enzyme composed of two major subcomplexes: a water soluble F1 and a membrane embedded F0 that can 
function as separate and independent rotary motors constructed of number of subunits. The F0 subunit 
rotor ring, the c-ring, is an oligomeric hour-glass shaped assembly of c-subunits organized cylindrically 
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with a constriction in the middle and a central pore (Meier et al. 2005). The c-rings of ATP synthases of 
various organisms show different thermal and chemical stabilities as well as different numbers of 
subunits, suggesting that variability of c-ring sizes and stoichiometries might represent an adaptation of 
individual species to their particular environmental and physiological conditions (Hakulinen et al. 2012;
Pogoryelov et al. 2012; Preiss et al. 2013) but they are built on the same modular principle. The quality of 
the image on Figure 5 is not sufficient to incisively determine the stoichiometry of the ring but we 
estimate the number of subunits between 10 and 11, close to the 11 of the c-ring of the bacterium  
Ilyobacter (I.) tartaricus, reconstituted crystals of which have been investigated by AFM and EM 
(Hakulinen et al. 2012). Reconstituted c11 crystals of I. tartaricus have their cytoplasmic side, which is 5.6 
± 0.3 nm in diameter, protruding 0.7 ± 0.1 nm on average from the membrane (Hakulinen et al. 2012)
which is significantly less than we observe here but lack of bigger number of images has prevented the 
quantification of number of subunits as well as size and height. It is possible, of course, that the structure 
observed here is not the ATP synthase ring, but a small novel LH2 although this seems unlikely since 
first, the resolution here is high enough for a central space of the ring to show up, and second, the 
previous high resolution AFM on Rps. palustris high and low light adapted membranes have not shown 
anything like it, so we assume it to be a good candidate for a c-ring. This hypothesis might be called into 
question due to an absence of any protrusion in vicinity that could be identified as belonging to the 
transmembrane a subunit of the F0 stator; however it is possible that some of the stator components 
dissociated during the incubation or under ?-DM treatment. Besides, the a subunit proves difficult to 
sense by AFM since it is extending only about 0.4 nm from the membrane surface (Hakulinen et al. 
2012). Another striking point is that we find the two c-rings close to each other suggesting that they might 
have been part of a dimer. ATP synthases from bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts differ not only on 
the molecular scale in the number and structure of their subunits but also on macromolecular scale in the 
way the complex is incorporated into the photosynthetic and respiratory apparatus. In chloroplasts the 
ATP synthase is monomeric and absent from curved membrane regions (Dekker and Boekema 2005;
Daum et al. 2010) while in mitochondria ATPase self assembles into dimers, interacting mainly through  
their F0 parts, enforcing a strong local curvature on the inner mitochondrial membrane thus determining
morphology of the cristae (Allen et al. 1989; Dudkina et al. 2005). The angles between two F1 subunits 
can range from 35° to 180°, suggesting the possibility of stronger or weaker bending of the membrane 
(Couoh-Cardel et al. 2010), meaning that the membrane discussed here would not have to be very 
strongly bent to accommodate the 8 nm distance between the centres of the c-ring protrusions so in 
principle it is possible that the ATP synthase in Rps. palustris might be dimeric. On the other hand the 
bacterial as well as chloroplast ATP synthase lack the e subunit associated with the F0 proton channel in 
yeast and mammals that has been shown to be crucial in creation of dimers (Arnold et al. 1998).
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None of the high resolution AFM images to date has identified ATP synthase although its presence in 
the used preparations was positively confirmed (Bahatyrova et al. 2004) and thus it is hypothesized that 
this enzyme is restricted to the curved region of the vesicular chromatophore. In the tightly appressed 
membranes of Rps. palustris the highly protruding ATP synthase must be relegated to the top and bottom 
layer or the single ICM or to the margins of the membranal folds which might explain why it was not 
seen in the previous high resolution AFM. By treating the samples with a miniscule amount of mild 
detergent ?-DM, the margins which probably contain higher amount of lipids susceptible to detergent 
than the tightly packed inner thylakoids, were targeted to “open up” thus resulting in the enzyme being 
accessible to imaging.
Figure 5. AFM image and height profile of a typical membrane of Rps. palustris ??????????????????????????-
DM was added prior to incubation to the adsorption buffer. Scale bar 10 nm
Another unaccounted for highly protruding structure is located, incidentally, also on Figure 5, marked 
by dashed line. This topological mass extends about 3.5 nm from the membrane surface and measures 
roughly 8 nm across and 13 nm along the long axis, filling in a rectangle of 10.5 x 16 nm and is clearly 
dimeric, the distance between the centres of being about 6 nm, although the outlines of the two halves are 
not identical. The protrusion on the left side of the structure has dimensions 6 x 8.7 nm in line with the 
cytochrome bc1 complex of Rba. sphaeroides (Esser et al. 2008), which was crystalized without subunit 
IV which might account for a slightly bigger size observed. More troubling is the height, expected to be 
no more than 1 nm for a cytoplasmic side of the cytochrome, because the bacterial bc1 lacks the extrinsic 
helixes characteristic to mitochondrial complex. The second protrusion is slightly smaller, at 6 x 7 nm. In 
both cases there is a lower part, about 1.2 nm high, visible on the upper side of the image. The size and 
distances of those masses rather exclude them being sole RC complexes without LH1nor parts of ATP-
a?????????????????????????????????????????????There is a similar, single mass marked by asterisk, on Figure 5 
that could be mistaken for an RC complex. It is the same height as the mass mentioned above, and after 
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prolonged scanning it has lost the most extrinsic part revealing rather smooth structure of 1.3 nm height 
that has lateral dimensions consistent with the bc1 (Figure S4). It is also interesting that the membrane in 
which above protrusions are embedded is on average 0.5 nm higher that the membrane from Figure 4.
Conclusions
The photosynthetic unit in the membrane of the purple bacteria Rps. palustris is organized in the same 
space. There is no way of knowing if the observed membrane patch comes from the most cell-wall 
exposed or cytoplasm side of the stack. We find no evidence of specific long range ordering of RC-LH1 
complexes in the membrane but we cannot confirm if the localization of W-induced gap in the LH1 ring 
is random. Our data implies lack of any specific orientation of the RC complexes in the membrane 
suggesting that molecular packing does not induce particular ordering of core complexes despite the LH1 
elliptical shape. We postulate that the bc1 complex is present within the domains of RC-LH1 and it might 
have additional subunit attached while the ATP synthase located in vicinity of bc1 shows c-ring 
stoichiometry of 11 although the dimerization of that complex is inconclusive. 
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Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure S1 Absorption spectra of Rps. palustris membranes taken at RT before adsorption to mica 
Supplementary Figure S2 Chromatogram of ?-DM incubated membranes of Rba. Sphaeroides (grey line) and Rps. 
palustris (black line) recorded at 590 nm in RT. Band association is as follows: 1,I- unsolublized membranes; 2-
dimers of RC-LH1; 3,III- monomers of core comples; 4,IV- LH2. Spectra normalized at their respective maxima
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Supplementary Figure S3 (A) EM  image of typical membrane (B) low resolution image of RC-LH1 only domain; 
possible bc1 complex outlined by blue dash line and the model of cytoplasmic view of Rba. sphaeroides bc1 added for 
comparison, also in blue (C) AFM image of a membrane fragments of Rps. palustris adhered on mica. (D) zoom of 
an area marked by dashed line on Figure 5 B with fitted bc1 complex of Rba. sphaeroides; Scale bars (A) 50 nm 
(B,C) 10 nm (D) 5 nm
Summary
The internal membranes of photosynthetic organisms (the thylakoids in 
plants and the chromatophores in purple bacteria) provide location for the 
light reactions of photosynthesis. The protein complexes comprising the 
photosynthetic machinery are different for plants and purple bacteria; In 
plants, the Photosystem I and II (PSI, PSII) and their light harvesting
antennas (LHCI and II), ATP synthase and cytochrome b6f complexes are 
spatially distributed between stacked grana membranes and unstacked single 
lamellas of the thylakoid system whereas the bacterial photosynthetic
reaction centre RC with its core antenna LH1 (RC-LH1) and peripheral 
antenna LH2 together with bacterial ATP synthase and cytochrome bc1 are 
housed within the same intracytoplasmic membrane of phototropic bacteria.
This machinery is highly organized and flexible for effective use of light 
energy. 
Atomic Force Microscopy is a unique and powerful tool for acquiring 
high resolution topographic images of membrane proteins directly in native 
membranes. Applied to stacked grana membranes from spinach, the AFM 
revealed high-resolution images of PSII complexes and their organization 
within these membranes. Four different packing lattices were observed: co-
linear rows of close laying PSII that span the entire membrane, nanometric 
domains of linear or skewed rows, and disordered domains. Although the 
membranes appear to be densely packed with protein at lower resolution, the 
highest resolution images reveal large domains without visible protrusions,
which are speculated to be filled with the LHCII antenna complexes. 
Interestingly it transpired that it is possible for PSII complexes to rearrange
from random to row-like organizations when temporarily stored at 4 °C
despite grana membranes being adhered to mica surface.
Three different working modes of the AFM microscope were exercised in
grana membranes imaging: tapping, jumping and contact. All three have the 
ability to deliver high resolution images with the jumping mode being the 
least and contact mode the most intrusive. The height of grana membrane 
measured in jumping and tapping modes are similar at about 19-20 nm while 
in the contact mode that figure is slightly lower at 18 nm; similarly the 
height of PSII core particles is the same, about 5 nm, measured by two first 
methods, and 4 nm as measured by the latter.
The organization of bacterial photosynthetic membrane has been studied 
by means of AFM and polarized spectroscopy. The AFM tapping mode has 
been only employed to probe the flat intracytoplasmic membranes of the 
purple bacterium Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) palustris, whereas the linear 
dichroism (LD) spectroscopy technique was used to probe the spherical 
chromatophores of Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides and capsulatus, as well 
as the membranes of Rps. palustris.
Rba. sphaeroides and capsulatus contain a special protein within the RC-
LH1 complex, protein PufX that is essential for the bacterium photosynthetic 
growth. In Rba. sphaeroides the RC-LH1 complex can have either a 
monomeric or a dimeric form in which two adjoined RC-LH1 are related by 
an axis of two-fold symmetry. Dimeric RC-LH1 complexes can form 
ordered arrays within the membranes with the RC locked in a unique 
orientation within the complex. The creation of those dimers and fixation of 
RC in a unique position is also facilitated by PufX protein. In absence of this
protein the RC can adopt multiple orientations with respect to the LH1 and 
there are no ordered arrays in the membrane. The RC-LH1 complexes of 
Rba. capsulatus are only monomeric, despite presence of PufX and the 
chromatophores of Rba. capsulatus lack any long range ordering. Even small 
alterations of PufX can have severe ramifications for the supramolecular 
organization. The single point mutations in the Rba. sphaeroides PufX and 
replacement of the Rba. sphaeroides PufX by its Rba. capsulatus counterpart
produced only monomeric RC-LH1 complexes. The chromatophores 
however were not completely unordered, corroborating earlier observation 
that presence or absence of order in the bacterial membrane depends not 
only on presence of PufX. Interestingly, there were ordered and unordered 
domains of RC-LH1 complexes also present in native chromatophores even 
when the PufX was missing from the RC-LH1 complex. The degree of 
organization of RC-LH1 complexes in the membrane was influenced by a 
type of carotenoid contained in the RC and antennas. The results support the 
idea that the type of carotenoid has impact on the structural conformation of 
the RC-LH1 complex that is independent on PufX protein.  
Neither the AFM images nor LD spectra of native membranes of Rps. 
palustris , which instead of PufX has a protein W, show evidence of specific 
long range ordering of the RC-LH1 complexes. The AFM data suggests that 
cytochrome bc1 complex is present within the domains of RC-LH1 and it 
might have additional subunit attached while the ATP synthase located in 
vicinity of cytochrome bc1 shows c-ring stoichiometry of 11 although the 
dimerization of that complex is inconclusive.
